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A fundamental problem in astrophysics involves the origin of jets and the dynamics
of accretion disks. How does a collimated outow arise from hot material that is
spiraling into a central object (be it a black hole, neutron star, white dwarf or
young star)? Why do jets appear to turn \on" and \o" as the accretion disk
changes between dierent states?
In this thesis, we attempt to shed some light on this question through obser-
vational, theoretical and computational studies. We present high time resolution
observations of the Galactic black hole candidate GRS 1915+105 and show how
subtle dierences in the accretion disk evolution in this object during dierent
episodes of activity are related to dierent types of jet ejections. We then develop
several new theoretical results about accretion disks that allow us to parametrize
our uncertainty about the jet and other complex physics in a way that can be stud-
ied in one- or two-dimensional numerical simulations. Following this, we present
FRIENDLY, a new code for numerical integration of arbitrary partial dierential
equations to arbitrary orders of accuracy that was developed during the course of
this thesis. Finally, we present a preliminary application of FRIENDLY, in which
we attempt to simulate an accretion disk that experiences a sudden increase in
the strength of turbulence, as might be expected if an ordered magnetic eld wereejected from the system in the form of a jet. We compare the simulations to the
observations of GRS 1915+105 and conclude that further study of this mechanism
may lead to an explanation for the behavior of this enigmatic object.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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xivChapter 1
Introduction
Imagine an object with the mass of the Sun, condensed into the size of a small
city.
This object is a black hole, and its extremely high mass density produces, in
the region of spacetime around it, the strongest gravity in the universe. The black
hole's gravity is so strong that neither the city nor the Earth itself could hold it
up; the black hole would crush through these objects, and its gravitational tides
would shred them apart.
This thesis concerns the eects of a black hole's gravity on objects|in partic-
ular, on concentrations of ionized plasma|that are found near actual black holes
in the universe.
1.1 The Energy Released by Black Holes
The technical denition of a black hole is that it is an object whose gravity is so
strong that nothing, including light, can escape from within it. A black hole, in
fact, does not have a hard surface|its gravity is so strong that it pulls any matter
and light within it in to the center, where the forces of quantum gravity deal with
it in some unknown way. The \sphere" that denes the black hole is really just a
region of space whose invisible boundary (known as the event horizon) marks the
region within which light cannot escape. Outside the black hole, one looks inside
and sees only darkness.
1Despite the fact that no light is emitted from a black hole, observing black
holes is one of the main topics of this thesis. It is a curious fact that the inability
of light to escape from a black hole is the very property that not only allows these
tiny, city-sized objects to be detected all the way across the Galaxy (or all the way
across the visible Universe for the largest black holes, which are still only about
as big as our solar system), but that also virtually guarantees that black holes are
among the most important contributors of light and energy to the universe that
surrounds them, and therefore worthy of study.
Specically, if we consider an object of mass M and require only that it has an
escape velocity equal to the speed of light c at its \surface" (i.e., that it meets the
fundamental denition of a black hole), then the radius of the black hole must be
R  2GM=c2 = 2:95(M=M) km from simple Newtonian physics (G is Newton's
gravitational constant and M is the mass of the Sun), and the amount of energy
liberated by an object of mass m falling from a large distance onto the black
hole, which is  GMm=R, must therefore become  mc2 upon substitution of the
expression for R; i.e., it must roughly equal the object's rest mass energy.
In other words, it is a fundamental property of a black hole (or, indeed, of any
object whose escape velocity approaches the speed of light) that it can eciently
convert a large fraction of the rest mass of accreting material into other forms of
energy before the accreting material enters the black hole.
1.2 Observations of Black Holes
What happens to the energy that is liberated by a black hole each time an object
falls in? There are several possibilities: the energy can be liberated in the form of
radiation, making the region around the black hole shine bright; it can be liberated
2by being transferred to other particles that do not enter the black hole but instead
speed away from it in the form of a jet; or it can be carried directly into the black
hole itself in the form of kinetic energy. It is one of the goals of this thesis to help
understand what makes astrophysical black holes switch between dierent modes
where one or another of the above energy release mechanisms is dominant.
In fact, observations have already been quite successful in determining the
various properties that black holes have when they are in one or another of the
above states. As might be expected from energy conservation arguments, the
general trend is that black holes which emit a large amount of energy in the form of
thermal radiation from an accretion disk show less evidence for energy dissipation
in a jet, and vice versa. For good reviews of the current state of knowledge and
the detailed properties of the dierent black hole states, see Fender et al. (2004),
McClintock & Remillard (2006) and Remillard & McClintock (2006).
Much less is known about the manner in which black holes transition between
the dierent states, however. The basic picture appears to be that if one plots
a black hole's evolution on a \hardness-intensity" diagram (essentially the X-ray
astronomer's version of a color-magnitude diagram, although with a slightly dif-
ferent physical interpretation of the observed color, due to the dierent spectral
components that are active in the X-ray band), one nds that black holes undergo
outbursts in which they start o \blue" and faint, then become gradually brighter
and \redder" as thermal emission from the accretion disk becomes visible; at some
point, the steady jet that dominates the energy release in the faint state disappears
in a brief burst of fast, transient jet ejection that is observed in the form of ares
in radio and infrared light curves and, occasionally, discrete moving ejecta in high
resolution radio images. After the ejection, the emission from the region around
3the black hole remains red and bright for some period of time, before eventually
getting fainter and bluer again.1 However, the physical parameters that trigger
black holes to enter an outburst and control the speed and manner with which
they cycle through various parts of the outburst remain uncertain.
Perhaps the most fascinating black hole in our galaxy is an object known as
GRS 1915+105. This object is interesting because it essentially has spent all of its
time since its discovery (nearly fteen years ago) in an \active" state, cycling right
around the region of the hardness-intensity diagram where transient jets form (e.g.,
Fender et al. 2004). What makes GRS 1915+105 unique is likely its enormous
accretion disk, which is much bigger than that of any other similar system and
therefore eectively gives the black hole's strong gravity a lot of mass that it can
continually \play with" (Done et al. 2004; Fender & Belloni 2004; Remillard &
McClintock 2006). Thus, GRS 1915+105 is a perfect source in which to study the
behavior of plasma in the strong gravitational eld of a black hole and the way in
which this material changes between dierent states|in other words, the weather
around a black hole.
1.3 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis investigates GRS 1915+105 and black hole accretion disks and jets in
general from an observational, theoretical and numerical perspective, with an eye
towards shedding some light on the reasons black hole \weather" behaves as it
does.
Chapter 2 presents high time resolution observations of GRS 1915+105 in the
1These observations are primarily based on stellar mass black holes with companion
stars that feed the black hole via Roche lobe overow; other categories of black holes
can and do behave dierently.
4infrared and X-rays during periods of jet ejection activity and identies subtle
features in the accretion disk evolution that are related to dierent types of jet
ejections. This chapter is published in Rothstein, Eikenberry, & Matthews (2005).
Chapter 3 rederives a large portion of accretion disk theory with an eye towards
incorporating ad-hoc models of a jet or other changes in the disk's vertical structure
in one-dimensional accretion disk models. Several new quantities are introduced
that can be used to parametrize our uncertainty about a jet and other complex
physics, and the eects of these quantities on the energy balance and evolution
timescales of an accretion disk are explored.
Chapter 4 presents FRIENDLY, a new code for numerically integrating partial
dierential equations that can be used to study accretion disks, as well as for a
wide variety of other astrophysical and general scientic applications.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents simulations of an accretion disk using FRIENDLY
in which the strength of turbulence increases suddenly, in a manner that is roughly
consistent with observational data as well as theoretical models for jet ejection.
The results of the simulations are compared to observations of GRS 1915+105,
and further directions for study are suggested.
5Chapter 2
Observations of Rapid Disk-Jet
Interaction in the Microquasar
GRS 1915+105
2.1 Summary
In this chapter, we present evidence that  30 minute episodes of jet formation in
the Galactic microquasar GRS 1915+105 may sometimes entirely be a superposi-
tion of smaller, faster phenomena. We base this conclusion on simultaneous X-ray
and infrared observations in July 2002, using the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer and
the Palomar 5 meter telescope. On two nights, we observed quasi-periodic infrared
ares from GRS 1915+105, each accompanied by a set of fast oscillations in the
X-ray light curve (indicating an interaction between the jet and accretion disk). In
contrast to similar observations in 1997, we nd that the duration of each X-ray
cycle matches the duration of its accompanying infrared are, and we observed
one instance in which an isolated X-ray oscillation occurred at the same time as
a faint infrared \subare" (of duration  150 seconds) superimposed on one of
the main ares. From these data, we are able to conclude that each X-ray oscil-
 This chapter is based on the published paper by Rothstein et al. 2005 [Rothstein,
D. M., Eikenberry, S. S., & Matthews, K. 2005, The Astrophysical Journal, 626, 991;
c  2005. The American Astronomical Society. All rights reserved.] It is reprinted here
with minor changes, based on rights retained by the author.
6lation had an associated faint infrared are and that these ares blend together
to form, and entirely comprise, the  30 minute events we observed. Part of the
infrared emission in 1997 also appears to be due to superimposed small ares, but
it was overshadowed by infrared-bright ejections associated with the appearance of
a sharp \trigger" spike in each X-ray cycle that were not present in 2002. We also
study the evolution of the X-ray spectrum and nd signicant dierences in the
high energy power law component, which was strongly variable in 1997 but not in
2002. Taken together, these observations reveal the diversity of ways in which the
accretion disk and jet in black hole systems are capable of interacting and solidify
the importance of the trigger spike for large ejections to occur on  30 minute
timescales in GRS 1915+105.
2.2 Introduction
GRS 1915+105 is one of the most fascinating objects in astrophysics today. It
was one of the rst systems in the Galaxy to be identied as a \microquasar"|an
X-ray binary with relativistic jets which mimics some of the behavior of quasars on
a smaller and closer scale. (For a review of these objects, see Mirabel & Rodr guez
1999 and Fender 2006; for a review focusing on GRS 1915+105, see Fender & Bel-
loni 2004.) Because timescales in microquasars are expected to be a factor of  108
shorter than in quasars (owing to the much smaller mass of the compact object
which powers the system), microquasars are excellent laboratories for investigating
accretion disk evolution and jet formation in black hole systems.
GRS 1915+105 was rst discovered as a transient X-ray source (Castro-Tirado
et al. 1994), and its radio and infrared counterparts have since been identied
(Mirabel et al. 1994). The system contains a  14 M black hole fed by Roche
7lobe overow from a K-M giant companion (Greiner et al. 2001a,b). GRS 1915+105
displays extreme variability in many dierent wavebands and on many dierent
timescales, making it unique among the X-ray binaries. Its uniqueness is likely due
to its extremely high accretion rate, which allows it to regularly reach luminosities
unseen in other Galactic X-ray sources (Done et al. 2004; Fender & Belloni 2004).
Perhaps the most spectacular variability observed from GRS 1915+105 is seen
in high resolution radio maps, which occasionally reveal the presence of resolved,
bipolar ejections with ux densities up to  600 mJy that form on timescales of
weeks and move away from the system at relativistic speeds (> 0:9c; Mirabel &
Rodr guez 1994; Rodr guez & Mirabel 1999; Fender et al. 1999b). These events
are referred to as \class A" ejections by Eikenberry et al. (2000) to distinguish
them from smaller \class B" radio and infrared ares on  30 minute timescales
which are also thought to correspond to jet ejection. In addition to the radio and
infrared ares, GRS 1915+105 displays a broad range of variability in the X-rays,
where it switches between many dierent states (reviewed extensively by Belloni
et al. 2000a) and where quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) on timescales as fast
as  168 Hz have been observed (Remillard et al. 2002; McClintock & Remillard
2006).
Multiwavelength observations of \class B" events in GRS 1915+105 by Pooley
& Fender (1997), Eikenberry et al. (1998a,b), and Mirabel et al. (1998) were the
rst to reveal the intimate link between accretion disk evolution and relativistic
jet formation on short timescales in any black hole system. Eikenberry et al.
(1998a) observed a one-to-one correspondence between repeating X-ray variability
cycles and infrared ares ( 100 mJy dereddened) on timescales of  30 minutes.
The observations are consistent with a picture in which emptying and relling
8of the X-ray emitting inner disk (e.g. Belloni et al. 1997a,b) coincides with the
ejection of material into a jet, which radiates through synchrotron emission to
produce a are (Fender et al. 1997; Pooley & Fender 1997). The infrared and X-
ray light curves decouple as the ejecta becomes causally separated from the inner
disk (Eikenberry et al. 1998a), and as the plasma moves out of the accretion disk
plane it can radiatively pump emission lines originating within the disk (Eikenberry
et al. 1998b). Each infrared are appears to be accompanied by a delayed radio
are, perhaps indicating adiabatic expansion of the ejected cloud (Mirabel et al.
1998) or motion along a conical jet (Fender & Pooley 1998), while the jet itself is
resolved by the Very Long Baseline Array as an optically thick synchrotron source
of length  20 AU that is variable on similar timescales as the X-rays and infrared
(Dhawan et al. 2000).
Though subsequent observations have revealed smaller, more complex infrared
aring behavior in this source (e.g. Eikenberry et al. 2000), the above represents the
basic picture for the ejection of \class B" jets in GRS 1915+105. In this chapter,
we present multiwavelength observations of GRS 1915+105 on four nights during
July 2002, when the source was undergoing another period of \class B" ejection.
The similarities and dierences between these observations and those obtained
previously allow us to begin to map out how the many dierent X-ray states of
GRS 1915+105 aect jet production in this unusual source. We conclude that
the observed ejections may sometimes entirely be a superposition of smaller, more
complex phenomena, and that the appearance of a \trigger" spike in the X-ray
light curve (seen in the observations of Eikenberry et al. 1998a, but not in our July
2002 observations) is a key ingredient for large, infrared-bright ejections to occur
on  30 minute timescales.
92.3 Observations
We obtained infrared observations of GRS 1915+105 on the nights of 2002 July
27{29 UT in the K (2:2m) band, using the D-78 camera at the Cassegrain focus
of the Palomar Observatory 5 meter Hale telescope. X-ray observations (with
coverage between  2{100 keV) were obtained on July 27{28 and July 30 using the
Proportional Counter Array (PCA) on the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer (RXTE);
further details regarding this instrument can be found in Greiner et al. (1996) and
references therein.
We congured the infrared camera to take 128  128 pixel (1600  1600) images
at a rate of one frame per second, with absolute timing provided by a WWVB
radio signal from the National Institute of Standards and Technology ( 1 ms ac-
curacy). We observed GRS 1915+105 in this mode for  8 hours on each of the
rst two nights and for  1 hour on July 29. We processed each image by subtract-
ing an averaged sky frame, dividing by a at eld, interpolating over bad pixels
and ltering it in the Fourier domain to remove electronic pattern noise that cor-
rupted many of the images. On July 27, we also observed the faint HST/NICMOS
standard GSPC P182-E (star no. 9177 from Persson et al. 1998) for absolute ux
calibration.
A typical processed image is shown in Figure 2.1. The eld of view is large
enough to capture GRS 1915+105 and several nearby stars. We performed dier-
ential photometry on GRS 1915+105 and the surrounding eld stars, measuring
their uxes within a 100 radius software aperture. We used the two brightest eld
stars as a reference, averaging their light curves together and dividing the normal-
ized result into the GRS 1915+105 light curve to correct for atmospheric variability





Figure 2.1: A typical 2:2m infrared image of the eld of GRS 1915+105 at 1-
second time resolution, from our observations on 2002 July 27. North is up, east
is to the left, and the eld of view is 1600  1600. The two reference stars were used
to correct the GRS 1915+105 and Star A light curves for atmospheric variability
and changes in the point spread function.
A" in Figure 2.1; its ux density remained steady at a value of 3.1 mJy (consistent
with the reported value in Fender et al. 1997) and was used to determine the ux
density of GRS 1915+105. The GRS 1915+105 light curve was then dereddened
by AK = 3:3 magnitudes to correct for absorption in the Galactic plane (Fender
et al. 1997). We chose AK = 3:3 to be consistent with the previous literature,
although more recent work suggests that AK = 2:2 is a better estimate for this
source (Fuchs et al. 2003; Chapuis & Corbel 2004). If AK = 2:2 is adopted, then
all the infrared ux densities in this chapter should be reduced by a factor of  3.
For the X-ray analysis, we extracted light curves (at 1-second time resolution)
from PCA Standard-1 data using FTOOLS v5.2. We also extracted X-ray spectra
11in the  3{25 keV range, using data from PCA binned mode B 8ms 16A 0 35 H 4P
and event mode E 16us 16B 36 1s. We used standard procedures for response
matrix generation, background estimation and subtraction, and correction for PCA
deadtime. We then used XSPEC v11.2 to t each spectrum with a standard model
for black hole candidates consisting of a \soft" component (which peaks in the
low energy X-rays) modeled as a multitemperature disk blackbody (e.g. Mitsuda
et al. 1984) and a \hard" component (which extends to the higher energy X-rays)
modeled as a power law, both modied by hydrogen absorption xed to a column
density of 6  1022 atoms cm 2 (Muno et al. 1999). A systematic error of 1% was
added to each spectrum before the t was performed.
2.4 Light Curves
The resulting light curves from July 27{28 are shown in Figure 2.2. On each
night, we detected quasi-periodic infrared ares with dereddened amplitudes of
 30 mJy. The ares have durations of  15{30 minutes and repeat on timescales
of  30{60 minutes. The accompanying X-ray light curves show GRS 1915+105
undergoing a series of long \dips" and fast oscillations. The particular pattern of
X-ray variability seen here has been observed many times in GRS 1915+105; it is
the \class " state dened by Belloni et al. (2000a), characterized by oscillations
which grow longer and fainter with time before the source enters an X-ray dip of
duration  1000 seconds.
Our observations on July 29 were limited to  1 hour but showed two infrared
ares similar to those seen on July 27{28. This suggests that the state we observed
lasted for more than two days. The light curves from July 29 are not shown here









Figure 2.2: Simultaneous infrared and X-ray light curves of GRS 1915+105 on (a)
2002 July 27 and (b) 2002 July 28. Both light curves are at 1-second resolution, but
the infrared data have been smoothed to 5-second resolution in this plot. Typical
1-second  1 uncertainties are shown for the infrared; the X-ray uncertainties
are assumed to be Poissonian and are too small to be seen on this scale. The
infrared data were taken in the K (2:2m) band and have been dereddened by
3.3 magnitudes, while the X-ray data are in the  2{100 keV energy range and
are plotted in units of counts per second per Proportional Counter Unit (PCU) of
the RXTE PCA instrument. Gaps in the X-ray light curves represent times when
RXTE was not observing the source. The \subare" and isolated \oscillation" in
(a) are discussed in x2.5.
13upon request. X-ray observations on July 30 indicated that GRS 1915+105 was
no longer undergoing oscillations and had entered a period of hard, steady X-ray
emission (the \class " state of Belloni et al. 2000a).
2.4.1 Multiwavelength Features of the Light Curves
As can be seen from Figure 2.2, each time the X-ray light curve of GRS 1915+105
switches from a dip into a period of oscillation, it is accompanied by an infrared
are. Furthermore, the are appears to be triggered by a sharp X-ray \spike" of
duration several seconds which is present during each transition.
These features are broadly consistent with previous multiwavelength observa-
tions of GRS 1915+105 during \class B" ejections (e.g. Eikenberry et al. 1998a;
Mirabel et al. 1998); in fact, many of the X-ray states classied by Belloni et al.
(2000a) in which the source transitions between a long dip and a period of oscil-
lations are now known to trigger radio (and therefore presumably infrared) ares
(Klein-Wolt et al. 2002).
What makes the current observations interesting is their high time resolution
and broad coverage of many individual episodes of jet production, matched only
by the similar observations of Eikenberry et al. (1998a). By looking at how the
subtle dierences in X-ray evolution between these two sets of observations lead
to dierences in the infrared behavior, we can begin to unravel the details of the
complicated evolution of GRS 1915+105.
2.4.2 Origin of the Infrared Flares
Infrared ares similar to those presented here have been observed many times from
GRS 1915+105 and have been consistently interpreted as synchrotron emission
14from a jet (Fender et al. 1997; Fender & Pooley 1998; Eikenberry et al. 1998a;
Mirabel et al. 1998; Ueda et al. 2002). We propose that the ares in Figure 2.2
have the same origin.
This interpretation is supported by 15 GHz observations at the Ryle Telescope
which were obtained several hours before our July 28 observations (G. Pooley
2002, private communication). Radio ares with similar timescales as the infrared
ares and amplitudes of  10{20 mJy (above a baseline ux density of  10 mJy)
were observed. If the infrared ares we observed had similar radio counterparts,
then the relatively at infrared-to-radio spectrum (as well as the  109 to 1010 K
brightness temperatures of the radio ares) indicates a nonthermal origin.
2.5 Infrared/X-Ray Correlation
The most interesting result from these observations may be the strong correlation
between the duration of each infrared are and the duration of its accompanying
X-ray oscillation period. All the ares have similar rise times ( 200{300 seconds),
but each are appears to \wait" to return to its quiescent level until the X-rays
stop oscillating. This gives rise to asymmetric proles for some of the longer ares,
particularly those on July 27.
How does this behavior compare to that seen in previous observations of GRS
1915+105? The ares observed in August 1997 by Eikenberry et al. (1998a) were
a few times stronger than those presented here, with peak amplitudes as high as
 200 mJy dereddened. A correlation between the infrared are duration and the
X-ray oscillation period was not directly evident in 1997, and a few ares appear
to have decayed almost completely while the X-rays were still undergoing strong





Figure 2.3: Simultaneous infrared and X-ray light curves of GRS 1915+105 at 1-
second resolution during August 1997, from data originally presented in Eikenberry
et al. (1998a). The infrared data have been dereddened by 3.3 magnitudes before
plotting. In (a), the infrared are appears to end and the ux density decays back
to its quiescent level while the X-rays are still undergoing oscillations. In (b), there
is an infrared are beginning at  8;000 seconds which appears to decouple from
the X-rays (though there is no X-ray coverage for the initial are rise), but there is
also a  20 mJy \infrared excess" that continues until  11;000 seconds and that
is associated with an unusually long series of X-ray oscillations.
16However, there is some evidence for a smaller contribution to the infrared light
curve (on the  20 mJy level) associated with the 1997 X-ray oscillations. In
particular, a long series of oscillations occurred on August 15 at the same time
as a period of \infrared excess" following a are, in which the GRS 1915+105
ux density remained steady at a level above its quiescent value (see Figure 2.3b).
Eikenberry et al. (2000) showed that if each X-ray oscillation in this series had
a  5{10 mJy infrared are associated with it, then the superposition of these
ares could reproduce the observed infrared excess. Their conclusion was based
on the spectral similarity of the 1997 oscillations to isolated X-ray oscillations in
July 1998, each of which had an accompanying, time-resolved  5{10 mJy infrared
are (the \class C" ares).
The observations presented in our current work strengthen the argument made
by Eikenberry et al. (2000). The key piece of evidence comes from the third infrared
are on July 27 (Figure 2.2a). This are contains clear evidence for a \subare"|
a secondary peak that occurs after the are has begun to decay. Furthermore,
the subare is associated with an isolated oscillation in the X-ray light curve that
occurs after an unusually long delay between it and the previous set of oscillations.
It is therefore plausible that each X-ray oscillation has a faint infrared subare
associated with it, but in general the oscillations are so closely spaced in time that
the subares blend together to create the illusion of one continuous are.1
Unlike in the 1997 data, where these faint ares simply contribute an \infrared
excess" on top of a larger episode of aring behavior, we propose that the  30
minute ares in 2002 are composed entirely of these superimposed events. This
1Note that there are a few other infrared ares in Figure 2.2 that appear to have very
faint subares, but none of these events have good enough X-ray coverage to determine
whether they are associated with isolated X-ray oscillations.
17would immediately explain the correlation between the infrared are duration and
the X-ray oscillation period seen in 2002; the are is only sustained by the continual
production of subares associated with the X-ray oscillations.
To test whether this idea is feasible, we show in Figure 2.4 the number of X-ray
oscillations in each  30 minute cycle plotted against the integrated ux density
of the infrared are accompanying that cycle. (The integrated ux densities were
calculated by smoothing the light curve to 30 second resolution, determining the
start and end times of each are by eye, subtracting out the baseline and inte-
grating the result numerically.) It is clear from Figure 2.4 that X-ray cycles with
more oscillations produce more infrared emission, consistent with our suggestion.
Figure 2.4 also shows linear ts to the data; the best t line has a slope of  1:9
Jy sec oscillation 1 and a vertical intercept of  3:6 Jy sec, while the best t line
constrained to pass through the origin has a slope of  2:2 Jy sec oscillation 1.
Both lines appear to be reasonable ts, and if we assume a plausible value of  1:5
Jy sec for our measurement errors in determining the integrated ux densities,
then both ts are found to be statistically acceptable, with reduced chi-squared
values of 2
  0:4 and 1.1, respectively.
We also tried tting a power law to the data in Figure 2.4 and found a slightly
nonlinear relationship (power law index  0:8), but the quality of the t was
not signicantly better than that of the linear t (2
  0:34). Therefore, the
simplest conclusion we can draw from our observations is that there is a roughly
linear relationship between the number of X-ray oscillations in each  30 minute
cycle and the strength of the infrared are accompanying that cycle. In addition,
we tested whether the infrared are strength might actually be related to the
total amount of X-ray emission during the oscillations (rather than the number of
18Figure 2.4: The number of X-ray oscillations in each  30 minute cycle plotted
against the integrated ux density of the infrared are accompanying that cycle,
from our observations on 2002 July 27{28. Data from all eight infrared ares that
had uninterrupted X-ray coverage are shown in this gure, plotted as points. (Note
that two of the points with 12 X-ray oscillations are dicult to discern because
they almost completely overlap.) The dotted line shows the best linear t to the
data, and the dashed line shows the best linear t constrained to pass through the
origin.
19oscillations) and found no evidence to support this; if the infrared are strength
is plotted against the integrated X-ray ux in each cycle (above a baseline level
of 1800 counts/sec/PCU), the correlation has a larger scatter than that shown in
Figure 2.4, and both linear and power law ts to the data are poor (2
 > 2).
The simplest interpretation of the linear relationship in Figure 2.4 is that each
X-ray oscillation contributes a constant amount of infrared emission to the overall
light curve, in the form of a faint are. In addition, the fact that the vertical
intercept of our t is small (equivalent to an infrared excess of only a few mJy
over the typical duration of a are) and possibly consistent with zero supports our
suggestion that the infrared events are composed entirely of these superimposed
faint ares. Furthermore, the slope that we measure from our t indicates that
each X-ray oscillation should be responsible for  2 Jy sec of infrared emission.
This number is slightly larger than, but still consistent with, the integrated ux
density in the subare we observed (between  0.5 and 2 Jy sec, depending on how
we choose to distinguish the \subare" from the underlying main are). It may
also be reasonable to assume that an average X-ray oscillation triggers a slightly
larger subare than the one we observed, since this subare was associated with
one of the weakest oscillations in its series.
To further test our idea, we attempted to simulate the infrared light curve as a
superposition of faint subares. We began our simulation with a constant infrared
background level of  70 mJy and added one faint are to this background for
each oscillation in the X-ray data. We modeled each are as a Gaussian with
xed amplitude and full width at half maximum (FWHM). Based on the observed
properties of the July 27 subare, we chose the position of each Gaussian so that
its peak occurred 60 seconds after the peak of its accompanying X-ray oscillation.
20We performed several simulations with dierent, xed values of the amplitude and
FWHM, since these quantities were hard to determine from the observed subare.
In general, these simulations did not t the data well; the superimposed ares
we produced reached peaks which were initially too high or dropped to values which
were too low by the end of the  30 minute cycle. We therefore decided to allow
the FWHM of the ares to vary based on the duration of each X-ray oscillation.
We chose a simple linear scaling, in which the FWHM of each are was taken to be
proportional to the rise time of its accompanying X-ray oscillation. Results of this
simulation for the sixth infrared are on July 27 are shown in Figure 2.5; in this
case, we xed the amplitude of each Gaussian to be 8 mJy and set each Gaussian's
FWHM to be a factor of 5 greater than the rise time of its accompanying X-ray
oscillation. This choice guaranteed that a typical oscillation in each X-ray series,
with a rise time of  50 seconds, had an associated infrared are with a FWHM
of 250 seconds and an integrated ux density of  2 Jy sec, consistent with the
slope of the t in Figure 2.4.2
Simulations such as the one in Figure 2.5 do a good job of reproducing the
observations, especially given the gross approximations we are making. Even so,
some diculties are encountered. The July 27 subare is not reproduced using the
above procedure; its accompanying X-ray oscillation has an extremely long rise
time, and therefore the simulation tries to model it with an unrealistically large
FWHM. In general, the simulations work better at the beginning of each  30
minute cycle than at the end, suggesting that there is residual infrared emission
2Note that by allowing the FWHM to vary, we are also varying the amount of infrared
emission associated with each X-ray oscillation. However, this does not contradict the
linear relationship found in Figure 2.4; it turns out that each X-ray cycle has about an
equal number of oscillations with rise times above and below the typical value of  50
seconds, so the stronger infrared ares may \cancel out" the weaker ones and still lead
to a roughly linear relationship.
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Figure 2.5: Simultaneous infrared and X-ray light curves of GRS 1915+105 at the
time of the sixth infrared are observed on 2002 July 27 (Figure 2.2a). The infrared
data (dereddened by 3.3 magnitudes) are plotted as points at 1-second resolution;
the curve in the top panel shows the results of our simulation (discussed in x2.5),
in which the infrared are is modeled as a superposition of small ares, one for
each X-ray oscillation.
associated with the end of each X-ray cycle that is not captured in our model.
Nonetheless, the results shown in Figure 2.5 are fairly typical, and we can be con-
dent that the 2002 ares consist primarily of superimposed faint ares associated
with each X-ray oscillation.
2.6 X-Ray Spectral Evolution
We can compare our X-ray light curves and spectra to those obtained in August
1997 by Eikenberry et al. (1998a). Though both sets of observations show transi-
tions between X-ray dips and oscillations, the details of the behavior are dierent;
in the classication of Belloni et al. (2000a), GRS 1915+105 was in the \class "
state in 1997 and the \class " state in 2002.
In Figure 2.6, we present one cycle of jet formation from each of the 1997 and
222002 observations. Several parameters obtained from our spectral tting are plot-
ted at 4-second resolution: the unabsorbed 2{25 keV ux from the multitempera-
ture disk blackbody and power law components of the spectrum, the temperature
at the inner edge of the accretion disk Tin, the radius of the inner edge Rin, and the
power law index  (where the photon ux density due to the power law, at photon
energy E, is / E ). The ts shown in Figure 2.6 have typical reduced chi-squared
values of 2
  1:2, and all ts with 2
 > 2, as well as those for which XSPEC was
unable to return uncertainties on the t parameters, were excluded from the plot.
Note that Rin is calculated from the disk blackbody normalization (Rin /
p
N,
where N is the normalization) assuming a distance to GRS 1915+105 of 11 kpc
and an accretion disk inclined 66 to the line of sight (Fender et al. 1999b), but
the values derived from this procedure should not be viewed as accurate estimates
of the physical size of the disk (see x2.6.2.2 and Merloni et al. 2000).
2.6.1 1997 and 2002 State Changes
Figure 2.6 shows that in both 1997 and 2002, the X-ray spike which appears
near the beginning of the infrared are (at  2;200 seconds in 1997 and  24;000
seconds in 2002) represents a \state change" within the accretion disk, in the sense
that it initiates changes that persist after the spike is nished. During the X-ray
dip, the source is in a spectrally hard state in which the disk blackbody component
is nearly absent, but the increase in Tin and in the disk emission which occur at
the spike indicate that the disk becomes hot and visible at this point and remains
that way throughout the X-ray oscillations.
In 1997, there is a prolonged period of a few hundred seconds after the X-ray
spike when the inner accretion disk has \turned on" but before the period of fast
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of one cycle of jet formation in GRS 1915+105 from ob-
servations in (a) 1997 and (b) 2002. The top two panels in each column show the
infrared (dereddened by 3.3 magnitudes) and X-ray light curves, respectively (at
1-second resolution, but the infrared data have been smoothed to 5-second resolu-
tion in this plot); the dotted horizontal line in (b) shows the baseline infrared level.
The bottom four panels show the results of our X-ray spectral tting at 4-second
resolution, plotted along with  1 uncertainties; these include the unabsorbed
2{25 keV ux from the multitemperature disk blackbody and power law compo-
nents of the spectrum, the temperature at the inner edge of the accretion disk,
the radius of the inner edge of the accretion disk, and the power law index. The
vertical shaded regions numbered 1 through 7 show the parts of the light curve
from which the spectra plotted in Figure 2.8 were extracted.
24oscillations. It is clear that the infrared are begins well before the oscillations,
so although we may be able to ascribe some of the infrared emission to blended
together \subares" associated with each oscillation (as discussed in x2.5), there
must be some other mechanism at work which leads to the initial rise of the infrared
light curve right around the moment of the spike and allows it to reach a peak
amplitude of  100 mJy.
In 2002, however, the spike seems to represent the rst oscillation in a series; it is
spectrally similar to the oscillations which immediately follow it, and diers mainly
in that it is the strongest and fastest oscillation in the group. This is consistent
with the idea that the ares observed in 2002 consist entirely of superimposed
 5{10 mJy subares associated with each oscillation, and that no abnormally
large ejection occurs at the moment of the rst spike.
The dierences between the 1997 and 2002 behavior can be more clearly seen
in Figure 2.7, where we have plotted the results of X-ray spectral tting performed
at high time resolution (1 second). Again, all ts with 2
 > 2, as well as those
for which XSPEC was unable to return uncertainties on the t parameters, were
excluded from the plot. Figure 2.7a shows the initial X-ray spike in 1997, Figure
2.7b shows the initial X-ray spike in 2002 and the oscillations which immediately
follow it, and Figure 2.7c shows a typical set of oscillations in 1997.
It is clear from Figure 2.7 that although the details of the 1997 and 2002
oscillations are dierent, there are also many similarities: both consist primarily
of periodic changes in the disk emission and Tin. The initial oscillation in 2002,
which signals the beginning of the disk activity and coincides with the rise of the
infrared are, is no dierent in this regard. Figure 2.7a, however, shows that
the initial spike in 1997 (which we refer to as the \trigger" spike) is an entirely









Figure 2.7: Comparison of the X-ray spectral evolution of GRS 1915+105 during
(a) the 1997 trigger spike (from Figure 2.6a), (b) the initial spike in 2002 and
the oscillations which immediately follow it (Figure 2.6b), and (c) a typical set of
oscillations in 1997 (Figure 2.6a). The top panel in each column shows the X-ray
light curve (at 1-second resolution), and the bottom four panels show the same
X-ray spectral tting parameters plotted in Figure 2.6, but the ts shown here
were performed at 1-second resolution. It is clear from this gure that the trigger
spike in (a) is spectrally dierent from the other oscillations in 1997 and 2002.
26dierent phenomenon. During this spike, Tin rises monotonically to  1:8 keV,
where it remains, while the power law component of the spectrum does not vary
noticeably during the spike but changes sharply as the spike ends. Similar behavior
was observed by Migliari & Belloni (2003), but our spectral ts are performed at
higher time resolution and therefore conrm that the power law does not change
signicantly even during the last few seconds of the spike's rise.
2.6.2 1997 Trigger Spike
Given the importance of the 1997 trigger spike and its possible connection to
large ejections in GRS 1915+105, it is useful to examine its evolution in a model-
independent way. This is shown in Figure 2.8a, where we plot three X-ray spectra
associated with the trigger spike (the parts of the X-ray light curve from which
these spectra have been extracted are indicated by the vertical shaded regions num-
bered 1 through 3 in Figure 2.6a). We extracted the spectra at a time resolution of
16 seconds using PCA Standard-2 data, which have higher energy resolution than
the binned and event mode data used for the tting procedure.
As can be seen from Figure 2.8a, between regions 1 and 2 (as the spike begins)
there is virtually no change in the hard (& 20 keV) X-ray emission, but the soft
X-rays brighten dramatically. After the drop at the end of the spike, however
(region 3), the spectrum steepens sharply, and the hard X-rays become nearly
undetectable. The soft X-rays in region 3 retain a similar spectral shape as in
region 2, but decrease in intensity.
In this model-independent description, the trigger spike consists of:















Figure 2.8: X-ray spectra of GRS 1915+105 during (a) the 1997 trigger spike in
Figure 2.6a, (b) the 1997 oscillations in Figure 2.6a, and (c) the 2002 oscillations in
Figure 2.6b. The spectra are numbered 1 through 7, corresponding to the regions
of the X-ray light curve from which they were extracted (see Figure 2.6). The
spectra were obtained at 16-second resolution and are plotted as points with  1
uncertainties; the curves in (b) and (c) show the power law component of the t
to each spectrum, modied by hydrogen absorption (this component accounts for
all of the hard X-ray emission and a fraction of the soft X-ray emission).
282. A dramatic, factor of a few decrease in the hard X-ray emission and less
dramatic decrease in the soft X-ray emission, on a timescale of a few seconds.
How do these changes in the soft and hard X-ray emission during the trigger
spike relate to each other physically? There are several possible ways to understand
this, depending on how much we believe the accuracy of the multitemperature disk
blackbody model that we have employed above.
2.6.2.1 Nonthermal Models for the Spike
Although our spectral tting indicates that the soft X-ray excess during the trigger
spike consists of thermal emission from the accretion disk, this is not an ironclad
conclusion. The energy resolution of our data is quite poor, and it is possible that
other models could reproduce this brief burst of soft X-ray emission. Before the
spike, the accretion disk component of the spectrum is extremely weak, and in
fact, we are able to obtain acceptable ts at 1-second resolution (2
  1:4) for a
model that only includes a power law and no accretion disk. Thus, it is possible
to conclude that the spike is simply a \blip" on an otherwise smooth rise of the
disk ux that corresponds (along with the smooth rise in Tin) to the accretion disk
\turning on." In this picture, when the 1997 X-ray light curve transitions from
a dip into a period of oscillations, the thermal emission from the disk gradually
becomes visible (as it does in 2002). At some point during this transition, however,
a  10 second nonthermal burst of soft X-rays is released, creating the spike. This
interpretation certainly seems plausible in light of the second panel of Figure 2.7a,
which shows the disk ux rising smoothly before the spike and nishing its smooth
rise afterwards; the spike can easily be imagined as a sharp feature superimposed
on an otherwise smooth event.
29If this is the case, then when the nonthermal soft X-ray emission disappears
at the end of the spike, the nonthermal hard X-ray emission (from the power law
component of the spectrum) is also observed to drop (Figure 2.8a). The origin of
the power law in X-ray binaries is a subject of some debate; it is generally assumed
to represent either inverse Compton emission from a corona of relativistic electrons
(Poutanen 1998) which may constitute the base of a jet (Fender et al. 1999a), or
the high frequency tail of synchrotron emission from the jet itself (Marko et al.
2001, 2003). In either case, it comes from a region close to the accretion disk, so the
decrease in the power law emission at the end of the spike indicates that changes
are occurring immediately outside of the accretion disk at this time. Meanwhile,
the infrared are also begins, as energy is dissipated in the jet further downstream
from the disk.
To test the nonthermal scenario, we tried tting the soft X-ray emission during
the spike as a power law (that is, we t two power laws to the spectrum, the
original one which extended to the hard X-rays, and a stronger, steeper one which
covered the soft X-ray excess) but were not able to obtain acceptable ts at 1-
second resolution. This implies the need for a \curved" spectral component to
explain the emission during the spike; however, there are many possible sources
for such a component besides thermal emission from the disk.
The above suggestions are tentative, and much more data would be required
to conrm them. Nevertheless, a logical picture can be constructed in which the
spike does not originate from thermal emission in the accretion disk. This picture
would be consistent with several recent models, including the \magnetic bomb"
(Eikenberry & van Putten 2003) and \magnetic ood" (Tagger et al. 2004) models
for GRS 1915+105 and the more general model proposed by Livio et al. (2003).
30These models all evoke the existence of large scale magnetic elds during the X-ray
dip and associate the state transition at the end of the dip with the destruction of
these magnetic elds, perhaps through a reconnection event that produces a  10
second burst of nonthermal emission along with an ejection of material.
It is worth pointing out that our 2002 observations strengthen some of the
above models, since they show that the large ejections ( 100 mJy infrared ares
which decouple from the X-ray light curve) only seem to occur in the presence of
the trigger spike. However, they also show that the  30 minute state transitions
can occur without an initial large infrared event. Why is this the case? If the spike
and ejection represent the destruction of the magnetic eld which triggers the
state transition, then why do state transitions sometimes seem to require a trigger
spike and ejection  300 seconds before the fast oscillations, but other times occur
without them and jump immediately into the oscillations? Ideally, a model for the
GRS 1915+105 behavior should answer these questions.
2.6.2.2 Thermal Accretion Disk Models for the Spike
If we instead elect to believe that the soft X-ray excess during the trigger spike is
due to thermal emission from the accretion disk, we need to explain how the disk
interacts with the corona or jet (which is responsible for the power law component
of the spectrum) in order to produce the observed emission.
Yadav (2001) suggested a general picture for the spike in which the soft X-ray
luminosity increases until it reaches a critical value, thus triggering the ejection
and subsequent changes in the light curve and spectrum. In this picture, all of
the \action" takes place at the end of the spike; at this time, the X-ray power law
and infrared light curve change in a way that is consistent with jet ejection (just
31as they did in the nonthermal spike scenario of x2.6.2.1), but this change is now
accompanied by a sharp drop in the accretion disk luminosity. This scenario has
some advantages for observations in which the trigger spike does not have a well-
dened beginning but rather seems to rise gradually to its maximum throughout
the preceding X-ray dip (see, for example, the observation presented in Migliari &
Belloni 2003).
What could cause the accretion disk luminosity to decrease at the end of the
spike, at the same time as the power law component changes? One possibility is
that the drop in disk luminosity indicates a sharp increase in the fraction of the
accretion power which is being dissipated in the GRS 1915+105 jet. Although de-
tailed modeling of the disk spectrum would be required to conrm this suggestion,
it is consistent with the changes observed in the disk parameters at the end of the
spike (as discussed below), and it is also consistent with the observed changes in
the X-ray power law and infrared light curve, which show that material may be
ejected into the jet at the end of the spike.
To study in detail the changes in the disk parameters at the end of the spike,
it is useful to examine Figure 2.7a. As can be seen from this gure, it is only the
ux of radiation coming from the accretion disk which changes dramatically at the
end of the spike, not the basic shape of the disk spectrum; the end of the spike
occurs because of a sharp drop in Rin over a few seconds, while Tin increases over
a slower timescale ( 20 seconds) throughout the spike.
This behavior is puzzling. In general, changes in the disk parameters occur
on similar timescales, in which case an increase in Tin coupled with a decrease
in Rin can be understood by a model in which the physical conditions in the
outer part of the disk remain similar but the inner part of the disk has \turned
32on," either by relling with matter or by beginning to emit detectable radiation
(Belloni et al. 1997a,b). This scenario has been successfully simulated by Watarai
& Mineshige (2003); the decrease in Rin is due to the fact that at high accretion
rates (where the \slim disk" model of Abramowicz et al. 1988 applies), signicant
thermal radiation can emerge from inside the last stable circular orbit around the
black hole (Watarai et al. 2000). However, the fact that in our observations the
drop in Rin occurs rapidly at the end of the spike, without any corresponding rapid
changes in Tin, is more dicult to understand, and it is therefore necessary to look
for other interpretations for what is happening to the radiation from the accretion
disk at the end of the spike.
Rodriguez et al. (2002) point out that when the normalization of the multitem-
perature disk blackbody is observed to drop, the simplest interpretation is that the
eective area of the emitting region of the disk has decreased; the calculation of Rin
from the normalization is model-dependent and not necessarily reliable. A drop in
the tted value of Rin can therefore be interpreted as the appearance of a hot spot
or spiral shock pattern in the disk (Rodriguez et al. 2002), or more generally as
a situation where some representative portion of the disk stops emitting radiation
which we receive in the soft X-ray band (see also Muno et al. 2001). In this vein,
Merloni et al. (2000) showed that if a more realistic model of the disk ow is used
to simulate the X-ray spectrum, then changes in several parameters, including the
fraction of the accretion power dissipated in regions outside of the disk (for exam-
ple, in a corona or jet), could lead to apparent changes of Rin by a factor of  2
when the multitemperature disk blackbody model is used to t the spectrum.
It is therefore plausible that the end of the spike coincides with a transfer of
accretion power from the disk (where it is dissipated thermally) to the jet (where it
33initiates changes in the X-ray power law and infrared are). During the  300 sec-
ond break between the spike and the subsequent oscillations, the disk then settles
into the standard \slim disk" state, where the oscillations can occur. However, as
in x2.6.2.1, it is still not clear from this scenario what physical parameter triggers
the sharp transition and jet ejection in our 1997 observations but not in 2002.
2.6.2.3 The Spike in the Context of Other X-ray Binaries
Fender et al. (2004) have proposed a unied model for jet formation in X-ray
binary systems. The model is \unied" in the sense that the trigger spike in
GRS 1915+105 is shown to have counterparts in several other sources, where a
radio are is produced around the time of a peak in the X-ray light curve that
occurs during the transition from a hard to soft spectral state. Fender et al.
(2004) proposed a physical model in which a steady jet exists during the spectrally
hard X-ray state preceding the spike and the speed of the jet increases sharply
as the X-ray spectrum becomes softer; the jet is then quenched completely once
the softness reaches a critical value. Thus, synchrotron ares are produced via
internal shocks in the preexisting jet around the time of the X-ray spike, when the
jet velocity is increasing the fastest.
Our observations are relevant to this model in several ways. First, we have
shown that the sharp X-ray trigger spike observed in 1997 is associated with the
appearance of large infrared ares that do not occur in 2002, when the spike is
absent. This would seem to be evidence in favor of the Fender et al. (2004) model.
On the other hand, a hard-to-soft state transition clearly occurs in 2002 as well,
and the rst oscillation in each 2002 cycle might therefore meet the denition of a
trigger spike in this sense (see also x2.8.1). If so, the model would need to explain
34why the 1997 trigger spike is associated with a  100 mJy infrared are, while the
2002 spike is only associated with a  5{10 mJy are that is rivaled, at least in
the infrared, by the ares that immediately follow it.
There are several reasons why the strength of the are might vary. As suggested
by Vadawale et al. (2003), the are strength may be related to the total amount of
material in the path of the faster jet|that is, if more material was ejected during
the spectrally hard X-ray dip that preceded the spike, the resulting are might
be stronger. However, our observations do not show any particular relationship
between the duration of each X-ray dip and the strength of the subsequent infrared
are. Therefore, there is no evidence to suggest that this eect is responsible for
the stronger ares in 1997 as compared to 2002.
Another mechanism for varying the strength of the are in the Fender et al.
(2004) model is to change the speed of the jet. Fender & Belloni (2004) suggested
that the proposed increase in jet speed as the X-ray spectrum softens may be due
to the inner edge of the accretion disk moving closer to the black hole, where the
escape velocity increases rapidly. If we take the results of our X-ray spectral ts in
Figure 2.7 at face value, we can attempt to test this suggestion, by seeing whether
there are signicant dierences in the evolution of Rin between 1997 and 2002.
It can be seen from Figure 2.7 that although Rin decreases during the spike,
it does so by a similar order of magnitude in 1997 as in 2002, suggesting that
there may not be any large dierences in the jet velocity. On the other hand,
the value of Rin just before the spike appears to be slightly larger in 1997 than it
is in 2002. Therefore, if the argument of Fender & Belloni (2004) is correct, the
velocity of the steady jet is slower in 1997, leading to a greater velocity dierential
and stronger internal shock when the highly relativistic jet is released during the
35spike. In addition, the decrease in Rin happens on a faster timescale in 1997 than
in 2002, which could mean that the jet velocity increases faster, leading to an
internal shock in 1997 which occurs closer to the disk and therefore in the peak
infrared-emitting region of the jet.
However, this interpretation carries with it many caveats since, as we have
pointed out in x2.6.2.2, the observed change in Rin may not correspond to an actual
change in the inner radius of the disk, and even if it does, it only corresponds to the
radius of the thermally emitting part of the disk (i.e. the region that is optically
thick), which is not necessarily the same as the region from which the jet is ejected.
Furthermore, there is a considerable range of X-ray behavior in both the 1997 and
2002 observations, so any conclusions that apply to the data shown in Figure 2.7 do
not necessarily apply as strongly to the \class " and \class " states as a whole.
Another way in which our observations are relevant to the Fender et al. (2004)
model concerns the infrared subare and our suggestion that each X-ray oscillation
in 2002 is associated with a similar amount of infrared emission (see x2.5). If
these faint infrared ares are interpreted as emission from the jet, then the jet in
GRS 1915+105 may be active during the time of the soft X-ray oscillations, in
contrast to the suggestion of Fender et al. (2004). On the other hand, we cannot
conclusively prove that the subares represent jet emission (see x2.7), and even if
they do, it is not clear exactly where the \dividing line" between jet and non-jet
states in the Fender et al. (2004) model actually exists; it is possible that the low
points of the 2002 X-ray oscillations (where Tin . 1:5 keV) are spectrally hard
enough to produce a steady jet.
In general, our observations do not contradict the Fender et al. (2004) model
at this stage of its development; they will, however, likely be important in testing
36a more quantitative model based on the ideas that Fender et al. (2004) proposed.
Furthermore, any successful model will need to explain what parameter triggers
the sharp X-ray state transitions and infrared-bright ejections that are observed
in 1997 but not in 2002.
2.6.3 1997 and 2002 Oscillations
Perhaps the most interesting dierence between the 1997 and 2002 X-ray spectra
is in the evolution of the power law component. In 1997, the power law index un-
dergoes much more dramatic changes than in 2002, especially during the period of
oscillations (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7). If this dierence is real, it would suggest that
signicant changes are occurring in the corona or jet during the 1997 oscillations
that do not take place during 2002, which is somewhat puzzling since both sets of
oscillations produce similar \class C" infrared ares (see x2.5).
We investigated the possibility that the observed variations in the power law
index were articial. For example, if the multitemperature disk blackbody model
provided a poor t to the soft X-ray data, this could force the tting routine to
alter the power law component in order to x the problems with the disk model
on the soft X-ray end. Since the power law contributes signicantly to both the
soft and hard X-rays, the model spectrum might then t the hard X-rays poorly,
which would not necessarily be noticed in our tting routine because the hard X-
rays only provide a small percentage of the total ux and contribute little to the
chi-squared value of the t. Therefore, it might be possible to obtain changes in
the tted power law index even if there were no changes in the actual ux of hard
X-ray photons, which comprise the bulk of the power law shape.
To get a handle on whether or not this is occurring, we show plots of X-ray
37spectra from the 1997 and 2002 oscillations in Figure 2.8b and 2.8c. The parts of
the X-ray light curve from which these spectra have been extracted are indicated
by the vertical shaded regions numbered 4 through 7 in Figure 2.6. As before, we
extracted the spectra at a time resolution of 16 seconds using PCA Standard-2
data, in order to obtain the highest possible energy resolution.
It is clear from Figure 2.8 that the spectrum at energies & 20 keV does not
change signicantly during the 2002 oscillations but does during 1997, where the
hard X-ray ux appears to drop by a factor of a few as the light curve enters the
low point of its oscillation (the low point of the oscillation is an example of an
X-ray \soft dip" discussed in e.g. Eikenberry et al. 2000). Furthermore, the solid
lines in Figure 2.8 show the power law t to the data; at high energies, the t does
seem to match the spectrum relatively well. There is a tentative suggestion that
the actual data are steeper than the tted power law, but it appears to be a minor
eect.
We attempted to investigate this issue further by performing power law ts to
the hard X-ray data only, thereby circumventing any problems introduced by the
multitemperature disk blackbody model. We found that the power law index did
appear to systematically increase by a value of  0:3 to 1 when this procedure
was used, but we were unable to obtain high enough signal-to-noise to reliably
investigate the variability properties. Therefore, while we can conclusively state
that the high energy power law component changes much more dramatically in
1997 than 2002, our data showing that this change specically occurs in the power
law index are less robust.
Finally, although the power law is much more variable in 1997 than 2002,
there does appear to be a small peak in the tted power law index during the
38rst oscillation in 2002 (Figure 2.7b). There is also tentative evidence for this
behavior in the rst oscillation of other X-ray cycles in our 2002 observations.
These detections are very close to our signal-to-noise limit, and thus we cannot
determine whether the power law component varies in all the 2002 oscillations but
is in general too weak for us to detect (since the subsequent oscillations are not as
strong as the rst one), or whether the rst X-ray oscillation is in fact physically
distinct, and produces power law variations even though the others do not.
2.7 Origin of the \Class C" Subares
It is interesting to speculate on the origin of the  5{10 mJy \class C" infrared
ares which seem so ubiquitous in GRS 1915+105.
Eikenberry et al. (2000) showed that when these ares were observed in July
1998, each are preceded its associated X-ray oscillation by  200{600 seconds,
including examples in which the infrared light curve peaked and started to decay
before the X-ray disruption began. To see if this property applies to the events
we observed in 2002, we show in Figure 2.9 a closer view of the isolated \subare"
from our rst night of observations. The X-ray oscillation associated with this
subare consists of a smooth rise in the accretion disk ux, followed by a sharp
spike. As can be seen from Figure 2.9, the subare peaks after the X-ray spike,
but its initial rise does seem to begin  30 seconds before the spike. This evidence
is tenuous, but it is another hint that the  5{10 mJy ares in GRS 1915+105
might all have a similar cause.
Note that the X-ray event shown in Figure 2.9 is in no way unusual except for
the long delay between it and the previous oscillations; a similar spike is seen at















Figure 2.9: Simultaneous infrared and X-ray light curves of GRS 1915+105 at
the time of the infrared \subare" observed on 2002 July 27 (Figure 2.2a). The
X-ray data are at 1-second resolution, and the infrared data (dereddened by 3.3
magnitudes) have been smoothed to 11-second resolution to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio; they are plotted along with their  1 uncertainties. The dotted
vertical line marks the time of the X-ray spike, and the dashed horizontal line
marks the median value of the infrared light curve calculated between 6,030 and
6,110 seconds (the bold region of the dashed line). The subare appears to rise
above this value  30 seconds before the X-ray spike begins.
40in Figure 2.7b). Similar oscillations have been discussed by Taam et al. (1997),
where the spike is referred to as a \secondary burst." Spectral tting of these
spikes is inconclusive but indicates that they may consist of a momentary increase
in the ux from the accretion disk and power law components of the spectrum,
which makes them dierent from any other part of the 1997 or 2002 oscillations.
Note that the \class C" infrared ares originally dened by Eikenberry et al. (2000)
were associated with \soft dips" in the X-ray light curve that occur in the 1997
oscillations (see x2.6.3), but for the purposes of this chapter, we will refer to any
infrared subare that occurs during the  30 minute events and is associated with
an individual oscillation as a \class C" are.
We cannot directly rule out a thermal origin for the 2002 subare (since it is
an isolated event with no radio coverage), but the near-simultaneous presence of
radio ares during our observations (see x2.4.2), combined with the idea that all of
the infrared aring behavior in 2002 was due to superimposed smaller events (see
x2.5), strongly suggests that each small infrared are has a radio counterpart, and
therefore a nonthermal origin (see, however, x2.8.3). In addition, Eikenberry et al.
(2000) argued that the July 1998 \class C" infrared ares were probably related to
synchrotron jet emission, based on observations by Feroci et al. (1999) of a delayed,
 40 mJy radio counterpart to an X-ray oscillation spectrally similar to the July
1998 oscillations (again, however, we point out that the 2002 oscillations do not
share this similarity).
It is clear that the \class C" ares are a complex phenomenon, with a variety of
X-ray counterparts. There is also further fast variability within the \class B" events
that has not been discussed here: large (up to  70 mJy) subares in some of the
1997 data that unfortunately have no X-ray coverage, and smaller ( 10{20 mJy)
41ares that do not occur during the X-ray oscillations but rather during the initial
rise of the infrared light curve, right after the trigger spike (Rothstein & Eikenberry
2002). If we accept a synchrotron jet origin for all the ares in GRS 1915+105,
then the observations discussed here show that the accretion disk can interact with
the jet under a wide variety of timescales and circumstances.
What is the nature of this interaction? The fact that at least some of the ares
precede their associated X-ray oscillation argues for an \outside-in" origin for these
events, in which the are occurs somewhere outside of the inner accretion disk and
eventually propagates inward to cause a disturbance in the X-rays emitted there
(Eikenberry et al. 2000). Simulations of magnetized accretion disks by Lovelace
et al. (1994) have shown that an increase in the poloidal magnetic eld in the outer
part of the disk can lead to an enhanced accretion rate, which triggers a slightly
delayed burst of radiation from the inner disk. An alternate idea is that the are
could be produced by a reverse shock originating within a continuous jet outow,
which then propagates back down to the inner disk (Eikenberry et al. 2000).
The possibility that shocks within a preexisting jet could be responsible for
the infrared ares from GRS 1915+105 is intriguing in light of the variability that
we nd within each are. A model for internal shocks in microquasar jets was
presented by Kaiser et al. (2000). It was primarily used to explain the larger
\class A" events, but a modied version might be applicable to the  30 minute
\class B" events as well (see T urler et al. 2004), especially given that a continuous
jet has been observed in GRS 1915+105 and is known to be associated with the
 30 minute cycles (Dhawan et al. 2000). In addition, Collins et al. (2003) showed
that particularly large ( 300 mJy) \class B" events observed by Fender & Pooley
(2000) cannot be explained by a simple model in which the are results from an
42increase in the injected particle density at the base of the jet.
2.8 Discussion
In this section, we outline our scenario for the  30 minute variability cycles in
GRS 1915+105, based on the observations presented in this chapter. The key
feature of this scenario is that although GRS 1915+105 always dissipates energy
in the jet (via infrared and radio ares) when the accretion disk becomes active,
this emission is at least partially due to a superposition of smaller events, one for
each oscillation in the X-ray light curve. Some of the events in GRS 1915+105 that
would previously have been described as \class B" ares (in the sense that there
is one large ejection every  30 minutes) may really just be a superposition of
smaller \class C" ares, which blend together and mimic a larger event. Episodes
in which a large ejection really does occur, leading the infrared are to dissociate
from the X-ray light curve as the ejected material becomes causally separated from
the inner disk (Eikenberry et al. 1998a), seem to require a \trigger" spike in the
X-ray light curve at the moment of the state transition, when GRS 1915+105
does not immediately begin the fast X-ray oscillations but rather enters a phase of
duration  300 seconds in which the accretion disk is hot and visible but changes
on a much slower timescale.
2.8.1 A Continuum of Behavior
It is important to realize that the  30 minute cycles in GRS 1915+105 do not
neatly fall into discrete categories. From perusing the gures in this chapter, one
can easily imagine a continuum of behavior, from an extreme example in which the
initial ejection completely dominates the infrared are (Figure 2.3a), to examples
43where the initial ejection is weaker and the excess emission from blended together
faint ares is easier to see (Figure 2.3b), to examples from our 2002 observations
where most of the infrared emission is due to blended together faint ares but a
small \peak" is still observed at the beginning of the event, perhaps indicating a
slightly larger initial ejection (some of the ares in Figure 2.2a), to examples on the
other extreme, where there is no peak at the beginning of the are and the event is
consistent with the initial ejection being exactly the same as the subsequent ones
(Figure 2.6b).
In this vein, we point out that X-ray observations which contain a strong trigger
spike (the \class " state dened by Belloni et al. 2000a) have been observed to
be accompanied by infrared ares with a wide range of amplitudes. The events
observed by Eikenberry et al. (1998a) clustered around  100 mJy but ranged
from  60 to 200 mJy, while a single event observed by Mirabel et al. (1998)
during this X-ray state only reached a peak amplitude of  30 mJy. Meanwhile,
the superimposed faint ares reported in this chapter during the \class " state
in July 2002 peak relatively consistently at  30 mJy, but even these less extreme
events may have some variation in amplitude; a single \class " event observed by
Mirabel et al. (1998) was accompanied by a are that only appeared to peak at
 10 mJy.
The X-ray behavior during the  30 minute cycles may also represent a contin-
uum, between cases where there is a clear X-ray trigger spike and cases where this
distinction is not so clear. Although the initial X-ray oscillation in each 2002 series
is very similar to the subsequent oscillations, it does share a few subtle character-
istics with the 1997 trigger spike. For example, Figure 2.7b shows that the initial
2002 oscillation is \double-peaked," and at the end of the rst peak the accretion
44disk ux drops sharply while the inner disk temperature continues its gradual rise.
This is qualitatively the same behavior that was observed during the 1997 trigger
spike (see x2.6), and thus the rst peak in this oscillation may be regarded as a
weak analog of the trigger spike in 1997, albeit one which leads immediately to
the X-ray oscillations rather than requiring a  300 second phase in which the
accretion disk is much less variable. Based on these properties, it is not surprising
that the initial 2002 oscillation sometimes appears to be accompanied by a slightly
larger infrared are (Figure 2.2a, as discussed above) and slightly more variation
in the power law index (see x2.6.3) than the oscillations which follow it; it may
really be a weak variant of the 1997 spike which leads to the large ejections.
2.8.2 When Does the Ejection Occur?
The observations presented in this chapter contradict some of the conclusions of
Klein-Wolt et al. (2002), who analyzed simultaneous X-ray and radio observations
of GRS 1915+105 and argued that the radio ares are produced via a continuous
ejection of material during the long, spectrally hard dips in the X-ray light curve
(\state C" in the classication of Belloni et al. 2000a).
Independent of any of the specic conclusions we have reached in this chapter,
our observations pose a serious challenge for this argument. As is easily visible
from Figure 2.2, the duration of each infrared are in our July 2002 observations is
correlated with the duration of its accompanying period of X-ray oscillations, not
with the previous X-ray dip. This strongly suggests that the ares are associated
with the X-ray oscillations, while providing no indication that they are inuenced
by any properties of the preceding dip, as might be expected in the model of Klein-
Wolt et al. (2002), where a longer dip means that more material is being ejected
45into the jet.
The dierences which we observe between the 1997 and 2002 infrared ares also
argue against the model of Klein-Wolt et al. (2002). The X-ray dips in 1997 and
2002 are very similar to each other, and they are separated by X-ray oscillation
cycles which have similar durations. The only real dierence is that the 2002 dips
appear to be slightly longer ( 1000 seconds as opposed to  600 seconds) and
to have disk blackbody emission that is weaker by a factor of  2 (although it is
important to note that the disk blackbody emission is so weak in both cases that it
is barely detectable).3 It is not clear how these slight dierences in the X-ray dips
could lead to dramatic dierences in the infrared ares under the Klein-Wolt et al.
(2002) model. Therefore, the fact that there appears to have been a large ejection
during each  30 minute cycle in 1997 but not in 2002 argues for a scenario in
which the ares are associated with properties of the X-ray state transition (such
as the presence or absence of the trigger spike) and subsequent accretion disk
oscillations, which do proceed much dierently in 1997 than in 2002.
We do not dispute the conclusion of Klein-Wolt et al. (2002) that the presence
of \state C" dips is required for infrared and radio ares to occur; for example, it
is denitely possible that mass which is later available to be ejected steadily builds
up during the dips (e.g. Belloni et al. 2000b). It is also possible that matter is
being continuously ejected during the dips but that this material does not directly
produced the large ares; instead, the ares could be produced via internal shocks
which occur in the continuous jet when faster-moving material is ejected at the
moment of the state transition (Vadawale et al. 2003; see also Fender et al. 2004).
3But see Mikles, Eikenberry, & Rothstein (2006) for recent evidence of a relationship
between QPO properties during the dip and X-ray and infrared behavior during the
subsequent oscillations.
46The main conclusion of Klein-Wolt et al. (2002) which we refute is simply that the
ares can be entirely explained by the evolution of particles which were ejected
during the dip, without appealing to some other event that occurs afterwards in
the accretion disk.
The above ideas were hinted at by previous multiwavelength observations con-
taining infrared data (Eikenberry et al. 1998a; Mirabel et al. 1998; Eikenberry
et al. 2000), but they are conrmed by our present work. Nonetheless, it will be
important to test them with future radio observations. The observations analyzed
by Klein-Wolt et al. (2002) did not contain any examples of the \class " X-ray
state for which there was signicant overlap in the X-ray and radio coverage, and
in general, there are only a few radio observations in the literature which overlap
with the \class " state.
2.8.3 Infrared and Radio Flares
One of the few previous multiwavelength observations during the \class " state
raises some questions about our current results. Ueda et al. (2002) obtained  3
hours of X-ray and radio (and, separately, X-ray and infrared) observations during
this state. They detected at least one radio are that had a shorter duration
than its accompanying X-ray oscillation period, with the main part of the are
decaying several hundred seconds before the end of the oscillations. This are was
most clearly seen at 1.3 cm (23 GHz), where it reached an amplitude of  15 mJy
(Figure 2 of Ueda et al. 2002).
In most models, radio ares are expected to peak later and last longer than
their associated infrared ares, due to optical depth eects in the ejected material
(van der Laan 1966; Mirabel et al. 1998; Collins et al. 2003). Therefore, the radio
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are observed by Ueda et al. (2002) does not appear to be the counterpart of the
superimposed infrared ares we report in our current work, and, in fact, Ueda et al.
(2002) used their observations to specically rule out the possibility that the radio
ares are produced via a superposition of smaller ares associated with each X-ray
oscillation. In addition, the baseline ux density of the radio emission during these
observations was  10 mJy; thus, if there was any \radio excess" associated with
the X-ray oscillations after the decay of the are, it was limited to, at most, this
value.
How can we understand these results? If the Ueda et al. (2002) observation
is representative of the radio behavior during the \class " state, then the initial
ejections at the moment of the state transition may really be distinct, even though
they do not appear that way in the infrared light curve. The initial ejection
might have a relatively at infrared-to-radio spectrum (and thus a prominent radio
signature), while the repeating events associated with each X-ray oscillation could
have little associated radio emission. If this is the case, then the dierences between
the \class " and \class " states are not really as strong as we have indicated in
this chapter; both might produce ejections at the moment of the state transition
which are substantially dierent from the subsequent ones (although it is still the
case that the \class " events produce, on average, much larger infrared and radio
ares than the \class " events).
Alternatively, it is possible that the Ueda et al. (2002) event was not repre-
sentative of the normal behavior during the \class " state. We have analyzed
the X-ray light curve and spectrum from this event and found that there is a rel-
atively sharp double peak in the rst oscillation in this series, whose rst peak
has spectral and temporal characteristics particularly reminiscent of a \class "
48trigger spike (see x2.8.1). In addition, there is an unusual,  10 second spike in the
X-ray light curve which occurs  30 seconds before the state transition (although
it is spectrally dierent from the trigger spike and appears to simply be a thermal
\bump" in the spectrum). This behavior suggests that Ueda et al. (2002) may
have observed an anomalous event, in which the initial ejection was much dierent
than those which normally occur during the \class " state.
Furthermore, the only other \class " radio observation we could nd in the
literature appears to be consistent with the interpretation we have put forth in
this chapter. Figure 1 of Mirabel et al. (1998) shows that during the \class "
state, the are duration increases with wavelength as expected, including one case
in which the are was simultaneously observed in the infrared and three dierent
radio wavelengths. The X-ray oscillation period associated with this event was
not observed, but it is constrained to have been within a short ( 30 minute) gap
in the X-ray coverage that overlaps with the infrared are and is of signicantly
shorter duration than the radio ares. Thus, it is broadly consistent with our
current observations.
The ultimate answer to the questions raised here may rest on how much vari-
ation there is in the amplitude of the \class C" ares associated with each X-
ray oscillation. If the \radio excess" seen in the Ueda et al. (2002) observations
(< 10 mJy if it exists at all) is typical, then it is dicult to see how the repeating,
larger radio ares during the \class " state (see x2.4.2, as well as Mirabel et al.
1998), could be explained without resorting to initial ejections that are dierent
from the subsequent events. Also note that the \class " state in GRS 1915+105,
which consists of an extremely long series of oscillations very similar to those seen
during the \class " state (Belloni et al. 2000a), is associated with steady radio
49emission of only  4 mJy at 15 GHz (Klein-Wolt et al. 2002).
To further complicate the picture, the infrared observations of Ueda et al. (2002)
show at least one instance (and likely more) in which a delayed  30 minute infrared
are is seen during the \class " state, beginning at the end of its associated X-ray
oscillation period rather than the beginning. (Note that as in our observations,
the duration of this are still matches the duration of the oscillations.) It is
unclear what could have caused this unusual delay, which is inconsistent with all
the infrared ares we report in this chapter. Ueda et al. (2002) suggested the
possibility of an internal shock occurring far out along the jet, but it is a puzzling
event under any interpretation.
Clearly, the only way to resolve the issues raised here is to obtain simultaneous
X-ray, infrared and radio observations over a long stretch of events. In the absence
of such observations, we can only point out that the conclusions we have reached
in this chapter apply to all  15 simultaneous episodes that we observed. Overall,
it is clear that the 1997 \class " events produce qualitatively dierent aring
behavior than the 2002 \class " events and that these dierences are related to
the dierent ways in which the state transition proceeds and in particular to the
X-ray trigger spike, which appears most strongly in the \class " observations.
However, the exact manner in which properties of the trigger spike control the
behavior of the initial are|for example, whether the \sharpness" of the spike
or the delay between it and the subsequent oscillations is the most important
feature|cannot yet be conclusively determined.
502.9 Conclusions
We have presented simultaneous infrared and X-ray observations of the micro-
quasar GRS 1915+105 (at 1-second time resolution) during a period of jet ejection
in July 2002. By comparing these observations to those obtained in August 1997
by Eikenberry et al. (1998a), we arrive at a picture in which a large ejection may
not always be present during the  30 minute state transitions in GRS 1915+105.
The observed infrared ares may sometimes entirely be a superposition of smaller,
more complex phenomena, with large, infrared-bright ejections superimposed on
them only when there is a \trigger" spike in the X-ray light curve. In particular,
we nd that:
1. The duration of each infrared are in 2002 matches the duration of its ac-
companying X-ray oscillation period.
2. There is one instance in which a single, isolated X-ray oscillation occurs in
the light curve, accompanied by a faint infrared \subare" superimposed on
one of the main ares.
3. These observations are consistent with a scenario in which each X-ray oscil-
lation has an associated faint infrared are and these ares blend together
to form, and entirely comprise, the larger events.
4. The main dierence between our X-ray observations and the August 1997
observations is the presence of a sharp \trigger" spike in the 1997 X-ray light
curve during each  30 minute cycle, which occurs  300 seconds before
the accretion disk oscillations and signals a sharp change in the spectral
properties of the source.
515. The trigger spike appears to be associated with initial, large infrared ares,
which are observed in 1997 but not in 2002.
6. The 1997 X-ray oscillations contain dramatic changes in the high energy
power law component of the X-ray spectrum, which are not observed during
the 2002 oscillations. This is somewhat puzzling, since both sets of oscilla-
tions produce similar infrared subares.
7. There is tentative evidence that the infrared subare observed in 2002 leads
its associated X-ray oscillation by  30 seconds, possibly suggesting an
\outside-in" origin for these events, as in observations by Eikenberry et al.
(2000).
8. It is unlikely that any of the 2002 ares can be explained solely by the
continuous ejection of material during the spectrally hard X-ray \dip" which
precedes each set of X-ray oscillations, as suggested by Klein-Wolt et al.
(2002).
Although many authors have speculated on the importance of the trigger spike
as a signature of large jet ejections (e.g. Eikenberry et al. 1998a; Mirabel et al. 1998;
Yadav 2001; Fender et al. 2004), the observations presented in this chapter conrm
it. Our 2002 X-ray observations, which have many similarities to the Eikenberry
et al. (1998a) observations except for the absence of a distinctive trigger spike, do
not show the same large ares in the infrared. Thus, these data are important in
allowing us to pinpoint which aspects of the X-ray behavior are related to which
types of events in the jet.
Overall, we nd that jet production in GRS 1915+105 is a complex, unsteady
phenomenon, down to the fastest timescales that have been observed. The jet
52and the accretion disk appear to interact on a regular basis, perhaps every time
an oscillation occurs within the inner portion of the disk. These details need
to be taken into account in accretion disk models, such as in the simulations
of radiation pressure dominated disk evolution by Janiuk et al. (2002), which
found that energy dissipation in a corona or via an outow from the disk may be
important in reproducing the GRS 1915+105 X-ray emission.
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The Equations Governing the Evolution
of an Accretion Disk: A Study of the
Vertically-Integrated Structure
3.1 Summary
In this chapter, we derive a set of equations that govern the physical evolution
of an accretion disk in a more general and comprehensive way than has been
previously attempted in the literature. Along the way, we present several new
results, particularly with regard to the handling of the time-dependent structure
in a vertically-integrated disk model. We introduce a dimensionless number fugz
that can be dened for any physical quantity u and that characterizes the vertical
distribution of u within the disk in a model-independent way; this parameter has
much in common with the dimensionless  parameter for turbulent stress dened
by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). Allowing fugz to change in space and time is a
crude way to model changes in the disk's vertical structure (e.g., due to a jet, or
to changes in the vertical distribution of the turbulent heat dissipation). We also
derive a steady-state solution, energy balance equation and evolution timescales
for an accretion disk that are more general than the well-known Shakura & Sun-
yaev (1973) and Abramowicz et al. (1988) solutions; in particular, our solution
54accommodates the possibility of an arbitrary vertical disk structure and the en-
ergy loss and pressure contribution from a steady jet. This solution can be used
as the initial condition in (or for comparison with) numerical disk simulations.
Our discussion in this chapter is introductory in nature and is geared towards
researchers who are interested in studying and numerically simulating accretion
disks in any number of situations; however, we primarily focus on the particular
applications that are relevant to the simulations of GRS 1915+105 attempted in
this thesis. The chapter contains three main sections, in which we derive the
basic equations (x3.2), simplify them to one or two dimensions (x3.3), and derive
a steady-state solution (x3.4).
We begin by outlining the basic equations of radiative magnetohydrodynamics
that govern the ionized plasma in the inner part of an accretion disk (x3.2), with
a focus on expressing these equations in conservative form. Published papers on
accretion disks use a wide variety of equations, but the specic assumptions that
go into the equations are not often carefully considered. Here, we attempt to show
the connections between dierent disk models and carefully elucidate the various
assumptions that each one makes in order to simplify the equations; the validity of
these assumptions can thereby be checked in the results of numerical simulations.
Next, we focus on versions of the equations that can be used for numerical sim-
ulations in fewer than three dimensions (x3.3). This is particularly important for
the simulations of GRS 1915+105 that we undertake in this thesis. The timescales
of interest in GRS 1915+105 are  30 minutes, as previously discussed, which is
very \slow," being equal to  107 characteristic dynamical timescales of the inner
disk. State of the art three-dimensional simulations are extremely computation-
ally intensive and can currently run for only  104 characteristic timescales (e.g.,
55Krolik et al. 2005), or  1 second for GRS 1915+105.1 Therefore, it is crucial to
have simulations that can run for many more timesteps than the three-dimensional
ones, especially if we want to run many dierent trials and compare them to the
diversity of behavior seen in the long term X-ray light curve of this source; one-
dimensional simulations, in particular, are the \workhorse" that can accomplish
this. To further the goal of making one-dimensional simulations as physically be-
lievable as possible, we derive in x3.3 new results for vertically-integrated disks
that are designed to improve the accuracy of these simplied disk models and the
ability of the models to handle changes in the vertical disk structure, such as that
due to a rst-order model of a jet.
Finally, we present a steady state solution to our modied accretion disk equa-
tions (x3.4) that can be used as a starting point for numerical simulations and
for comparing to the results of time-dependent work (e.g., via plotting on an lo-
cal energy balance diagram to study the stability properties). We nd that the
timescales on which this steady disk changes have an interesting and previously
unknown dependence on the vertical structure of the disk.
There are many previous works that discuss the equations governing an ac-
cretion disk; some good examples include Kato et al. (1998), Bisnovatyi-Kogan &
Lovelace (2001), and Frank et al. (2002). Portions of this chapter beneted from
reading these and other works; however, the full presentation of the equations
contained in this chapter has not previously been published in the literature.
1These simulations, and others like them, also neglect radiation physics. This is ne
for the objects that these simulations are specically designed to investigate (low luminos-
ity ows such as those surrounding Sgr A*, the black hole at the center of our Galaxy),
but clearly not adequate for GRS 1915+105, which often radiates near its Eddington
luminosity and for which radiation pressure and cooling are therefore of fundamental
importance.
563.2 The Equations of Radiative Magnetohydrodynamics
We present in this section a physically-motivated derivation of the magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) equations that govern an ionized plasma containing both gas
particles and radiation (in other words, a three-species uid of ions, electrons and
photons), with an eye towards specializing these equations to the case of an accre-
tion disk. We begin by discussing some of the basic assumptions that are inherent
in our use of the MHD equations (x3.2.1), and after a brief discussion of the general
principle of conservation that guides our decision to express the MHD equations
in conservative form (x3.2.2), we go on to discuss the equations expression con-
servation of mass (x3.2.3), conservation of momentum (x3.2.4) and conservation of
energy (x3.2.5), respectively. Finally, we summarize the equations we will use for
our accretion disk model (x3.2.6).
3.2.1 MHD Assumptions
The equations discussed in this chapter can be derived directly from fundamental
particle equations such as the Boltzmann equation. (For example, see Nicholson
1983 for a derivation of the non-radiative MHD equations and Mihalas & Mihalas
1984 for a derivation of the radiative hydrodynamic equations without magnetic
elds.2) We do not go through these derivations in this chapter because they are
mathematically very complex. Rather, we present a more intuitive approach to
the equations expressing conservation of mass, conservation of momentum and
conservation of energy in the uid.
Nonetheless, it is important to understand the assumptions that go into deriv-
2We are not aware of any textbook that rigorously derives the combined radiative
MHD equations, however.
57ing our equations from the full kinetic theory. There are two main assumptions
that are made. First, in order to treat the gas particles or photons as a uid,
we must assume an \equation of state"|a relationship between the rest-frame
kinetic energy that a group of particles carries with them (i.e., the internal en-
ergy density) and the rate at which these particles transport momentum to their
surroundings per unit surface area, due to microscopic motions (i.e., the pressure
tensor). Whereas for an arbitrary conguration of particles, one can easily imagine
changing the rate of momentum transport without changing the energy (simply
change the direction that the particles are moving in), the uid approximation
assumes that such changes will always statistically cancel out. We will primar-
ily consider cases where the distribution of both particles and photons is roughly
thermal, so that the energy density is well-characterized by a local temperature for
each species (this generally occurs when the ions and electrons are both in local
thermodynamic equilibrium so that the primary emission mechanism is thermal
radiation, although strictly speaking the photons do not necessarily have to be
thermally distributed in this case; Blaes & Socrates 2003). Possible equations of
state under these conditions are discussed in x3.2.4.1.
The second assumption is more subtle, and, in the case of an accretion disk, po-
tentially more dangerous. In going from the uid equations to the MHD equations,
we assume that the various species (ions, electrons and photons) are all character-
ized by the same local temperature|i.e., that they are all in local thermodynamic
equilibrium with each other. This assumption dramatically simplies the equations
that need to be considered. Instead of employing energy equations for each species
of particle separately, and including within these equations terms dealing with the
energy transfer between each species and the others, we can simply add together
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erent species and produce a single equation governing the
total energy density of the uid, in which the interaction terms between the various
species cancel out (see x3.2.5). The temperature (and therefore the apportioning
of the energy density between dierent species) can be calculated from the total
energy density, giving us all the information we need to know about the uid.
There are several accretion disk models that relax this assumption. The most
prominent are the so-called Radiatively Inecient Accretion Flows (RIAFs) or
Advection Dominated Accretion Flows (e.g., Shapiro et al. 1976; Narayan & Yi
1995), which allow the temperature of electrons and ions to dier. These apply in
extremely low-density environments, where the interaction of ions and electrons via
Coulomb collisions is inecient; therefore, if angular momentum transfer within
the disk occurs via a viscous-like process that primarily heats the ions, the ions
can remain much hotter than the electrons and carry their energy into the black
hole without allowing the electrons to radiate it away. However, Bisnovatyi-Kogan
& Lovelace (1997, 2000) have argued that the dissipation of magnetic elds in the
disk can provide a heating source for the electrons that can keep the electron and
ion temperatures much closer together than is normally assumed in these models.
In any case, RIAFs are unlikely to be important for the disks considered in this
thesis, where the accretion rates and densities are high, Coulomb collisions are
likely to be abundant, and observations unequivocally show that the disks are
radiatively ecient, at times shining near their Eddington luminosities.
Although the presence of a power law in the X-ray spectrum extending to the
hard X-rays has been used to suggest that accretion disks must contain at least
some nonthermal or two-temperature plasma in the vicinity of the accretion ow
(e.g., Shapiro et al. 1976), other work has suggested that this radiation may be due
59to synchrotron emission from a jet further downstream from the disk (Marko et al.
2001, 2003). The exact origin of the power law, and how closely related it is to the
dynamics of the disk (i.e., whether it originates in the disk itself, in a corona, in the
\base" of a jet, or in the jet itself) is a matter of much debate in the literature and
is still unresolved. Here, we note that in GRS 1915+105, thermal emission persists
even when the power law is strong, and thermal emission is particularly prominent
during the fast oscillations that we are most interested in explaining (Chapter 2).
Therefore, we focus on the main body of the disk in this chapter, where the ions
and electrons are expected to be in thermal equilibrium, although in x3.3.2 and the
following sections, we discuss ways that the nonthermal jet structure could impact
the thermal emission from the disk.
A more interesting possibility is that the particles and photons do not have the
same temperature. This occurs whenever a photon traversing the uid encounters
a gas temperature that changes more quickly than the timescale for the photon
to be thermalized by absorption and reemission|a circumstance that is denitely
possible in a radiatively ecient accretion disk shining near the Eddington lumi-
nosity, where the electron temperatures are high and thus the absorption opacity
is small while the gas timescales are fast. The basic condition for thermalization
is briey discussed by Mihalas & Mihalas (1984), but we expand on it here to
specically focus on the high-temperature environment of an accretion disk, where
the opacity is expected to be due to a mix of scattering and absorption, rather
than absorption alone (see equation 3.51), and the condition for thermalization is
therefore dierent.
Consider a disk in which H and t are the typical distance and timescale over
which the gas temperature changes (v  H=t is therefore the speed at which the
60temperature change propagates along H), and where the total optical depth across
H is given by , the optical depth due to absorption only (i.e., if scattering in the
disk were completely ignored) is given by abs, and the eective optical depth is
given by eff =
p
abs (e.g., Rybicki & Lightman 1979), dened so that a photon
traversing H will be absorbed and reemitted  eff
2 times, out of a total of  2
interactions with the gas. Under these circumstances, there are two conditions
that must be met in order for a photon to thermalize with the gas. First, we must
have
eff  1; (3.1)
so that the photon undergoes many absorptions and reemissions as it traverses
H; in other words, the gas temperature scale height must be optically thick. The
second condition, however, is that the photon must undergo  1 absorptions
during the time t that it takes the gas temperature to change; otherwise, the photon
will not be able to thermalize with the local gas, regardless of what happens once




(or; alternatively; v=c  abs); (3.2)
which can be derived by noting that the photon experiences  ct= interactions
during a time t, of which a fraction  abs= are absorptions (  H= is the
mean free path). If absorption dominates (abs  eff  ), this second condition
is trivially satised if the rst one is, but if scattering is important, abs can be
signicantly smaller than eff, and conditions (3.1) and (3.2) should be checked
independently.
Good presentations of the independent gas and radiation equations that must
be used when the above conditions are violated can be found in Mihalas & Mihalas
61(1984) and Stone et al. (1992). Papers about accretion disks that consider the gas
and radiation equations separately and do not assume the same temperature for
gas particles and photons include Blaes & Socrates (2001, 2003), Okuda et al.
(2004), Turner et al. (2005), and Hirose et al. (2006).
Now that we have explained the assumptions underlying the MHD equations,
we discuss the equations themselves and their physically-motivated derivations in
the following sections.
3.2.2 General Principles of Conservation
The instantaneous rate of change of any physical quantity can, in principle, only
have two contributions: the rate at which the quantity ows into (or out of) the
boundaries of the region being considered, and the rate at which the quantity is
locally produced or depleted. For any physical quantity u, its time evolution can












where u is the density of u, Fu is the ux of u (the amount of u passing through
a unit surface area per unit time), and Su is the source term (i.e., the volume
production rate, or the rate at which u is produced per unit volume and unit
time). Here, we consider the evolution of the total amount of u that is initially
contained within a volume V bounded by a surface area A.
Tassoul (1978) derives the Reynolds theorem, a mathematical result which








uv  dA; (3.4)
62where v is the uid velocity. This can be understood intuitively; the rst term
represents the rate of change of u within a xed volume V , and the second term
represents the rate at which u is transported out of V by the bulk uid ow (for
more details, see Oswatitsch 1956).
Manipulating the above equations using the divergence theorem, we can derive
equation (3.3) in dierential form:
@
@t
(u) =  r(uv + Fu) + Su: (3.5)
Note that mathematically, the time evolution of any quantity can be written this
way (provided we have exibility in choosing Fu and Su), but this formulation
becomes useful for conserved quantities, where Su is either 0 or, at the very least,
a truly \local" term that only depends on local properties of the uid (i.e., one
that does not contain any spatial derivatives).
Writing all of our equations in conservative form makes the physical behavior
of dierent terms in the equations easy to understand (each is either a ux or a
source of the physical quantity being considered), and it is also useful for numerical
simulations, since it guarantees that regardless of the underlying physics, the com-
putational routine will always deal with equations of the same structure|whose
numerical conservation properties can easily be checked.
3.2.3 Conservation of Mass
In the nonrelativistic limit, mass cannot be produced or destroyed either locally
or through interactions with neighbors; therefore, Su = 0 and Fu = 0 in equation
(3.5). Equation (3.5) therefore becomes:
@
@t
=  r  (v); (3.6)

















Cylindrical coordinates are the most natural choice for modeling a thin accre-
tion disk, since they allow the disk's vertical and radial structure to be treated
separately.
3.2.4 Conservation of Momentum
The momentum density of a uid is given by v; inserting this into u in equation
(3.5), we nd that the equation has units of force density; in other words, in
addition to the transport term (which now becomes vjv for each component vj
of the momentum density, in Cartesian coordinates), we must take into account on
the right hand side of the equation all forces that act on the uid. Equation (3.5)
shows that there are eectively two types of forces: Fu represents forces per unit
area that only act on the surface of an innitesimal uid element and therefore
produce a ux of momentum into or out of that surface, while Su represents forces
per unit volume that act on the entire uid element and therefore can be considered
a local \source" of momentum. Formally, these two types of forces are often called
\surface forces" and \body forces," respectively (e.g., Tassoul 1978), although we
prefer the term \volume forces" for the latter.
In curvilinear coordinates, we need to be more careful, because the forces in each
coordinate direction are now coupled to each other, and thus the above discussion
does not apply independently for each direction. The best way to proceed is to









(v) + r(v 
 v) = (surface + volume forces applied); (3.8)
where we have used standard vector manipulations and substitution from equation
(3.6) to rewrite the acceleration term dv=dt. We can now see that the momen-
tum transport term in equation (3.5) is properly cast as a tensor v 
 v, whose
components vivj represent the ux of the jth direction of momentum through a
surface perpendicular to the ith direction, due to the bulk uid ow.
3.2.4.1 Surface Forces
By similar arguments as above, the surface forces should also be dened in terms
of a tensor. We dene a stress tensor G, whose components Gij represent the
ux of the jth direction of momentum through a surface perpendicular to the ith
direction, due to the surface forces. The divergence of this tensor is a vector whose
components (r  G)j represent the rate at which the jth component of momentum
density is transported out of each innitesimal uid element by surface forces. With
this denition, we can write all three components of the momentum equation at
once simply by substituting Fu  G in equation (3.5).
The stress tensor that we will consider includes contributions from microscopic
forces (i.e., pressure and viscosity), which we will denote Pij, Maxwell stress (i.e.,
electromagnetic forces), which we will denote Mij, and, nally, an additional \tur-
bulent" stress component tij which is formally equal to zero but whose purpose we
will discuss later. It is also convenient to redene the transport term vivj as part
of the stress tensor (i.e., the \Reynolds stress"); in that case, we label the total
65stress tensor as T, and equation (3.5) for the momentum can be written as:
@
@t
(v) =  r  T + fvolume; (3.9)
where fvolume is the volume force and










As noted earlier, we write the pressure stress (i.e., the contribution to the
stress from pressure and other microscopic forces, such as viscosity) in terms of
the internal energy density via an equation of state. For gas particles and radiation,
respectively, the internal energy density under conditions of thermal equilibrium











gas is the adiabatic index of the gas particles (equal to 5/3 for a nonrelativistic,
monatomic gas), kb is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, mp is the
mass of a proton, arad is the radiation constant (equal to 4=c, where  is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant), and  is the mean molecular weight of a particle
in the accretion disk. For a fully ionized hydrogen plasma we have   0:5,
while   0:615 for a fully ionized \cosmic mixture" with hydrogen mass fraction
X = 0:70 and helium mass fraction Y = 0:28; see Frank et al. (2002) and Ostlie
& Carroll (1996).
Notice that we are assuming equilibrium between gas and radiation by using
the same temperature T in both of the above equations; in that case, it can be
66seen that a knowledge of  and E at any point in time (which can be obtained
from numerical integration of the conservation of mass and conservation of energy
equations discussed elsewhere in this chapter) is sucient to determine T and
therefore the apportioning of energy between Egas and Erad.
Now that we have the internal energy density, we can write the equation of
state. We set
Pij = Pij = (Pgas + Prad)ij; (3.13)
where P is the total thermodynamic pressure and Pgas and Prad are the pressures
produced by gas particles and radiation, respectively, given by:

















The expression for Pgas is the standard equation of state for an ideal gas, while
the expression for Prad is the standard equation of state for isotropic radiation. A









where   Pgas=P.
This equation of state makes several assumptions. First, it assumes that all
microscopic forces besides the pressure that potentially contribute to Pij can be
ignored in an accretion disk; these include the forces due to molecular, radiative
and bulk viscosities. The molecular viscosity is ignored because the mean free path
of particles that control viscous mixing is typically much smaller than other length
scales of interest in an astrophysical setting. We have also ignored the radiative
viscosity rad  Prad=c2, where  is the opacity (this expression is roughly valid
67for pure absorption or pure scattering; e.g., Masaki 1971; Tassoul 1978), which is
generally negligible in an accretion disk.3 Finally, we ignore the bulk viscosity, as
is customary (especially for the monatomic gas expected in an ionized disk).4
A second assumption that is made in deriving equation (3.13) is that the radia-
tion pressure has a simple scalar value given by Prad = 1
3Erad. This is the standard
Eddington approximation that follows from assuming an isotropic radiation eld,
which is roughly true in any region where thermal emission or isotropic electron
scattering dominates (Rybicki & Lightman 1979). However, Mihalas & Mihalas
(1984) and Stone et al. (1992) have pointed out that in any physical region, the
boundary of that region (and in particular the boundary through which photons
escape to an outside observer) is, by denition, not isotropic. Therefore, although
it is customary to follow the lead of stellar atmospheric modelers and use the Ed-
dington approximation to evaluate the ux of radiation everywhere in the disk
3We can justify this statement by calculating the ratio of the radiative viscosity
rad to the turbulent viscosity   csH that dominates the Tr stress in the Shakura
& Sunyaev (1973) disk solution that we derive later on in this chapter (here, cs is
the sound speed and  is a dimensionless parameter usually expected to be less than
1). In the innermost region of a Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) disk, where the pressure
is dominated by Prad, the ratio of these viscosities reduces to a particularly simple
expression: rad=  (H=r)(vc=c)= (where vc is the velocity of a circular orbit in the
equatorial plane), thereby justifying our statement for a geometrically thin (H=r  1),
optically thick (  1) disk. More generally, Mihalas & Mihalas (1984) show that the
importance of the radiative viscosity is always of order  v=c for a uid velocity v. This
is always  1 for a disk where the gas and radiation are in equilibrium, if we assume
that all uid velocities are comparable to or less than the velocity at which changes to
the gas temperature propagate (see x3.2.1 and the assumption already made in equation
3.2).
4The bulk viscosity can be thought of as a correction to the thermodynamic pressures
given in equations (3.14) and (3.15) that takes into account the fact that those values are
formally calculated under equilibrium conditions, which may not hold in an accretion disk
that evolves in time. However, the bulk viscosity can always be ignored for monatomic
gases, and ignoring it is generally a valid approximation in many other situations as well.
In the case of radiation, meanwhile, the bulk viscosity is of the same order of magnitude
as the radiative viscosity rad, which we have already ignored. For more details, see
Mihalas & Mihalas (1984), Landau & Lifshitz (1987) and Sonin (1994).
68(e.g., Kato et al. 1998), including at the boundary, a more accurate method would
necessarily involve using a more complicated equation of state for the radiation.
To summarize, the two biggest assumptions we have made in this section are
(1) equilibrium between the gas and radiation, and (2) an isotropic radiation eld.
The rst assumption aects the equation for the energy density, and the second
aects the equation of state used to determine the pressure tensor.
When the second assumption is violated, very often the rst one is as well
(since an anisotropic radiation eld by denition must occur in a region where the
spectrum is not equal to the local thermal value). A variety of choices exist for the
radiative equation of state in this more complicated, non-isotropic case. One of
the simplest methods is to use ux-limited diusion (e.g., Levermore & Pomraning
1981; Mihalas & Mihalas 1984; Kley 1989; Turner & Stone 2001), where the radi-
ation pressure is treated as a tensor that is allowed to have a dierent magnitude
in each coordinate direction; the relative values of each \directional pressure" are
prescribed in an ad-hoc way based on the gradient of the energy density so as to
guarantee that the radiative energy ux in each direction never exceeds cErad, and
also so that the equation of state reduces to the correct values for the extreme
optically thick and extreme optically thin limits. However, because the equation
of state is derived in an ad-hoc way, it is not guaranteed to be valid at interme-
diate optical depths (Mihalas & Mihalas 1984). A more complicated method is to
actually calculate the anisotropy of the radiation eld at any moment in time and
use that to get a more accurate estimate of the pressure tensor (Stone et al. 1992);
however, this method proves to be extremely computationally expensive in practi-
cal situations (Turner & Stone 2001). The fundamental problem with all of these
methods is that if the radiation eld is highly anisotropic, the uid assumption
69itself starts to break down, and one really needs to go back to the original radiative
transfer equation that governs the behavior of individual photons. Therefore, we
do not consider disks that are highly optically thin and highly anisotropic further
in this chapter.
As a nal note, we consider how to handle the equation of state when the gas
and radiation are not in equilibrium but the radiation eld is still roughly isotropic
(in other words, when the rst assumption listed above fails but the second does
not). In this case, the radiation spectrum will not necessarily be thermal, although
it is still often characterized by a \temperature" Trad dened so as to make equation
(3.12) true (Mihalas & Mihalas 1984). Generally, one must solve separate gas and
radiation energy equations in this case, as discussed above. However, if a specic
set of assumptions are made, Hubeny (1990) and Artemova et al. (1996a) have
shown that it is possible to derive an expression for the radiation energy density
that closely relates it to the gas temperature T in an accretion disk. We will
discuss and expand upon this work in x3.3.2.4, but we reproduce the equation for


















where C1 and C2 are dimensionless numbers of order 1 and  and eff are the
optical depths measured from the equatorial plane out to the \top" of the disk; see
equation (3.91) for a more exact expression. The radiation pressure is then given
by the Eddington approximation, so that Prad =
1
3Erad as usual. Artemova et al.
(1996a) claim that their procedure is valid for an accretion disk with any optical
depth, although this is unlikely to be true because of their use of the Eddington
approximation. Instead, we believe that this equation is most likely to be useful
70as a point of comparison for our work when the optical depth becomes small (& 1)
but the disk is still eectively optically thick so that the Eddington approximation
holds.
Maxwell Stress (Mij)
Formally, the electromagnetic force that contributes the Maxwell stress is a
volume force rather than a surface force; in fact, the force per unit volume is
simply equal to the Lorentz term eE+ (J  B=c), where e and J are the charge
and current densities in the uid element and E and B are the local values of the
electric and magnetic elds.
However, when Maxwell's equations are used to substitute for e and J in
terms of the electromagnetic eld, derivatives of E and B are introduced into
the equations. Since it is not desirable to have derivatives in the \source term"
of equation (3.5)|i.e., in the volume forces|it is appropriate to rearrange the
equation to get the electromagnetic contribution inside the divergence so that it
can be treated like a surface force, and so that the equation once again returns to
conservative form.
With the help of Maxwell's equations and vector identities, it is found that this
can be accomplished if a quantity is transferred to the left hand side of the equa-
tion such that the momentum density is \redened" to include an electromagnetic
component E  B=4c (e.g., Jackson 1999). However, if the usual magnetohydro-
dynamic assumption is made that the displacement current is negligible,5 and if
electric forces are also assumed negligible (which is valid if the uid is not highly
5This assumption is valid for low-frequency phenomena, which is all we usually are
interested in considering. This is especially true in the case of radiative MHD, since
high-frequency changes in the electric and magnetic elds are by denition already dealt
with as radiation (Kaufman 1966).
71relativistic, since typical values for the electric eld in a highly-conducting medium
are E  vB=c), then it is possible to transform the Lorentz force J  B=c into the
divergence of a tensor without redening the momentum; the resulting \Maxwell








where the expression is valid for any orthonormal coordinate system. (Note that if
the above assumptions are not made, Mij will have addition terms for the electric
eld analogous to those shown here for the magnetic eld).
If the Maxwell stress is retained in the nal equations, an additional equation
(the induction equation) is required to determine the time evolution of B; this
equation can be obtained by combining Maxwell's equations with Ohm's law. The
induction equation will not be discussed further here.
Turbulent Stress (tij)
In the above discussion, we have included a \turbulent stress" tij in the equa-
tions and stated that it is formally equal to zero. The reason for keeping this term
is to deal with eects of turbulence that are not captured by the other terms.
Specically, the length scales and velocities inherent in an astrophysical setting
will be much greater than the length scales and velocities associated with molec-
ular viscosity (this is why we have ignored the molecular viscosity in the above
equations, as previously discussed). These conditions suggest that the uid will
be highly turbulent and that the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses can have strong,
chaotic uctuations on small length scales and fast timescales that serve to trans-
port momentum and energy within the disk and, ultimately, dissipate some of the
disk's kinetic energy into heat; the latter is observed to occur via a \turbulent
72cascade," in which large-scale uctuations pass their energy down to progressively
smaller spatial scales until eventually uctuations exist on microscopic scales that
transfer their energy to the internal energy of the gas. (For further discussion of
turbulence, see Blandford & Thorne 2004.)
These uctuations can contribute signicantly to the mixing in an accretion
disk, but in a numerical computation, the grid resolution and/or time resolution is
unlikely to be ne enough to capture some of these eects in the existing vivj and
 BiBj=4 terms (almost by denition, the grid resolution will not be good enough
to capture the lower end of the turbulent cascade). To allow for the possibility of
modeling the mixing due to this small-scale turbulence, which can be crucial for
allowing the angular momentum transport in an accretion disk, it is customary to
include a turbulent stress tij in the accretion disk equations and to include some
ad-hoc prescription for its value (e.g., Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), keeping in mind
that it should be set to zero in a \real" disk.
The prescription for the turbulence is generally of a statistical nature|that is,
it attempts to capture the average rate at which the turbulence transports energy
and momentum and dissipates kinetic energy into heat. One simple way to do this
is to treat tij like a viscous stress, which is often an extremely good approximation
for the dissipation (since molecular viscosity can be a major contributor to the
heating at the smallest scales of the turbulent cascade) and is sometimes a good
approximation for the transport as well. Nonetheless, one should not blindly treat
turbulence as being exactly like a viscosity, because the length scales and veloc-
ities for the turbulent uctuations are not necessarily the same in all directions
(whereas they are for an isotropic molecular viscosity); the turbulence can take
advantage of macroscopic asymmetries in the ow in dierent ways than a linear
73Newtonian viscosity (Ogilvie 2001; Armitage 2004), although, to rst order, the
magnetically-driven turbulence that occurs via the magnetorotational instability
(MRI) is expected to act like a viscosity (Balbus & Papaloizou 1999).
For the transport terms (e.g., the term that appears in the conservation of mo-
mentum equation 3.9), it is useful to determine under what conditions the turbulent
stress tij is needed and under what conditions it can be set to zero. In general,
because the turbulent stress allows mixing to take place between the boundaries
of the grid cells in a numerical simulation, it will become useful whenever the
mixing length is smaller than the grid resolution. The Shakura & Sunyaev (1973)
prescription discussed later in this chapter (in which the stress is prescribed as
tr = P for a dimensionless parameter ) will track mixing on length scales of
 H, where H is the pressure scale height of the accretion disk; thus, it auto-
matically probes scales smaller than the grid size r as long as H < r. For a
radiation pressure-dominated inner accretion disk, the above condition becomes,
approximately,  _ M < (r=0:2rs), where _ M is the dimensionless accretion rate
into the inner disk (expressed in units of the Eddington luminosity divided by the
speed of light squared) and rs is the Schwarzschild radius of the black hole. In
other words, unless _ M  1 (highly super-Eddington accretion), turbulent stress
with a physically reasonable value ( < 1; Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) will allow us
to probe turbulent transport on size scales smaller than a moderate-resolution grid,
without having to increase the grid resolution and therefore sacrice computational
time.
In simulations where the space and time resolution are good enough to track
the magnetic and kinetic structure of the turbulence on its largest, most important
scales, the transport terms involving tij can be set to zero. The dissipation, how-
74ever, is another story; this will be discussed further in x3.2.5 when conservation of
energy is considered.
3.2.4.2 Volume Forces (Gravity)
Having nished our discussion of the surface forces, we now turn our attention
to the volume forces. Besides the electromagnetic force, which we have already
handled and found a way to treat as a surface force, the only volume force that
we must consider is gravity.6 The appropriate force per unit volume is given by
 g, where g  rg is the gravitational acceleration in the negative coordinate
direction, and g is the gravitational potential.
In what follows, we will assume that the self-gravity of the accretion disk is
negligible and that the gravitational force is entirely due to the central object of
mass M. This occurs when the Toomre Q parameter (Toomre 1964) is small. In
a disk, the Toomre Q parameter is roughly equal to  (tff=torb)
2, where tff is the
free fall timescale due to the self-gravity of the disk and torb is the orbital timescale.
Only for very massive central objects or very large distances is the orbital timescale
large enough for self gravity to be important; therefore, we ignore self-gravity when
studying the inner disks around stellar mass black holes considered in this thesis.
There are several ways to prescribe the gravitational potential for a black hole
of mass M. The simplest, of course, is to assume Newtonian gravity, in which case
g =  GM=R, where R =
p
r2 + z2 is the distance from the central object. This
6It is particularly appropriate that in the formalism, the gravitational force enters
equation (3.5) as a local source of momentum, since from the point of view of general
relativity, gravity really does arise from the local curvature of spacetime at the position
of each uid element.





























where the approximate equalities are valid to second order in z=r (these approxi-
mations are sometimes useful when calculating the vertical integration of the grav-
itational acceleration in equations 3.63 and 3.65; in this context, the importance
of including the second order dependence on z in the equation for gr was noticed
by Matsumoto et al. 1984).
Naturally, the Newtonian equations will become less and less accurate as one
approaches the event horizon of the black hole, where the eects of relativity
become more and more important. Artemova et al. (1996b), in fact, have shown
that the steady-state accretion disk structure computed with a Newtonian potential
can dier up to  50% from the true quantities calculated for a non-rotating black
hole.
Many methods have been proposed in the literature to prescribe a value of g
(and therefore g) that better matches the predictions of general relativity; these
\pseudo-potentials" are, in eect, designed to bridge the gap between Newtonian
and fully relativistic simulations of the accretion disk. In general, three methods
are possible:
1. Prescribe a value of g that leads to roughly accurate predictions for physical
quantities in a steady-state accretion disk.
2. Prescribe a value of g that leads to roughly accurate predictions for the
timescales on which these physical quantities can change.
763. Prescribe a value of g that is based on the exact expression that occurs in
the theory of relativity, where the acceleration felt by a locally non-rotating
observer in the vicinity of a black hole is given by c2r(lngrav) (MacDonald
& Thorne 1982), where grav represents the lapse rate (i.e., the ratio of
elapsed proper time d to elapsed \universal time" dt, where dt is the time
measured by an observer at innity).
Examples of these methods for both rotating and non-rotating black holes are
discussed in the following sections. At rst glance, one might assume that the last
method is automatically the best because it is taken directly from the theory of
relativity; however, this does not turn out to be the case. One cannot simply graft
one part of the theory of relativity onto a fundamentally Newtonian treatment and
expect everything to work out okay when many other parts of the equations do not
take relativity into account at all. (As a simple example, consider the frequency of




theory, but this relation does not hold in general relativity; therefore, a Newtonian
simulation which uses the \correct" relativistic value of g is essentially guaranteed
to get 
c and other disk timescales wrong.) It is therefore usually better to use
one of the other prescriptions, which, although they are formally less valid, are
specically designed to get the \important" physical quantities as close to their
correct values as possible in a self-consistent way. However, we do argue below
that the relativistic method might be competitive in one specic physical situation
that is important astrophysically but not often discussed in the context of pseudo-
potentials: the case of a thick disk around a rotating black hole.
77Prescriptions for g Designed to Match Physical Quantities
One of the rst methods devised to approximate the predictions of general
relativity was the pseudo-Newtonian method of Paczy nski & Wiita (1980), where
the gravitational potential is given by g =  GM=(R   rs), with rs = 2rg the
Schwarzschild radius of the black hole and rg  GM=c2 the gravitational radius.
This method is extremely popular because of its simplicity and the fact that it
reproduces many features of general relativity correctly for a non-rotating black
hole, including the locations of the innermost stable circle orbit and innermost
bound orbit (Paczy nski & Wiita 1980) and the behavior of a particle falling at rest
from innity (Becker & Le 2003). In fact, Artemova et al. (1996b) have shown that
the steady-state accretion disk structure calculated using this potential is accurate
to at least 10{20%, and often better than 10%.
This acceleration for this potential is usually presented in the literature in


































and the approximate equalities are valid to second order in z=r as long as the
factor r   rs in the denominator of Cg is signicantly larger than z. (Note that as
expected, these equations reduce to the Newtonian case when R  rs.)
Artemova et al. (1996b) have derived an extension to this potential for rotating
black holes that preserves many of the features of the Paczy nski & Wiita (1980)
formulation. The extension was discussed by Artemova et al. (1996b) in the context
78of orbits in the equatorial plane (i.e., the plane that is perpendicular to the spin
axis of the black hole), and its useful properties appear most strongly in that
context. Here, however, we present a simple generalization of this potential to three
dimensions that will reduce to Paczy nski & Wiita (1980) potential at any location if
the black hole is non-rotating; within the equatorial plane, our prescription has the
same values as Artemova et al. (1996b). In this case, we nd that the components












































the radius of the event horizon of the rotating black hole, a is the dimensionless
angular momentum of the black hole (measured in units of GM2=c), and rms is
the radius of the innermost marginally stable circular orbit in the equatorial plane
(Bardeen et al. 1972), given by
rms = rg
h
3 + Z2 
p
(3   Z1)(3 + Z1 + 2Z2)
i
(3.27)











the minus sign in equation (3.27) is for an accretion disk that corotates with the
black hole spin, and the plus sign is for an accretion disk that is counterrotating.
As expected, equations (3.24) and (3.25) reduce to the Paczy nski & Wiita (1980)
79values for a non-rotating black hole ( = 2), and they reduce to the Newtonian
values when R  rh. Artemova et al. (1996b) have shown that as for the Paczy nski
& Wiita (1980) case, the prescription given here for a rotating black hole generally
gives steady-state accretion disks that are accurate to  10{20%.
Prescriptions for g Designed to Match Physical Timescales
Nowak & Wagoner (1991) introduced a prescription for gravity that does a
better job approximating physical timescales around a non-rotating black hole
than the Paczy nski & Wiita (1980) method, and Mukhopadhyay & Misra (2003)
have generalized this prescription for rotating black holes. We present here the
Mukhopadhyay & Misra (2003) version only, since it reduces to the Nowak &
Wagoner (1991) case when a = 0. As with the Artemova et al. (1996b) prescription,
the Mukhopadhyay & Misra (2003) prescription was specically designed for use
on the equatorial plane, but we generalize it here so that we can derive equations
for the gravitational force at an arbitrary height z in the disk. In cylindrical





























































This prescription is expected to give values for the orbital frequency that are
accurate to better than 25% (as compared to  50% or worse for the inner radii
in a Paczy nski & Wiita 1980 potential), while still remaining accurate to  10%
in the specic energy of infalling material (Mukhopadhyay & Misra 2003).
80Prescriptions for g from General Relativity
Finally, we consider the value of g calculated directly from general relativity
that we have alluded to above. For a non-rotating black hole, the lapse rate is given
by grav =
p
1   rs=R (MacDonald & Thorne 1982), leading to a particularly











with gz = (z=r)gr as usual. This is the acceleration that would be measured and
actually felt by local observers; one could also imagine dening the acceleration as
the change in velocity per unit universal time and therefore multiplying the above
expression by grav. This would do a poorer job of modeling the gravitational force
actually experienced by the disk, but a better job of modeling the disk timescales
as measured by faraway observers.
Both of these possibilities were considered (although in a slightly roundabout
and less physically intuitive way) by Artemova et al. (1996b), who found that they
do not do as good of a job as either the Paczy nski & Wiita (1980) or Nowak &
Wagoner (1991) potentials at reproducing the steady-state disk structure. Further-
more, it is easy for us to check how well they do at reproducing typical accretion
disk timescales, since the actual orbital frequency for a non-rotating black hole in
general relativity is equal to the Keplerian value 
k. We nd that the timescales





tively, which generally give worse agreement (although in some cases comparable
agreement) to general relativity than the Nowak & Wagoner (1991) values. Over-
all, therefore, the relativistic prescription does not appear to be competitive for a
non-rotating black hole.
For a rotating black hole, however, the value of g calculated from general
81relativity may be useful in the case of thick disks, where we are interested in values
of g far above the equatorial plane. This is because the potentials of Artemova
et al. (1996b) and Mukhopadhyay & Misra (2003) were designed to match specic
quantities that are only dened on the equatorial plane (in particular, the radius
rms of the innermost stable circular orbit and the orbital frequency 
k). There
is no reason to expect these potentials to be accurate at large distances from the
equatorial plane, where they eectively treat a point at distance R (measured in an
arbitrary direction) as though it were located on the equatorial plane at a distance
r = R.
The value of grav for a rotating black hole and the corresponding value of g
can be found in MacDonald & Thorne (1982); we do not reproduce them here
because of their mathematical complexity. To our knowledge, no one has explored
using these values in an otherwise Newtonian simulation; this may be a worthwhile
possibility to study further.
3.2.4.3 The Final Momentum Equation




(v) =  r  T   g; (3.34)
where the stress tensor T is equal to the sum of surface force and transport terms
specied previously. Depending on the assumptions being made about the accre-
tion disk, some of these terms may be zero. Here, we do not make any assumptions
about which of these terms are zero, but rather write the momentum equation in
cylindrical coordinates using T only; it is easy to derive equations for a specic
set of assumptions by substituting the appropriate values of vivj, Pij, Mij and tij
82into these equations.


























































where we have manipulated these equations slightly using the fact that T is a sym-
metric tensor (which is obvious from examining the constituent terms of Tij listed
in x3.2.4.1). Also notice the factor of r2 within the derivatives in equation (3.36);
this comes from applying the chain rule to subsume an extra \source term" involv-
ing Tr (= Tr) that appears in this equation when r  T is computed in cylindrical
coordinates (see Appendix A). Physically, this extra factor of r represents the fact
that angular momentum density rv is conserved in the uid.
A particularly useful implementation of these equations for our purposes in-
volves ignoring the Maxwell stress and setting all terms in the turbulent stress to
zero except for tr (i.e. the component that takes advantage of the orbital shear
in the disk). We write this component as tr = P following Shakura & Sun-
yaev (1973), where  is a dimensionless measure of the stress. Here we make no
assumptions about the value of  or its possible dependence on space, time, or
other parameters; it is simply a mathematical device (in other words, there is no
requirement that tr depends on pressure, because it is possible to have  / 1=P).















































































Notice that since the velocity of a circular orbit in the equatorial plane is given
by vc =
p






near the equatorial plane; in other words, it is proportional to the dierence in the
squares of the azimuthal and orbital velocities. From a practical standpoint, this
term will usually be small compared to either of the components v2
 and v2
c that
are subtracted in order to form it, although it still can be signicant compared to
the other terms in equation (3.38). Therefore, numerical simulations that retain
a large number of signicant gures (e.g., double oating point precision) may be
required to accurately measure this term.
3.2.5 Conservation of Energy
We can intuitively construct an equation for the evolution of the total energy
density Etot by replacing Fu and Su in equation (3.5) with the power produced
by each of the forces considered in x3.2.4. In other words, we could use T  v for
the power produced by surface forces and g  v for the power produced by the
gravitational volume force (cf. equation 3.34). However, this ignores some subtle
eects, and, perhaps more important, provides no information about the dierent
types of energy density that constitute Etot. Of course, these can be inserted \by
hand" based on other physical knowledge, but their origin becomes directly clear if
we follow a dierent, more mathematical procedure to derive the energy equation.
This more illuminating approach begins by taking the dot product of v into
equation (3.34). Recalling that the combined time derivative and Reynolds stress





=  v  (r  G)   g  v; (3.41)
where G is once again the stress tensor not including the Reynolds stress (i.e.,
not including the transport term). Standard vector manipulations and use of the















  g  v

+ G  rv: (3.42)
This, of course, is an equation for the kinetic energy density of the uid, and
it is almost in conservative form; as expected, the stress tensor G produces an
energy ux that takes the role of Fu in equation (3.5), while the gravitational
eld is a local source of kinetic energy that takes the role of Su. However, we are
left with an \extra" source term G  rv that is undesirable because it contains
spatial derivatives. This term represents the rate at which other forms of energy
are converted to kinetic energy, and in order to evaluate it for each constituent
of G  rv, it is necessary to use the individual energy equations that are obtained
when gas, radiation, and electromagnetic elds are considered separately.
An instructive example is the equation for gas particles; there, the relevant
component of G is Pgas (we allow for the arbitrary case in which the gas pressure
is a tensor rather than a scalar; e.g., if molecular viscosity is important), and the

















where Qgas is the volume rate at which the gas is heated (i.e., the rate at which
energy density is transferred to the gas particles from other species) and Egas is
85the internal energy density dened in equation (3.11). Manipulating this equation
and again using the conservation of mass equation (3.6) yields







Therefore, replacing the Pgas  rv component of G  rv with its more explicit form
is equivalent to adding a new type of energy Egas to the kinetic energy in equation
(3.42). We also obtain an extra term Qgas, but as mentioned in x3.2.1, this term
will cancel out with the equivalent terms that are derived for radiation and elec-
tromagnetic elds, since the total amount of energy that these species exchange
with each other is conserved. Therefore, equation (3.42) is one step closer to being
in conservative form.
A similar procedure can be followed for all the constituent terms of G. The
radiation stress is considerably more complicated (see Mihalas & Mihalas 1984 for
details), while the Maxwell stress is best handled by going back to its original










+ J  E; (3.45)
using simple vector manipulations and Ohm's law (here, e is the conductivity)
and ignoring relativistic terms of order v=c as was previously done for the electro-
magnetic eld. We can identify  J2=e as the Ohmic heating of electrons by the
eld and therefore treat it similarly as the Qgas term above (i.e., it will cancel out
in the total energy equation), leaving














where we have used vector manipulations and Maxwell's equations (e.g., Jackson
1999) to rewrite this term, again in the nonrelativistic limit. If we further assume
86ideal MHD, where E =  (v  B)=c, equation (3.46) can be transformed into














+ r(M  v)

; (3.47)
where M is the Maxwell stress tensor dened in equation (3.18). This equation
therefore denes the magnetic energy density B2=8 that can be added to the
kinetic energy in a similar manner as Egas was, and it also recovers the Maxwell
stress component of the G  v term in equation (3.42); however, it should be re-
membered that in the case of non-ideal MHD, the advection of magnetic energy
and the divergence of Mv need to be replaced by the more complicated expression
involving E  B in equation (3.46).




(Etot) =  r(Etotv + G  v + Frad)   g  v; (3.48)
where Etot is the total energy density, given by
Etot = 1
2v




and Frad is the ux of radiative energy. The origin of the r  Frad term in equation
(3.48) is mathematically obscure, although physically intuitive; it represents the
energy that photons take with them as they leave a radiating volume element.7 In




r  Prad; (3.50)
7The equivalent term that arises from the Boltzmann energy equation for gas particles
is thermal conduction, which we implicitly set to zero here because it is generally of the
same order of magnitude as the molecular viscosity, which we have already ignored.
The radiative energy ux Frad is more important than thermal conduction because the
photon speed c in the numerator of equation (3.50) is much larger than the typical gas
particle speed, while in situations with reasonable optical depths, the opacity  in the
denominator will be much smaller than the equivalent cross section per unit mass at
which gas particles' paths are interrupted (Mihalas & Mihalas 1984).
87where  is the opacity. This simply states state the radiative acceleration expe-
rienced by the uid ( r  Prad=) equals the incident radiative momentum ux
(Frad=c) multiplied by the cross-sectional area per unit mass for the uid's inter-
action with the radiation (). Technically, the Rosseland mean opacity R should
appear here instead, but it can be replaced by  if we assume that the opacity
does not depend on the frequency of the radiation (Kato et al. 1998). In this case,
we adopt a mix of electron scattering and free-free absorption:
 = sc + abs; (3.51)
where
sc = 0:2(1 + X)cm
2=g (3.52)
abs = 3:68  10










the latter being the Kramers opacity that approximates the opacity due to free-free
absorption for the temperatures of interest in our accretion disk (Ostlie & Carroll
1996). Here, X and Y are the hydrogen and helium mass fractions discussed earlier,
and gff is the Gaunt factor for free-free absorption, which we take to be  0:87
following the (unstated) assumption of Kato et al. (1998) and others, although we
note that this number can actually have signicant dependence on photon energy
in the X-ray regime (e.g., Karzas & Latter 1961).
It is possible to manipulate equation (3.48) further so as to remove the gravita-
tional source term and make the equation fully conservative. As one would expect,
this procedure (which can be accomplished through straightforward manipulation
of the g  v term and use of the conservation of mass equation) leads to a re-
denition of Etot to include the gravitational potential energy g. However, what
is not often noticed is that this manipulation leaves behind a term @g=@t on
88the right hand side of the equation|i.e., a term that represents the \injection" of
gravitational energy into the system due to the change in the local gravitational
eld. This term is usually negligible in the situations we consider here, where
the accretion disk is not self-gravitating and the mass accretion rate _ M onto the
central object of mass M is slow enough so that
R _ Mdt  M during a typical
simulation; thus, the energy equation in its \fully conservative" form, including
g, can be used (e.g., the simulations of Watarai & Mineshige 2003).
However, the @g=@t term can be important in certain circumstances, in par-
ticular in a self-gravitating disk. To preserve generality, we prefer to leave gravity
out of the denition of Etot and let it remain as a source term in equation (3.48),
which is perfectly easy to handle in our numerical simulations; this also has the
added benet of allowing us to use more complicated prescriptions for the gravi-
tational acceleration g that do not easily lend themselves to calculation of g (for
example, some of the prescriptions listed in x3.2.4.2).8
Finally, a word about the appearance of the turbulent stress in the conservation
of energy equation. In equation (3.48), we have implicitly included the turbulent
energy transport as part of the stress tensor G; i.e., the turbulent energy ux is
given by t  v. In ideal MHD, this assumption is perfectly reasonable, because
the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses that ultimately make up the turbulent stress
enter the equations in the same way. For non-ideal MHD, however, where the disk
has a nite conductivity, we can see from equation (3.46) that the Maxwell stress
enters the energy equation in a dierent way; specically, there is a component
of the energy ux due to Maxwell stresses that has no dependence on the uid
8But see Blandford & Thorne (2004) for discussion of a gravitational stress tensor
(analogous to the Maxwell stress tensor) that can be derived to handle gravity in a fully-
conservative manner, even in an arbitrary case where the gravitational potential is not
assumed to be constant.
89velocity v. Given the fact that numerical simulations of the magnetorotational
instability (MRI) usually show the turbulent Maxwell stress dominating the tur-
bulent Reynolds stress by a factor of a few (e.g., Hawley et al. 1995, 1996; Hawley
2000; Sano et al. 2004), this dierence is potentially important for an accretion
disk with low to moderate conductivity, since in this case our energy equation
eectively treats the turbulence as if it were only due to a Reynolds stress. This
issue is often overlooked and could be of importance in outer regions of the disk
where the temperature is low, but in the inner regions of the disk that we study
here, the assumption of innite conductivity is likely to be a sucient one.
A related issue involves the dissipation of turbulent energy into heat, which,
in the non-ideal MHD case, can proceed either by Ohmic dissipation of Maxwell
stress that primarily heats the electrons, or viscous dissipation of Reynolds stress
that primarily heats the ions. Being able to distinguish between these two pos-
sibilities undoubtedly involves knowledge of the detailed microphysics of the disk
and has important consequences for two-temperature disk models and some of
the objections that have been raised to them (e.g., Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Lovelace
1997, 2000), but, fortunately, it has absolutely no eect in our simulations. As
long as the gas and radiation are assumed to be in equilibrium, the dissipation of
turbulent energy into heat must ultimately be divided in a well-dened way be-
tween the electrons, ions and photons. This once again illustrates the advantages
of using the full conservation of energy equation whenever it is possible to do so;
the interaction terms between dierent species cancel out and therefore make the
physics that needs to be modeled considerably simpler. In cases where the gas and
radiation are not assumed to be in equilibrium, however, dierent methods can be
found to attempt to model the turbulent dissipation; for example, the simulations
90of Hirose et al. (2006) used a non-conservative numerical scheme and then added
all the \missing" energy to the internal energy of the gas to roughly track the
heating due to turbulence.
Returning to the energy equation (3.48) and writing it under the specic disk






(Etot + P)v + t  v + Frad

  g  v; (3.54)
where Etot =
1
2v2 + Egas + Erad. Specializing this equation to cylindrical coordi-
nates in the case where the turbulent stress is assumed to be entirely due to the



















r(Etot + P)vz + rFrad;z

  (grvr + gzvz): (3.55)
3.2.6 Final Equations for Our Accretion Disk Model
In this section, we summarize the equations of conservation of mass, conservation


















































































































r(Etot + P)vz + rFrad;z

  (grvr + gzvz); (3.60)
where Etot =
1
2v2 + Egas + Erad.
These equations involve several simplications, even for the one-temperature
disks (thermal equilibrium between gas particles and radiation) that we are already
implicitly assuming. The rst major simplication is that the equations are not
fully relativistic. In fact, it would not be that dicult to convert the gravitational
and hydrodynamic terms in these equations to their fully relativistic forms|the
primary dierences are that the mass and energy equations would need to be
combined, the relativistic value c2r(lngrav) would need to be used for the grav-
itational acceleration (x3.2.4.2), and several factors of grav and   
p
1   v2=c2
would need to appear to take gravitational time dilation and special relativistic
eects into account; for rotating black holes, meanwhile, additional terms would
need to be added to the equations to handle inertial frame dragging (MacDonald
& Thorne 1982). However, the radiation equations in the relativistic limit (when
terms of order v=c are not ignored) are considerably more complex (Mihalas &
Mihalas 1984), and that is the reason why fully relativistic MHD disk simulations
in the literature do not yet include radiation. Given the importance of radiation
in the accretion disk of GRS 1915+105, there is very little reason to employ a
fully relativistic code to simulate it; even if we correctly probe gravity in the in-
92ner regions of the disk (where v=c . 1), our errors are likely to be swamped by
uncertainties in the radiation physics operating in these regions. The best we can
hope for is that the pseudo-Newtonian methods approximately capture the eect
of relativity on the gravitational force|though it must be said that the ubiquity
of jets in astrophysics (including in systems such as young stars, where relativity
is unimportant) suggests that we can still learn something very important about
the process of jet formation in GRS 1915+105 using our methods.
The second major simplication in these equations is that we ignore the pres-
ence of large-scale magnetic elds. This is not realistic, since magnetic elds are
thought to be an important contributor to jet formation, and it is a long term
goal of our simulations to include them. However, the lack of certainty about an
appropriate initial condition for the magnetic eld structure, as well as our desire
to simplify these equations further by reducing them to one- or two-dimensional
versions (x3.3), suggests that a good preliminary rst step is to ignore large-scale
magnetic elds in our equations. However, as discussed in x3.3.2, we do provide
ways to alter the vertical structure of the disk and the  parameter for the stress
that are roughly designed to mimic the eect of magnetic elds and jets; this is
in contrast to most radiative accretion disk simulations in the literature, which
completely ignore the possible eects of the large scale magnetic eld.
The nal simplication in these equations is that we parametrize the turbulent
stress as tr = P following Shakura & Sunyaev (1973), with all other components
set to zero. The particular parametrization of tr is not by itself an assumption
because  is just a mathematical device that can have any possible dependence
on space, time or other physical parameters (a fact often forgotten in the litera-
ture). However, setting all the other components of the turbulent stress to zero
93is an assumption, although it is straightforward to insert the appropriate terms
into equations (3.56) through (3.60) if this assumption is to be relaxed. Nonethe-
less, to the extent that the turbulence behaves like a Newtonian viscosity, the
vastly stronger shear in the r plane strongly suggests that this component will
be dominant, at least for a thin disk.
Most well-known disk models make further simplications to the above equa-
tions. In addition to assuming axisymmetry and integrating over the disk height
(discussed in the next section), the so-called \slim disk" model of Abramowicz
et al. (1988) ignores the diusion of radiative energy in the radial direction, while
the original disk model of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) additionally ignores the ra-
dial advection terms in equation (3.60) and the entire radial momentum equation
(3.57), replacing the latter with the assumption that orbits within the disk are
close enough to circular so that v  vc =
p
rgr. The Abramowicz et al. (1988)
model is therefore valid up to higher accretion rates than the Shakura & Sunyaev
(1973) model.
3.3 Simulations in Fewer Than Three Dimensions
Equations (3.56) through (3.60) correctly govern the evolution of an accretion
disk under the assumptions listed. However, it can be computationally expensive
to simulate these equations numerically; the presence of spatial derivatives in all
three physical directions means that they must be modeled on a three-dimensional
grid. It is therefore desirable to nd ways to modify these equations to retain
as much of the physics as possible while removing the dependence on one or two
physical coordinates so that, for example, they only need to be evolved on a one-
dimensional grid in r or a two-dimensional grid in either (r;) or (r;z). These
94modications are the subject of this section.
3.3.1 Removing the Dependence on Azimuthal Angle ()
Removing the dependence on  is relatively simple; to rst order, we can assume
that the accretion disk is axisymmetric (i.e., cylindrically symmetric about the
rotation axis) and therefore set @=@ = 0 in the above equations. This assump-
tion is reasonable, because although physical quantities in an accretion disk are
expected to vary signicantly with distance
p
r2 + z2 from the central object (due
to the importance of gravity) and with distance z along the disk's rotation axis
(due to the importance of angular momentum), there is no obvious reason why
they should depend on . This assumption may break down in the extreme outer
disk, however (where the formation of the disk from, e.g., Roche lobe overow from
a binary companion can lead to dependence on ; e.g., Truss et al. 2000; Truss &
Wynn 2004), and it also precludes the formation of spiral waves and other axial
instabilities (e.g., Tagger & Pellat 1999), but for the inner accretion disk, it is at
least a reasonable assumption to start out with.
Simulations that make this assumption while still retaining all three dimensions
of any vector quantities in the equations (e.g., v and other quantities that point
in the  direction are not set to zero) are often referred to in the literature as \2.5-
dimensional" simulations. Despite the name, the reader should be assured that
these simulations do not involve any fractal dimensions or other exotic processes.
They are more properly (and less confusingly) referred to as \three-dimensional
axisymmetric" simulations.
953.3.2 Removing the Dependence on Height (z)
Removing the dependence on z from the accretion disk equations is considerably
more complex, because physical quantities do change signicantly with z inside the
disk. To rst order, most quantities will have a maximum at z = 0 and then drop
o with height; this is because the vertical gravitational force tends to concentrate
quantities near the equatorial plane.
The general procedure for solving this problem is to integrate the equations
over z; what makes this idea useful is that in many cases, the scale height of the
accretion disk will be small compared to other relevant length scales in the system,
and therefore the integration is not likely to introduce errors that are too large;
in other words, the timescales for change in the vertical direction are likely to
be shorter than other timescales in the system, and therefore the entire \vertical
column" of material at a given location in the disk can be assumed to roughly act
like a single object on the timescales of interest.
Vertical integration of the above equations is often done in the literature, but
not often done carefully; a wide variety of models are used and unstated assump-
tions are often made. This is often considered to be a minor concern because
the vertical integration in pure disk models introduces dimensionless numbers into
the equations that are all of order  1. However, the discovery that jets are a
ubiquitous phenomenon associated with accretion disks certainly challenges this
conclusion; a jet, by denition, constitutes a major disruption to the vertical struc-
ture of the disk from which it emanates. To allow for a rst-order treatment of
the eect of a jet, we provide in this section a model-independent way of per-
forming the vertical integrations making as few assumptions as possible, and only
later introducing assumptions that are necessary for actually making use of the
96height-integrated equations.
3.3.2.1 The Dimensionless Vertical Parameter fugz
It can be seen that many of the terms in equations (3.56) through (3.60) are
multiplied by a factor of  that will need to be integrated over height (this is
especially true when we realize that there are \hidden" factors of  in the gas
pressure, internal gas energy and kinetic energy components of P and E). It is






where u0 is the value of u on the equatorial plane. The value of fugz is simply a
dimensionless number that characterizes the vertical distribution of u within the
disk at a particular instant in time and a particular location within the equatorial
plane; we will discuss its properties more fully below.
Note that we have deliberately not dened the bounds of either integral in
equation (3.61); the only requirement is that both are taken over the same bounds
and that these bounds do not depend on u (in other words, that the bounds are the
same for each term in the accretion disk equations that we are integrating over).
The choice of bounds eectively corresponds to choosing the upper and lower faces
of the single \pixel" in the vertical direction that will be used when integrating
our equations numerically. Normally, of course, we will choose this \pixel" to be
centered on the equatorial plane, so that the upper and lower bounds are equal.
If we follow the above rules, then the introduction of fugz means that we can
transform our equations to their appropriate height-integrated versions simply by
doing the following:
 Replace all @=@z terms with the dierence of their boundary values,
97 Replace all occurrences of u with fugz u0 (where  
R
dz is the surface
mass density),
 Replace all occurrences of u alone (that are not multiplied by the density)
with 2fu=gz u0H, where H  1
2
R
(=0)dz = =20 is a measure of the half
thickness of the disk (equal to the density scale height if  has an exponential
vertical distribution and if the bounds on the integral are large enough).
If we make these mathematical substitutions, we obtain the following equations
(where we have assumed an axisymmetric disk to limit the number of terms that
need to be written, but this procedure works equally well for a non-axisymmetric






















































































2fvrEtot=gz vrEtotH + 2fvrP=gz vrPH
+2fvP=gz vPH + 2fFrad;r=gz Frad;rH

 fg  vgz grvr
 r
h




98In these equations and in the discussion that follows, we have simplied the nota-
tion by removing the \0" subscript that indicates a quantity is evaluated on the
equatorial plane; in other words, all factors in the form of fugz X in the above equa-
tions should actually be read as fugz X0. This change in notation should be easy
to follow if we remember that we are working with height-integrated equations, so
all physical variables in the equations that are not themselves height-integrated
must refer to their values at a particular location in the accretion disk (in our
case, z = 0). We have also used the notation \top" and \bottom" to refer to the
upper and lower bounds of the integral over z, and we have written the vertical
stresses on these boundaries as Trz and Tz and the work done by the stress on
these boundaries as (G  v)z; this is a more general notation that takes into account
the possibility of crudely modeling the eect of a jet, in which, for example, the
magnetic stresses may play an important role even though we have not modeled
their dynamics in the main body of the disk. Under the formal assumptions we
have made, however, these terms are Trz = vrvz, Tz = vvz and (G  v)z = Pvz,
respectively. In this case, if the disk is in vertical hydrostatic equilibrium (i.e.,
vz = 0 and no jet), then the only vertical ux of energy is due to the radiation
term Frad;z. Alternatively, if vz 6= 0 but the integral is taken over an innite range
in z (or, in reality, to a large enough extent in z such that the value of  at the
boundary is negligible), then once again the only vertical ux of energy is due to
the radiation term Frad;z; thus, vertical motions in the disk that are conned to a
region jzj . H . r in general do not inuence the disk evolution on the timescales
we are interested in.
As previously noted, there are \hidden factors" of  within some of the terms
in the above equations (e.g., P and Etot), which from a practical standpoint means
99that many of the factors of 2H  =0 can be removed. Specically, the following
relations hold for any physical quantity u:




































Thus, the only terms in equations (3.62) through (3.65) that have any dependence
on an actual vertical length scale H are those involving the radiation pressure Prad
and radiation energy density Erad; in all other cases, the vertical structure of the
disk is entirely described by the dimensionless numbers fugz, which do not depend
on the overall size scale of the system. We will discuss the value of H further in
x3.3.2.3, but for now we focus on the fugz, which are the most common \artifact"
of the height-integration procedure.
Many previous authors have introduced dimensionless numbers similar to fugz
to characterize the vertical distribution of physical quantities in an accretion disk
and to relate vertically averaged quantities to their values on the equatorial plane
(e.g., H oshi 1977; Paczy nski & Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1981; Abramowicz et al. 1988;
Szuszkiewicz & Miller 1997; Kato et al. 1998; Artemova et al. 2001; Bisnovatyi-
Kogan & Lovelace 2001; Janiuk et al. 2002). However, these dimensionless numbers
are not always dened consistently, nor are their possible variations with space
and time often considered. We believe that the new formalism we have presented
in equation (3.61), in which all of the dimensionless numbers have a consistent,
model-independent denition (which as far as we know has not been previously
considered in the literature), allows for a more transparent study of the plausible
100values that these numbers can take and the ways in which they can change in a
real accretion disk. We present this analysis in the next section.
3.3.2.2 Typical Values of the Vertical Parameter fugz
Since most physical quantities u are expected to decrease with distance z away
from the equatorial plane, we can see from equation (3.61) that fugz . 1. In
addition, the faster that  drops o with height in the disk compared to u, the
closer fugz will be to 1; this is simply because  acts as a \weight" that limits the
contribution of the outermost values of u=u0 to the numerator in equation (3.61).
However, it is not valid to say that a thin disk (i.e., H  r) will automatically
have fugz = 1; even in a thin disk, both  and u can (and likely will) decrease
with height at a roughly similar rate, such that fugz < 1.
Note the similarities between the quantity fugz we have introduced here and the
quantity  introduced by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973); in both cases, we have dened
a dimensionless number that is expected to be . 1 and whose value characterizes
some physical aspect of the accretion disk. In both cases, the quantity can vary
with space and time (and we therefore keep it within the space and time derivatives
in the equations above), although it is erroneously often assumed not to vary with
space and time in the literature. In fact, changes to the disk's vertical structure
(e.g., due to a jet) can be crudely modeled by allowing fugz to change. For example,
as pointed out above, fugz ! 1 when the density  drops o with height much
faster than a typical physical quantity u; therefore, if we imagine trying to model
the ejection of a jet that is \clean," in the sense that it contains a small amount
of mass but a large amount of energy at large distances from the accretion disk
(for example, a highly relativistic jet, or one that is Poynting-ux dominated), it
101might be appropriate to take fugz  1, whereas a jet with a high mass content
will generally have smaller values of fugz.
It is possible to study the values of fugz more quantitatively in certain cases, in
order to get a better estimate of how they behave. As a simple example, consider
the case in which both u and  follow Gaussian or exponential proles in the vertical
direction, with \scale heights" Hu and H, respectively; i.e., u / exp( z2=H2
u) for
the Gaussian case, and u / exp( z=Hu) for the exponential case, with analogous
equations for . If we dene hu  Hu=H to be the ratio of the scale heights, it is
easy to derive the following from equation (3.61), in the case where the integrals












Figure (3.1) shows a plot of these functions. Extreme values of fugz  0
or fugz  1 require the scale heights of u and  to dier by a large amount,
approximately an order of magnitude. It is especially dicult to get fugz  0;
for example, even if the density scale height exceeds the scale height of u by a
factor of 10, we still only have fugz  0:1, but u will now have to decrease from
its equatorial value by a factor  8;000 times more than  does by the time they
reach the density scale height (this is for the exponential case; the factor becomes
 1043 in the Gaussian case!). These arguments suggest that in the absence of any
further information about the vertical structure, values of fugz corresponding to
hu  1 should be used; i.e., fugz;Gauss  1=
p
2 and fugz;exp  1=2.
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Figure 3.1: The dependence of the vertical parameter fugz that we have dened
in equation (3.61) on the scale height of the physical quantity u that it is dened
for, in the case where both u and the mass density have a Gaussian (solid line) or
exponential (dashed line) dependence on height from the disk's equatorial plane.
In order to have fugz  0 or fugz  1, the scale heights of u and the mass density
must dier by a large amount, approximately an order of magnitude.
103Physical Models
It is possible to appeal to physics to get a more specic estimate of the disk's
vertical structure than the rough estimates provided above. One potential avenue,
of course, is to look at the results of detailed three-dimensional simulations of a
small patch of the disk (e.g., Hirose et al. 2006), compare the scale heights of
dierent physical quantities in these simulations, and use the above equations to
estimate the appropriate values of fugz.
Another, more general approach is to consider simple physical models. In fact,
the vertical structure of an accretion disk has much in common with the atmosphere
of a star, since it is ultimately regulated by a competition between gravity pulling
in and the pressure from an internal energy source pushing out. However, there
are two main dierences (Hubeny 1990): rst, the gravitational force is due to a
central point mass only (and increases roughly linearly with z at a given location
above the accretion disk plane; see x3.2.4.2), and second, the internal energy source
is not nuclear reactions concentrated at the center, but rather the heat produced
by the dissipation of turbulence and magnetic elds, which can be more uniformly
distributed throughout the height of the disk.
The key dierence is in many ways the second one; as we will see, our lack of
knowledge about turbulence directly leads to a lack of knowledge about the verti-
cal structure of the disk. However, the formalism for the vertical structure that
we have adopted in this thesis gives us a convenient way to handle this situation;
provided we can determine how dierent models for the turbulence aect the di-
mensionless numbers fugz, we can turn the problem around and choose particular
values of fugz to use in our simulation that will allow us to investigate dierent
kinds of turbulence. Just like the  parameter of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973), the
104dimensionless numbers fugz allow us to \hide" our ignorance about the turbulence
in a convenient manner.
Polytropes
In order to accomplish our goal of roughly tracking how dierent types of
turbulence aect fugz, we will stick with the simplest models possible. As with
stellar atmospheres, a popular simple model for accretion disks involves assuming
that at each location in the disk's equatorial plane, the vertical structure above that
location follows a polytropic relation, with P / 1+1=N (H oshi 1977). H oshi (1977)
and Kato et al. (1998) have shown that for a polytrope in vertical hydrostatic
equilibrium (which should be true on our timescales of interest if the disk is thin9),










where s is an exponent that depends on which physical quantity u is being consid-
ered, and HN is the height above the equatorial plane at which u would go to zero
if the polytropic assumption is strictly followed (see also Shakura et al. 1978). Fol-
lowing Kato et al. (1998), typical values of s for some important physical quantities
include s = N for the density and s = N + 1 for the pressure; Kato et al. (1998)
also claim that s = 1 for the temperature T, but this is not true because T / P=
by denition (where   Pgas=P as dened above), so that T /  (1   z2=H2
N) for
a polytrope. Therefore, s = 1 for the temperature requires  to be constant with
height, which, as we will show below, is not true unless the polytrope has N = 3.
Using the above information, inserting equation (3.70) into equation (3.61)
9We are implicitly ignoring the possibility of a jet or convective energy transport in
the vertical direction, but we will consider these elements below.
105and using formulas given in H oshi (1977) and Kato et al. (1998) to evaluate the




 (N + s + 1)
 (N + 1)
2  [2(N + 1)]
 [2(N + s + 1)]
; (3.71)
where  (x) is the gamma function. This allows us to calculate fugz for dierent
physical parameters provided we have chosen a value of N.
The polytropic assumption is usually made in the literature for the sake of
convenience, and its physical interpretation is not discussed. However, it is possible
to gain some rough insight into the physical meaning of a polytrope for the case
of a steady disk, and this will allow us to determine reasonable values of N that
we can use to calculate fugz with the help of equation (3.71). In fact, it will turn
out that dierent values of N correspond to dierent models for the turbulent
dissipation.
To begin, we rst note that the polytropic condition P / 1+1=N can easily be
rewritten as (1   )=4 / (3 N)=N using the equations of state (3.14) and (3.15)













based on our discussion above, which therefore shows that an N = 3 polytrope
corresponds to a disk in which  is constant with height; this is exactly analogous
to the Eddington standard model for stellar atmospheres (e.g., Hansen & Kawaler
1999). For an accretion disk, however, we can gain more insight into this and other
polytropes by writing the equations of energy balance and hydrostatic equilibrium





















gr=r is the angular velocity of a circular orbit on the equatorial
plane. (The assumption of a steady disk dictates that we set Qheat = r  Frad
everywhere so as to balance heating and cooling, while the assumption of a thin
disk allows us to approximate this equation using derivatives with respect to z,
leading to the expression in equation 3.73).
The fact that  is constant with height for an N = 3 polytrope means that
Prad / P, and therefore equation (3.74) can be inserted into equation (3.73) to yield
Qheat / @ (z 1)=@z. This shows that in regions of the disk that are scattering-
dominated (i.e., where  is constant), choosing an N = 3 polytrope is the same as
specifying that the heating rate Qheat be constant with height. However, since we








or abs / (1   z2=H2
N)
 1=2 for an N = 3 polytrope with constant , we can see that
this polytrope must become absorption-dominated at a large enough distance from
the equatorial plane, thereby modifying the vertical prole of Qheat. We will return
to the absorption case later on, but for now we point out that an N = 3 polytrope in
a scattering-dominated disk corresponds to a physical assumption that the heating
rate per unit volume due to the turbulence is uniform throughout the disk height.
This requires that the heating rate per unit mass Qheat= increase sharply with
distance from the equatorial plane, which seems unlikely (although possible if
chaotic magnetic elds play an important role and if the scale height for magnetic
stress is larger than the density scale height). The three-dimensional simulations
of Hirose et al. (2006) did show one side of the disk where the dissipation rate
corresponding to our denition Qheat was roughly constant with disk height, but
107on the other side of the disk this quantity decreased with height. Therefore, the
N = 3 polytropes which are very popular in the literature (e.g., Kato et al. 1998)
show some promise, but might not be the most accurate model in certain cases.
The solution of equations (3.73) and (3.74) and the determination of Qheat (z)
for an arbitrary value of N is more complex, but it can be done numerically. To
obtain the appropriate equations, we explicitly write out @Prad=@z in terms of 
and P, insert our result into equation (3.73) and then, with the help of equation



























N = 2(N + 1)P0=0 found by H oshi (1977) and Kato et al. (1998) for a
polytrope in hydrostatic equilibrium, this equation can be written in a convenient
dimensionless form that depends only on , z and N (for a given set of physical
conditions on the equatorial plane). We can then proceed by solving equation
(3.72) numerically to obtain  (z), which can be used to calculate @=@z analyt-
ically from the dierentiation of equation (3.72), and, nally, the results can be
inserted into equation (3.76). The end result of our work is that for a particular 0
and (abs=sc)0 (i.e., the gas pressure fraction and ratio of absorption to scattering
opacity at a given point on the equatorial plane), we are able to calculate the
vertical distribution of the heating rate Qheat (z) above that point.
We plot Qheat (z)=(z) (the heating rate per unit mass) in Figure 3.2 and
Qheat (z) (the heating rate per unit volume) in Figure 3.3 for three dierent poly-
tropes (N = 1, 2 and 3), using conditions in the equatorial plane that are consistent
with a region near the radiation-dominated, inner portion of a Shakura & Sunyaev
(1973) disk. We can see from these gures that in this regime, a polytrope with
108N  1 is appropriate for modeling a disk in which the turbulent heating per unit
mass is constant with height, while, as noted previously, N  3 is appropriate
for a situation in which the turbulent heating per unit volume is constant with
height (the turbulent heating per unit volume for the N = 1 and N = 2 proles
more closely tracks the mass density and therefore drops o with distance from
the equatorial plane; Figure 3.3). Thus, we nd a general trend whereby more
centrally-concentrated dissipation proles correspond to smaller values of N.
We investigate these ideas more generally in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, for a range
of values of N and 0. Moving from left to right in these gures (i.e., increasing
0) is equivalent to moving from the radiation-dominated inner region to the gas-
dominated middle region of a Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) disk. In Figure 3.4, we
plot a measure of the \smoothness" of the vertical prole of the heating rate per
unit mass and show that in order to get as close as possible to a heating rate that
is constant with height (i.e., to a \smooth" vertical distribution), the polytropic
index N used at a particular location in the accretion disk must depend strongly
on the gas pressure fraction 0 in the equatorial plane; the value of N  1 that
we found above for Figure 3.2 depended strongly on our choice of 0 = 0:2. By
contrast, Figure 3.5 shows that if we are instead interested in obtaining a centrally-
concentrated heating rate per unit volume, the lowest values of N generally do
correspond to the most \compact" (or centrally-concentrated) proles. We have
also investigated the eect of increasing (abs=sc)0 to allow for the presence of
signicant absorption opacity (as would be expected in the outer regions of a
Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 disk), but we nd that this does not have a signicant
eect on the results in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, in particular for the high values of 0
at which the absorption opacity is expected to become signicant.
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gas/total pressure = 0.2
absorption/scattering ratio = 0
Figure 3.2: The turbulent heating rate per unit mass as a function of height z in
the accretion disk, for three dierent polytropes (N = 1;2 and 3). The conditions
on the equatorial plane are 0 = 0:2 and (abs=sc)0 = 0, typical of a region near
the radiation-dominated, inner portion of a Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) disk. The
heating rate is measured in units of c
2
c=(sc0). We can see from this graph
that the N = 1 polytrope has a relatively constant heating rate per unit mass
throughout most of the disk, while the others do not. (Note that because HN
depends on N, a given value of z=HN in this graph does not correspond to a
particular xed distance above the equatorial plane; the graph should only be
used to compare the relative shapes of the heating proles for dierent polytropes,
not their absolute values.)
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gas/total pressure = 0.2
absorption/scattering ratio = 0
Figure 3.3: Same as Figure 3.2, but for the turbulent heating rate per unit volume,
measured in units of c
2
c=sc  3:7  1021fgrav (M=M)
 2 (r=rg)
 3 erg cm 3 s 1,
where the latter expression assumes a hydrogen mass fraction X = 0:7 and denes
fgrav = gr=(GM=r2) as the deviation of the gravitational force on the equatorial
plane from the Newtonian value. We can see from this graph that the N = 3
polytrope has a constant heating rate per unit volume throughout the disk and
that the heating rate becomes progressively more centrally-concentrated as N is
decreased.
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Smoothness of heating rate per unit mass
0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5
Figure 3.4: The \smoothness" of the vertical prole of the turbulent heating rate
per unit mass (cf. Figure 3.2), as a function of the equatorial plane gas pres-
sure fraction 0 and the polytropic index N. The dashed line roughly traces out
the value of N that gives the smoothest prole for each 0. The smoothness is
estimated by taking the mean value of the turbulent heating prole divided by
its standard deviation, over the range in z where the polytrope approximation is
applicable. In all cases, the disk is assumed to be scattering-dominated.
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Compactness of heating rate per unit volume
2.0 3.3 4.6 5.9 7.2
Figure 3.5: Same as Figure 3.4, but this time measuring the \compactness" of the
vertical prole of the turbulent heating rate per unit volume (cf. Figure 3.3). The
compactness is estimated by taking the inverse of the rst spatial moment of the
turbulent heating prole, over the range in z where the polytrope approximation is
applicable. The dashed line roughly traces out the value of N that gives the most
compact (i.e., most centrally-concentrated) prole for each 0; in contrast with
Figure 3.4, we nd that the most centrally-concentrated proles always occur for
very low values of N (and, in fact, would always occur for N = 0 if we corrected
this gure for the fact that HN depends on N, which we have chosen not to do).
In all cases, the disk is assumed to be scattering-dominated.
113Our general conclusions are consistent with the model by Shakura et al. (1978),
who \worked backwards" compared to the method we have used here; they calcu-
lated (analytically) a polytropic index of N = 1:17 based on a specic model for
the turbulent heating prole in a radiation-pressure dominated disk. The model
they chose had a constant turbulent heating rate per unit mass, and thus it is not
surprising that they obtained a small value of N, based on what we have argued
above and in Figure 3.4. Our method is much more general, however, and provides
a way to see the general connection between the polytropic index N and the tur-
bulent heating prole. Shakura et al. (1978) also allowed for the possibility that
the disk was unstable to convection in the vertical direction, so that convection as
well as radiation played a role in carrying the turbulent heat out of the disk and
in maintaining the vertical pressure balance (in fact, many of the proles we have
considered here are likely to be at least slightly unstable to convection, especially
in the radiation-dominated regime; Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Blinnikov 1977; Shakura
et al. 1978). They found that their polytropic index dropped when convection was
included, reaching N = 0:85 in the case where the turbulent convection velocity
was set equal to the sound speed. We suggest that the presence of a steady-state
jet would also tend to lower the polytropic index, since it enters into the equa-
tions in a similar way as convection (with the jet velocity replacing the turbulent
convection velocity; i.e., a jet emanating from within the disk can essentially be
treated as an \extreme" version of a convective bubble, as discussed further in
x3.3.2.3). In this case, the jet can easily be faster than the sound speed, so we may
have the freedom to choose even lower values of N than found by Shakura et al.
(1978), though a full quantitative analysis of this problem is beyond the scope of
our discussion here.
114Having discussed possible values of the polytropic index N, we can now return
to equation (3.71) and calculate fugz for dierent polytropes. We plot fugz in
Figure 3.6 for three dierent polytropes: the N = 1 and N = 3 cases we have
considered above, as well as a more extreme case of N = 0:2 that might correspond
to a jet (or, at least, to a heating prole that is very centrally concentrated). As
can be seen from this gure, it is once again dicult to get extremely low values of
fugz unless s (the exponent in the vertical distribution of u; see equation 3.70) is
implausibly large. For values of s that scale with N, we nd that there is actually
very little variation in fugz as N changes, and the ducial values of fugz that we
estimated initially (for Gaussian and exponential distributions with similar scale
heights for u and ) are roughly good estimates regardless of the turbulent heating
prole.
On the other hand, if s is held constant as N changes, we nd that fugz
decreases when the polytropic index N decreases (i.e., as the turbulent dissipation
per unit volume becomes more and more centrally concentrated). We suggest
that terms such as these (which include fP=gz, which appears prominently in
equations 3.62 through 3.65) are also aected more strongly than the others by
the presence of a jet, and the magnitude of this eect can be estimated from Figure
3.6; it appears to be on the order of 20 25% in the cases we have considered here.
Even more interesting is the behavior of a term such as fP=gz, which also ap-
pears quite frequently in equations (3.62) through (3.65). Although a full analysis
of this term is beyond the scope of our work here, we generally expect  to become
more centrally concentrated as N is lowered and the turbulent dissipation becomes
more concentrated, because  eectively represents the eciency of the turbulent
dissipation. (More specically, we can write   tr=P  Qheat=(Pr@
=@r),
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Figure 3.6: The dependence of the vertical parameter fugz that we have dened
in equation (3.61) on the exponent s, when the physical quantity u is vertically
distributed according to u = u0
 
1   z2=HN
2s, as occurs in the case of a polytropic
vertical equation of state. Plots are shown for three dierent polytropes (N = 0:2;1
and 3).
116where the last expression uses results we derive later in equation 3.101, and then
notice that Qheat becomes more centrally concentrated as N is lowered while P
becomes less so, relative to HN.) This behavior of  suggests that fP=gz should
drop even more than the  20   25% calculated above for fP=gz if a jet or
centrally-concentrated dissipation prole is present.
To summarize our ideas in a more physical way and explicitly relate them to a
model for a jet, it is useful to temporarily abandon our separate consideration of
the dimensionless number fP=gz and instead return to the full turbulent stress
term that appears in equations (3.62) through (3.65), which is simply
R
Pdz (in
other words, the vertical integration of the turbulent stress). Clearly, the eect
we have discussed above|in which the presence of a jet leads the value of  to
decrease at large heights while remaining roughly similar on the equatorial plane|
will act to decrease
R
Pdz, although we caution that this eect may depend on
the assumption of a polytrope model for the vertical structure. However, there
also appears to be a second eect, which occurs even if the jet has no inuence
on the vertical distribution of  and therefore does not depend on our polytrope
assumption. A jet, at its most fundamental level, is a structure that transfers
material that would otherwise be near the equatorial plane to a larger distance
away from the main body of the disk. The material that is \elevated" in this
way is at a location where the orbital shear that drives the turbulence is smaller
than its value on the equatorial plane; therefore, a disk with a jet should have
less turbulent dissipation than a disk without a jet. As long as the turbulence
behaves in some way like a molecular viscosity, so that the  we have dened here
depends on the orbital shear (Chen & Taam 1993) and therefore decreases with
height, this eect should occur|mathematically, we are simply saying that since
117 decreases with height,
R
Pdz must get smaller when P is redistributed so that
it is less centrally-concentrated. (Note the crucial dierence between redistributing
P to change the vertical structure, and changing the vertical structure by adding
high-pressure material at large distances from the equatorial plane while leaving
the material on the equatorial plane untouched. The second method will actually
increase
R
Pdz, but we believe the rst one is a more realistic description of what
a jet does. For example, if we assume that a jet forms via the accumulation of a
large-scale magnetic eld in a highly-conducting disk, the jet will not be able to
heat the gas, and therefore all it can do is vertically redistribute the internal energy
E. Since P  E, the vertical integration of P should also be roughly conserved by
the jet.)
Finally, we note that more accurate models for the disk's vertical structure
(beyond the polytropic assumption) have been discussed and investigated numer-
ically by many authors (e.g., Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 1982, 1983; Cannizzo &
Wheeler 1984; Cannizzo & Cameron 1988; Cannizzo 1992). These models, how-
ever, are generally too detailed for our purposes; we believe it is sucient to use
simple models such as polytropes or compare to the results of time-dependent nu-
merical simulations (e.g., Hirose et al. 2006) in order to get the level of accuracy
that we desire in our determination of fugz.
3.3.2.3 The Vertical Scale Height
The vertical scale height H that appears in equations (3.63) through (3.65) can
be calculated from equation (3.59), which expresses vertical momentum balance
in the disk. An order of magnitude estimate for a steady disk with vz = 0 (e.g.,
equation 3.74) yields H  cs=
c, where cs =
p
P0=0 is a rough measure of the
118\sound speed" on the equatorial plane (although it is not equal to the actual
speed of sound waves, and not even close to the actual value if the disk is radiation
pressure dominated).
Most treatments (e.g., Kato et al. 1998) implicitly assume vz = 0, but here
we expand on this standard picture by also allowing for the contribution of a
steady-state jet to the vertical equilibrium. To rst order, we assume that the ram
pressure of the jet v2
z is more important than the other \jet-related" terms in
equation (3.59) that involve the transport of the jet's momentum in the r plane


















c; in other words, the ram
pressure of the jet augments the gas and radiation pressure and makes the disk
thick. Note that this is similar to the equation obtained by Shakura et al. (1978),
where the velocity of convective turbulent transport was considered instead of the
velocity of a jet.
We must be slightly careful when interpreting vz in equation (3.77). We can
loosely refer to it as the \jet velocity," but it is unlikely to be equal to the relativistic
velocities that have been measured for jets at large distances from the accretion
disk. The reason is that vz is a uid velocity and thus represents an average over the
velocities of all the particles within the disk. Setting vz equal to the downstream jet
velocity would be equivalent to saying that the \entire" disk is being ejected, which
may be a realistic model for transient jets, but it is unlikely to be sustainable in the
steady state because it would require an enormous rate of mass supply. Although
we do not know enough about the physics of jet generation to understand exactly
119how the jet is formed within the disk, it may be helpful to once again make an
analogy with convection, where fast-moving turbulent bubbles can coexist with
slower moving uid and lead to a net upward pressure even though the entire uid
is not participating in the motion. In the case of a steady jet, we can imagine the
formation of similar bubbles near the equatorial plane, which eventually transfer
their energy to fewer and fewer particles at higher heights above the disk until a
small number of particles are ejected with very high speeds. The details of this
procedure do not concern us, as long as we remember that the value of vz used
here is an appropriately averaged uid velocity that is likely to be much smaller
than what we think of as the downstream \jet velocity." The only way in which
this might be a concern is that by assuming that the jet velocity contributes to the
pressure balance (as we do in this section), we are eectively assuming that the
origin of the jet is deep within the disk. If the jet is formed near the disk surface,
on the other hand, then it may carry energy out of the disk, but will not contribute
signicantly to the pressure balance or to increasing the vertical scale height.
Keeping the above caveats in mind, if we specify the vertical dependence of
vz, it is possible to integrate equation (3.77) for either a polytrope or Gaussian
vertical distribution of density and pressure and thereby obtain a more exact ex-
pression for H than the rough estimate we found previously. For a polytrope, if
we assume that the Mach number of the jet10 is constant with height (similar to
the assumption made by Shakura et al. 1978 when integrating this equation for
the case of convective transport rather than a jet), we nd
H =
"











10Technically, we are actually referring to vz
p
=P, which diers considerably from
the true Mach number in a radiation pressure dominated region.
120where vz0 refers to the value of vz on the equatorial plane. The number in brackets
is a slowly varying function of N, decreasing from  1:4 (for N = 0) to  1:3
(for N = 4). Thus, the scale height of the disk is not signicantly aected by the
turbulent heating prole, but the general trend is for a disk with more centrally-
concentrated turbulent dissipation to be slightly thicker (probably due to the larger
radiation pressure gradient that would be expected in this case). Clearly, however,
this equation shows that if a jet is present, the ram pressure will have the largest
eect on increasing H, regardless of the turbulent dissipation.
The assumption of a constant Mach number is in many ways restricting. Be-
cause the sound speed varies with height in a polytrope as cs (z) / (1   z2=H2
N)
1=2,
we are eectively assuming that the jet decelerates near the top of the disk; our
analysis might therefore be more appropriate for handling a conned structure
such as a corona than an actual jet.
A Gaussian vertical distribution of density and pressure allows for a much more
realistic calculation of the eect of a jet. In this case, if we assume that vz itself is









where CH is a dimensionless number that is equal to (=2)
1=2 in this model and hP
is the ratio of the pressure scale height to the density scale height (see equation 3.68
and the surrounding discussion). This equation does not make the same restrictive
assumptions as the polytrope model, and we can clearly see the interplay between
the jet speed and the pressure scale height in determining the density scale height
H of the disk. Specically, increasing the jet speed tends to increase the ram
pressure, but if the jet does not have much mass (hP  1), then the eect will be
121weakened. We can therefore use equation (3.79) to measure the eect of varying
degrees of energy and mass content in jets of dierent speeds on the scale height
of the combined disk/jet system.
We can derive a more useful expression for the vertical scale height by combining
equation (3.79) with the denitions cs =
p
P0=0 and 0 = =2H and the equation










where Hrad, Hgas and Hjet are the scale heights that would occur if the disk were





























Equation (3.80) is useful because it relates H to two physical variables (T0 and )
that are fundamental for studying the local energy balance of the disk (x3.4.2). It
can also easily be applied to dierent models for the vertical structure other than
the Gaussian distribution, simply by choosing particular values of hP and CH (e.g.,
for a polytrope, we choose hP = 1 and set CH equal to the dimensionless number
that appears in front of equation 3.78).
Finally, we present here a useful set of equalities relating the pressure and
































1223.3.2.4 The Surface Flux and Luminosity
The nal important issue that we must deal with regarding the vertical structure is
the surface term involving [Frad;z]
top
bottom that appears in the energy equation (3.65).
For notational convenience, we write this term as 2Fsurf for a symmetric disk,
where Fsurf is the ux of radiative energy at the photosphere, equal to one half
the luminosity per unit surface area measured by an outside observer.
Our starting point for evaluating Fsurf is the z component of equation (3.50),







An order of magnitude estimate therefore gives Fsurf  cPrad=()  T 4=()
as a way to relate the surface ux to variables T and  on the equatorial plane.
Technically, we could attempt to solve this equation for Fsurf more exactly by
inserting the appropriate boundary values of the variables that appear on the
right hand side of this equation, based on our model for the vertical structure.
However, most of our simple models (e.g., polytropes) become highly inaccurate
near the photosphere, with many quantities tending towards zero. Therefore, a
better way to proceed is to integrate equation (3.85) from the equatorial plane to
the disk surface and use an approximation borrowed from stellar astrophysics (the
two-stream approximation or one of its variants) to substitute for the \surface"
value of Prad (e.g., Spruit 2001). This method frees us from having to calculate
derivatives at the photosphere; we instead replace them with integrals over the
disk.
The literature contains many dierent approximations that have been made to
carry out these integrals, but here we attempt to provide a more general method
based on the vertical parameters fugz we have dened previously. Specically, we
123parametrize the vertical distribution of the radiative energy ux by a dimensionless
function frad (z), dened so that
Frad;z = frad (z)Fsurf; (3.86)
we require frad ! 1 at the photosphere but otherwise do not make any assumptions
about its value. If the disk is steady and thin, however, then frad is related to the
vertical prole of turbulent heating by Qheat (z) = (@frad=@z)Fsurf. If we further
set the surface value of Prad to  surfFsurf=c via the two-stream approximation,
where a typical value of the \surface" optical depth is surf = 2=3 (e.g., Ostlie &










where  and Prad now refer to their values on the equatorial plane, according to our
usual convention for equations involving fugz. This equation can be evaluated for
specic models of the vertical structure and for a mix of scattering and Kramers
absorption using the following identity:






As an illustration of the possible range of values for ffradgz and therefore for
Fsurf, we consider two extreme cases.
In the rst case, we assume that the turbulent heating is entirely concentrated
on the equatorial plane, so that no heating takes place in the body of the disk
and therefore frad = 1. For a scattering-dominated disk, the relevant integrals
can be calculated trivially; we obtain ffradgz = 1, or Fsurf  2cPrad=() for
an optically thick disk (where   surf). This agrees with the results given
by Spruit (2001) using a less general method than ours. If we include absorption,
124Fsurf is likely to decrease somewhat below this value, due to the low temperature
and high absorption opacity expected in the upper layers of the N  0 disks that
are appropriate for centrally-concentrated turbulent heating.
In the second case, we assume that the turbulent heating rate per unit volume
is constant throughout the height of the disk (frad / z). As discussed in x3.3.2.2,
this corresponds to an N = 3 polytrope if the disk is scattering-dominated (and
still roughly corresponds to an N = 3 polytrope even when absorption becomes





z = 35=112. This leads to a value of Fsurf in the optically
thick limit that is  3:5 times larger than in the case considered above, where
all the turbulent heating took place on the equatorial plane. Kato et al. (1998)
also calculated Fsurf for an N = 3 polytrope, and our results agree with theirs
in the scattering-dominated case, but dier when absorption becomes important.
However, they used a dierent method for evaluating Fsurf in which they had to
assume that  is constant with height, an assumption that is certainly violated for
the absorption opacity. Our method does not make any assumptions about  and
therefore should be more accurate than the method of Kato et al. (1998).
By comparing the above two cases, we see that Fsurf can increase by a factor of
 3:5 or more as the turbulent heating changes from being entirely concentrated
on the equatorial plane to being distributed uniformly throughout the disk. This
makes sense physically; the more heating that takes place in the upper atmosphere,
the more radiation the disk emits.
The above formulas can be used directly in the case where the gas and radiation
are in equilibrium and Prad = 1
3aradT 4. However, it is possible to derive corrections
to this equation that apply at low optical depths, when the gas and radiation will
125not be perfectly in equilibrium. This approach was taken by Hubeny (1990) and
Artemova et al. (1996a) and requires only a minimal amount of work beyond that
which we have already done (see also Malbet et al. 2001). We begin by writing
the energy equation for radiation alone (Mihalas & Mihalas 1984; Stone et al.
1992), under the assumptions of steady-steady diusion, a gray atmosphere (i.e.,
where  does not depend on frequency), a thin disk (where the divergence can be
replaced by @=@z) and assuming that the emission is thermal and the Eddington











where T is the gas temperature. It is a simple matter to solve this equation for
















where e z  z=H is the dimensionless height variable, 0  0=2 is a rough mea-
sure of the optical depth from the equatorial plane to the surface (not exactly
equal to the optical depth because it uses the opacity measured at the equatorial
plane rather than integrated over the disk height), and eff  p0abs;0 is a rough
measure of the eective optical depth, dened using equatorial plane values in a
similar way as 0.
Equation (3.90) is a general result that appears to agree with that of Hubeny
(1990), who, like us, considered the possibility of an arbitrary vertical prole of
turbulent heating and therefore produced similar formulas to those we have derived
here. However, it is much more general than the formula derived by Artemova
et al. (1996a) that has been used to study the transition between optically thick
and optically thin regimes in a disk. Our result reduces to that of Artemova et al.
126(1996a) in the very specic case they consider, in which surf = 2=3 and, more
important, the density, opacity and turbulent heating rate per unit volume were all
assumed to be constant with height in the disk, so that frad / z and ffradgz = 1=2
(they claimed to assume that the heating rate per unit mass was constant with
height, but since their model also assumed  was constant, it is not clear that this
assumption has much meaning; what they really assumed was frad / z, which
arises more generally from a constant heating rate per unit volume).
Equations (3.87) and (3.89) can also be used to calculate an expression for
the radiation energy density on the equatorial plane that corrects for the slight



















which again reduces to the formula in Artemova et al. (1996a) under the specic set
of assumptions they made. For our purposes, equations (3.90) and (3.91) are most
useful not as a direct input to the numerical simulations (since a large number of
assumptions about the radiation energy equation were used to derive them), but
rather as a method to estimate the errors introduced when we assume an optically
thick disk in the simulations but the disk happens to reach a situation where the
optical depth becomes relatively small (& 1).
Dynamic Diusion
There is one nal issue that can arise in determining Fsurf in a vertically-
integrated disk. In calculating Fsurf, we eectively assumed that the radiation
that emerges from a small patch of the disk can be related to the conditions in
the equatorial plane below that patch. This is only true if the radiation is able to
escape the disk before conditions within the disk change signicantly. Otherwise,
127many subtle eects can occur, including advection of the radiation with the gas, so
that the radiation emitted by a particular point on the equatorial plane emerges
from the disk at a dierent location.
These eects begin to set in whenever the accretion rate or optical depth are so
high that the uid speeds are faster than the radiation diusion timescale  c=;
this is eectively the condition for \dynamic diusion" discussed by Mihalas &
Mihalas (1984), but applied to an accretion disk based on our particular denition
of . Since there exist conditions in which the radiation diusion is dynamic
(v=c & 1=) but the gas and radiation are still in equilibrium (v=c  abs; see
equation 3.2), this condition should be independently checked; there are times
when it might eectively constitute the \upper _ M limit" (where _ M is the accretion
rate) of the vertically-integrated disk models we are considering here. Ohsuga et al.
(2002, 2005) consider what happens to an accretion disk in which the radiation
is allowed to be advected by the gas, sometimes so much so that it falls into
the black hole before it is able to diuse out of the disk and reach an observer
(Narayan & Yi 1994); they nd that this phenomenon leads to disk luminosities
that are lower than what would otherwise be predicted, although still on the order
of the Eddington value.
3.4 Steady State Disk Models
In this section, we provide a steady state solution to our modied accretion disk
equations that can be used as a starting point for numerical simulations. We also
derive an equation expressing local energy balance in the disk (which can determine
whether a small patch of the disk is heating up, cooling down or, in the steady
state, staying at the same temperature), and we provide estimates of the typical
128timescales on which the steady state disk evolves. Both of the latter will be useful
in comparing to the results of numerical simulations.
Our starting point for this work is the vertically integrated equations for an
axisymmetric disk, which can be found in equations (3.62) through (3.65). In
the steady state, we can set @=@t = 0 in these equations, and we also make
several additional simplications that are valid only when a local analysis of the
disk is appropriate (with the understanding that truly global phenomena can only
be studied by numerical simulations). Thus, we assume nearly circular orbits
(vr  v) so that we can ignore the radial momentum equation (3.63) and set
v = vc everywhere on the equatorial plane, and we also ignore Frad;r (the radiative
energy ux in the radial direction). Note that the energy balance equation derived
by Abramowicz et al. (1988) was integrated numerically and therefore did not need
to assume circular orbits, but Mayer & Pringle (2006) have argued that even in the
advection dominated regime, circular orbits are likely to only introduce an error
of several percent.
In addition, we set the vertical ux of mass and momentum (although not
energy) to zero at the surface of the disk. We are therefore unable to study
the mass and momentum removed by a steady state jet. However, if the jet is
relativistic, the mass and momentum that it removes are likely to be insignicant
compared to the energy (Nayakshin et al. 2000). This conclusion is less likely to
be valid for a transient jet (where the disk can be imagined to \store up" a large
amount of mass which it later ejects), but since we are studying the steady state
structure in this section, it appears to be a reasonable assumption.
We parametrize the energy removed by a jet in a similar, although slightly
dierent and more precise, way as Svensson & Zdziarski (1994) parametrized the
129energy dissipated in a corona. However, unlike papers that discuss the dissipation
of energy into a corona (e.g., Ionson & Kuperus 1984; Svensson & Zdziarski 1994),
we also take into account the possible contribution of the jet ram pressure to
hydrostatic balance in the disk (x3.3.2.3). Eectively, this means that we are
taking into account the \vertical transport" of vz (i.e., the ram pressure), even
though we ignore the vertical transport of the other components of momentum
density. The reason this is consistent is that we have integrated our equations over
height, so we only care about the surface ux of the other momentum components,
which is likely to be small, whereas the equation of vertical momentum balance
is not integrated over height and therefore remains sensitive to the value of vz
within the disk, as we have discussed in x3.3.2.3.
After making the above approximations, we solve the resulting equations in
the usual way (e.g., Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Kato et al. 1998; Frank et al. 2002),
but here we explicitly keep the vertical integration terms fugz in the equations,
unlike in the standard treatments. This will allow us to see how these terms
aect the steady state disk solution, energy balance equation, and typical evolution
timescales of the accretion disk.
We start by deriving some simple steady state conditions based on the mass
and angular momentum equations (x3.4.1), then move on to derive the equation
for energy balance (x3.4.2), the timescales on which the disk can evolve (x3.4.3)
and the full, steady state disk solution (3.4.4).
3.4.1 Mass and Angular Momentum Conservation
The equations for mass conservation (3.62) and angular momentum conservation
(3.64) in the steady state are important for deriving the rest of the steady state














2fP=gz PH + fvrvgz vrv

= 0: (3.93)
If we introduce the mass accretion rate _ M, which is the local rate at which
mass moves inward through radius r within the accretion disk and is given by
_ M   2rfvrgz vr; (3.94)
then equation (3.92) can be easily solved to give
_ M = constant: (3.95)
This equation shows that if any region of the disk is in a steady state, _ M throughout
that region must be constant and, therefore, equal to the rate _ Minput at which mass
is being supplied to the region from the outside.












or, substituting v = vc = (fgravGM=r)
1=2 (where fgrav is the ratio of the equatorial
plane value of gr to the value that would be given by Newtonian gravity, which can
be derived from the equations in x3.2.4.2) and solving for the constant in equation
(3.96) at the point in the disk where the turbulent stress goes to zero, we are able















131is a ratio of the dimensionless vertical integration parameters and










is a dimensionless number that approaches 1 far away from the inner edge of the
disk. In the above equation, we have used the subscript \in" to refer to quantities
evaluated at the point in the disk where the turbulent stress goes to zero. However,
we note that rin is not necessarily the inner \physical" edge of the disk in any
sense except that the stress is assumed to be zero there. In particular, we do not
necessarily assume that it coincides with the radius of the innermost stable circular
orbit (Krolik & Hawley 2002). This formalism allows us to obtain a steady state
solution even for disks where the stress on the inner edge of the computational
region is not equal to zero.
3.4.2 Local Energy Balance
To express the local energy balance,we do not work with the energy equation (3.65)
directly, but rather use an energy equation in which the kinetic energy has been
subtracted out. Specically, we subtract equation (3.42) from equation (3.48) and
ignore electromagnetic terms as usual, so that we obtain:
@E
@t
=  r  (Ev)   (P + t)  rv   r  Frad; (3.100)
where E = Egas + Erad now represents the internal energy density only. Under
the steady state assumptions we make in this section, this equation becomes (after






















132where the term on the left represents the turbulent heating rate per unit volume11
(Qheat), and the terms on the right represent the advective, radiative and jet cooling
rates per unit volume (Qadv, Qrad and Qjet, respectively). We can therefore also
write this equation in \shorthand" as
Qheat = Qadv + Qrad + Qjet: (3.102)











where fderiv is another dimensionless number, given by






The advective cooling rate, meanwhile, can be transformed using simple manipu-


























We therefore see that the advective energy term is fundamentally nonlocal, because
it contains derivatives of time-dependent physical quantities with respect to r.
It is possible to develop the equation for  further by using equation (3.16) to
substitute for E=P in terms of the gas pressure fraction . The lengthy calculations
involved in doing this are outlined in Kato et al. (1998); however, we do not
11Note that in deriving this term, we use the identity t  rv = r(t  v)   v(rt)
and the results of Appendix A, which leads to the appearance of r@
=@r (as opposed to
@v=@r, which one might naively expect).
133nd it worthwhile to pursue this level of detail because the local energy balance
analysis that we are undertaking is, by denition, only an approximate method
in the regime where the advection term is important. Since the advective energy
transport only becomes signicant when radiation pressure dominates, we can
estimate  by assuming E = 3P (the equation of state for radiation) and using the
steady-state Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) solution for a radiation pressure dominated
disk to calculate the logarithmic derivatives in equation (3.106); doing this, we
nd   23=2. Again, this is only an approximation (since the Shakura & Sunyaev
1973 solution ignores advection), but it should at least give us a roughly accurate
estimate for the local energy balance in the regime where advection is just starting
to become important, which turns out to be the regime that is most interesting
for studying the time-evolution of the disk.
If we substitute the expressions for Qheat and Qadv into equation (3.101) and
integrate over height (replacing the integral over Qrad with the optically thick limit

























Vrad = ffradgz (3.110)
are combinations of the dimensionless vertical integration parameters, and the ux
of internal energy carried away by the jet is given by Fjet = 2(Evz)surf. Note that
we did not bother to include  in the integration over height because, as previously
discussed, the expression we have obtain for  is by necessity only a very rough
134approximation; attempting to derive its dependence on height would therefore be
of little use.
At times, we will nd it useful to alter equation (3.107) by removing Fjet
and instead multiplying the radiative cooling term (second to last term in that
equation) by







where fjet is the ratio of the internal energy carried by the jet to the energy
carried by radiation, measured at the surface of the disk. Our parametrization of
the energy carried by the jet is similar in concept to the parametrization used by
Janiuk et al. (2002) in their numerical simulations and to the parametrization used
by other authors for the energy dissipated in a steady state corona. However, these
authors generally parametrize the coronal or jet dissipation as a fraction of the
turbulent heating rate, or (in less precise language) as a fraction of the dissipated
gravitational energy (e.g., Haardt & Maraschi 1991; Svensson & Zdziarski 1994;
Chen 1995; Janiuk et al. 2002). This is in some ways a more physical denition
(since it allows us to write the energy carried away by the jet as a fraction of the
energy produced locally and available for it to carry away), but it would cause
fjet to have a much more complicated expression that would depend on vertical
integration and other model-dependent parameters. For our purposes, it is more
natural to dene the fraction of energy carried away by the jet in terms of the
other surface term in the energy equation, which is the fraction carried away by
radiation. This lets us directly specify the extent to which the energy release is
dominated by the jet or dominated by the radiation. We note that if advection is
unimportant, our denition of fjet can be related to the more \standard" denition
f0





135We are now in a position to write equation (3.107) in terms of only two primary
physical variables. We rst combine equations (3.84) and (3.97) to obtain
_ M =
























































These equations allow us to make a plot of the local energy balance on the T0- or
_ M- plane at a given radius r (with a corresponding value of 
c calculated from
r, M and, in some cases, the black hole spin parameter a), as long as we are given
the following additional information:
 The value of  on the equatorial plane.
 A particular set of assumptions about the disk's vertical structure, including
the vertical prole of turbulent heating.
 The contribution of the jet to the vertical pressure balance (parameterized
by Hjet).
 The internal energy ux at the surface of the disk due to the jet (parametrized
by Fjet).
136The procedure for making this plot is quite simple; for a particular combination
of T0 and , calculate H via equation (3.80), and then use these quantities to
calculate the opacity  via equation (3.51). Since the heating rate is generally a
monotonic function of , we can solve equation (3.113) for a given value of T0 using
a simple root nding method (in practice, we use the simplest method: bisection).
Finally, we can determine the solution on the _ M- plane using equation (3.112).
The eect of choosing dierent values of r and  on the solution of the energy
balance equation is well-known (e.g., Abramowicz et al. 1988; Janiuk et al. 2002).
Abramowicz et al. (1988) were among the rst to notice the importance of the
advection term in equation (3.113) that gives rise to an \S-shaped" energy balance
curve and allows for the possibility of limit-cycle oscillations. Janiuk et al. (2002)
also investigated the eect of Fjet, but only under a very specic model in which the
jet was assumed to be more active at higher values of _ M; this model is contradicted
by the most recent observational data (e.g. Fender et al. 2004). The eect of
the other two variables in the equation we have derived (those involving the jet
ram pressure and the vertical structure of the disk) do not appear to have been
previously considered at all.
We show the eects of these terms in Figures 3.7 through 3.9. Figure 3.7
shows the eect of including the ram pressure due to a jet in an otherwise normal
disk with  = 0:05; the energy balance curve is shown for r = 10rg and a 14M
black hole, assuming Newtonian gravity. The jet uid velocity within the disk was
chosen to be  1=20 of the orbital speed at that radius. As can be seen from
Figure 3.7, the inclusion of the jet ram pressure signicantly changes the structure
of the energy curve around the lowermost \bend," which is the region of the curve
that a disk will traverse right before going into an outburst. A signicant region
137of parameter space that was previously to the left of the curve (and therefore
undergoing cooling) is now to the right (and therefore undergoing heating, leading
to an unstable outburst). This is due to the fact that the jet ram pressure thickens
the disk, thereby increasing the height-integrated gas and radiation pressure (and
therefore the turbulent heating) as compared to a disk without a jet. In the upper
part of the curve, the value of Hjet we have chosen has a very small eect because
the radiation pressure scale height is dominant, whereas in the lower part of the
curve, the eect is also small, because the H2   H2
jet term in equation (3.113) can
also be written as H2
gas + HradH, which means that the jet ram pressure requires
a signicant Hrad in order to have an eect.
Figure 3.7 suggests that the shape of an outburst light curve depends on the jet
ram pressure. A disk with a strong jet would appear to have a sharper change in
the accretion rate and temperature before going into outburst than a disk with a
weaker jet. It is interesting to note that in GRS 1915+105, there is a wide range of
behavior that can occur during the long \dips" in the  30 minute light curves that
precede an outburst, encompassing both spectral and temporal dierences (Mikles,
Eikenberry, & Rothstein 2006), and we speculate that this may be partially due
to dierences in the jet structure on the lower part of the energy balance curve, as
shown in Figure 3.7.
Another interesting eect seen in Figure 3.7 is that the disk becomes more
radiation pressure dominated at a given local accretion rate (and temperature)
when a jet is included. This is due to the fact that the jet increases the scale
height of the disk, thereby spreading out the disk material and decreasing the
density and gas pressure. This eect could be relevant for the wide variety of




















































Thick line = regular disk
Thin line  = with jet pressure
Gas pressure fraction
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure 3.7: The eect of the jet ram pressure on the local energy balance curve
of an accretion disk (the vertical axis is the local mass accretion rate _ M, plotted
in units of the Eddington luminosity divided by c2). The jet uid velocity within
the disk was chosen to be  1=20 of the orbital speed at the radius for which the
energy balance curve is plotted (10 rg). We also chose  = 0:05, a black hole mass
of 14 M, and we assumed Newtonian gravity. It can be seen that the jet ram
pressure signicantly changes the shape of the energy balance curve and causes
regions of parameter space that would otherwise be stable to become unstable due
to heating. It also has a signicant eect on the gas pressure fraction , causing
the gas pressure to weaken at the expense of radiation pressure.
139than the gas pressure (e.g., Szuszkiewicz 1990; Watarai & Mineshige 2003).
We caution that Figure 3.7 is only a rough illustration of the eect of a jet;
for example, it assumes that the jet speed is the same regardless of the disk's
position on the energy balance curve, which is not likely to be the case, especially
if jets are more prevalent in the low state. Also, it is dicult to use this gure to
determine how a disk would behave if a jet were quickly added or removed (as in a
major ejection event), since the presence of a jet likely would change the local mass
accretion rate and equatorial plane temperature, as well as cause other changes to
the vertical structure (such as those discussed in Figures 3.8 and 3.9).
Figure 3.8 shows the eect of including the energy removed by a jet on the
local energy balance curve. The basic parameters are the same as for the regular
disk in Figure 3.7, but now we investigate the eect of the energy removed by the
jet at the disk surface. We set fjet = 1 (i.e., the jet energy ux is always equal
to the radiative energy ux). This assumption is likely to be true somewhere in
the vicinity of the rightmost \bend" in the curve, since jets are likely to dominate
the energy equation at low accretion rates but be insignicant during the outburst
(Fender et al. 2003; K ording et al. 2006). Our rough model in Figure 3.8 shows
that the energy removed by a jet has the opposite eect of the jet ram pressure
shown in Figure 3.7, although the jet ram pressure eect appears to be bigger
(at least for the very approximate ducial values we have chosen). The degree to
which these two eects cancel out or not would depend on the details of the jet
formation process, in particular on how \deep" within the disk the jet is formed.
We also note that our plot in Figure 3.8 looks signicantly dierent from the plot
in Janiuk et al. (2002), because their model for a jet only became signicant at




















































Thick line = regular disk
Thin line  = with jet energy
Gas pressure fraction
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure 3.8: The eect of the jet energy transport on the local energy balance curve
of an accretion disk. The parameters for the regular disk are the same as those in
Figure 3.7, but we now investigate the eect of the energy transported out of the
disk by the jet, assuming that this energy is always equal to the energy carried by
radiation. The eect here is seen to be the opposite of that shown in Figure 3.7.
transport were already dominant. However, the general fact that the jet energy
transport is seen to have a stabilizing eect in the vicinity of the \bend" in the
energy balance curve is consistent with the specic results of Merloni (2003), who
found that the energy dissipated in a corona (rather than a jet) can completely
stabilize a disk that is moderately radiation pressure dominated, if the fraction of
energy dissipated in the corona is very high and if a particular prescription for 
is chosen.
141Finally, we show in Figure 3.9 the eect of changing the vertical parameters
fugz in a manner that might be consistent with that of a jet. Specically, based
on our previous discussion, we model the jet by lowering all terms of the form
f P=gz by 80%, lowering all terms of the form f P=gz by 50%, and raising
ffradgz by a factor of 2.5 (corresponding to a more centrally concentrated heating
prole). As can be seen in Figure 3.9, the eects here are more subtle and appear to
be smaller than those discussed previously; more work is needed to fully investigate
the parameter space in this case. We note, however, that even if the eect of the
fugz on the shape of the energy balance curve is small, these terms do have an
important eect on the evolution timescales on which a disk traverses the energy
balance curve, as we discuss further in the next section.
3.4.3 Evolution Timescales
In this section, we derive typical evolution timescales for the steady state accretion
disk. Since our goal is to estimate how the vertical integration parameters fugz
aect the timescales, we keep these parameters in our equations, but we are still
free to ignore other dimensionless numbers of order  1 that are not aected by
the disk's vertical structure.
We rst derive the accretion timescale (often called the \viscous timescale" in
the literature). This is roughly equal to the time it takes for material at a particular
location in the disk to accrete onto the central object. There are several ways this
is often calculated that are equivalent when the vertical integration parameters
are ignored, but for our purposes we must be careful to employ a fully three-
dimensional method. We therefore dene the accretion timescale at radius r as




















































Thick line = regular disk
Thin line  = with jet vertical structure
Gas pressure fraction
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure 3.9: The eect of the jet vertical structure on the local energy balance curve
of an accretion disk. The parameters for the regular disk are the same as those
in Figure 3.7. We modify the vertical parameters fugz in a way that might be
consistent with the presence of a jet, as discussed further in the text. The overall
eect on the energy balance curve appears to be small.
143taccr  r2= _ M. We write this in two equivalent ways, rst using equation (3.97)





















The rst expression is useful for studying the way in which the accretion timescale
is aected by the vertical redistribution of material due to a steady jet or to changes
in the vertical prole of turbulent heating. To rst order, we can assume that a
steady jet does not change the r and  momentum in the disk, only redistributes
it vertically (in other words, the force on the disk produced by the jet is primarily
in the vertical direction). This suggests that fvrvgz =fvrgz is not signicantly
aected by the presence or absence of a jet. On the other hand, as we have
discussed in x3.3.2.2, a jet is likely to decrease the value of
R
Pdz, either because
it redistributes pressure vertically to regions where the turbulent heating is less
ecient, or because it causes the turbulent heating itself to become less ecient or
more centrally concentrated. We therefore nd that a steady jet is likely to increase
the accretion timescale taccr. Similarly, a disk with a more centrally concentrated
turbulent heating rate is also likely to have larger values of taccr.
The second expression in equation (3.117) is more dicult to interpret physi-
cally, but useful for comparing to the standard expression taccr  (r=H)
2 =(
c)
found in previous works (e.g., Kato et al. 1998; Frank et al. 2002).
We can perform a similar analysis for the cooling timescale, which we dene to
be roughly equal to the time it takes a local region of the disk to lose its internal
energy due to radiative cooling or the energy carried away by advection or a jet.








; in other words, we divide
144the total internal energy in the vicinity of radius r by the cooling rate (where we
can use Qheat for the cooling rate per unit volume because the disk is assumed to
be in a steady state; e.g., see equation 3.102). It is easy to evaluate this expression











where the standard textbook expression is tcool  1=(
c). It is more dicult
to interpret the vertical integration parameters in this case, but we note that
the appearance of a term f P=gz in the denominator suggests that the cool-
ing timescale, like the accretion timescale, will increase when a jet or centrally-
concentrated turbulent heating prole is present. We note, however, that the
features seen in the GRS 1915+105 light curves in Chapter 2 are likely controlled
primarily by the viscous timescale (e.g., Belloni et al. 1997a,b), since the cooling
timescale is generally too short.
3.4.4 Steady State Solution
In this section, we solve the equations derived previously in order to obtain a
steady state disk structure similar to that of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). We
ignore advection (as Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 did) but allow for the presence of a
jet, recalling that observations indicate that jets are most prevalent when radiative
cooling is inecient (e.g. Fender et al. 2004) and when, therefore, advection can
usually be ignored.
We solve these equations using the usual method. A concise way to illustrate

















where fjetpr = 1   H2
jet=H2. We then combine equations (3.97) and (3.107)|
ignoring advection in the latter|to get another relation between P and  that



















These equations can be combined with the equation of state (3.13) and opacity
prescription (3.51) to obtain four equations in four unknowns and thereby derive
a solution.
As an example, we give our solution for the \middle region" of the Shakura &
Sunyaev (1973) disk, where gas pressure and scattering opacity dominate. This
is the most important steady state solution for our purposes, since a radiation
pressure dominated disk is unstable (Lightman & Eardley 1974; Shakura & Sun-
yaev 1976) and therefore the system should never reach a steady state when it
is dominated by radiation (unless  responds more strongly to the gas pressure
than the radiation pressure; Szuszkiewicz 1990; Merloni & Nayakshin 2006). A
disk in which absorption opacity dominates, meanwhile, is usually too cool to be
of interest for comparing to our observations.













































































Original Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) Dependence
; (3.121)
where e is the ne-structure constant, g is the gravitational coupling constant,
me and mp are the electron and proton masses, respectively, and _ Mcrit  Ledd=c2
(where Ledd is the Eddington luminosity). The ducial value of the temperature is
kT  0:092mec2  47 keV (note that this is a bit higher than typical values found
in actual disks, because the disk does not extend all the way down to rg).














































































Original Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) Dependence
; (3.122)
where th is the Thomson cross section for electron scattering. Here, the ducial
value is   4:0104 (mp=th)  1:0105 g cm 2, thereby showing that the disk
is optically thick for typical parameters (since   th=mp).
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have revisited the foundations of stellar-mass black hole accre-
tion disk theory, especially in its vertically-integrated form. In the rst half of the
chapter, we carefully laid out the assumptions that go into deriving the standard
disk equations, thereby providing a way to strictly test the validity of simplied
147disk models in various regimes and, in particular, in numerical simulations.
In the second half of the chapter, motivated by the observational evidence for
jets that undoubtedly have a signicant eect on the vertical structure of a disk,
we have attempted to encompass our uncertainty about the jet physics and disk
vertical structure into a series of (mostly) dimensionless numbers, similar to the 
parameter for turbulent stress introduced by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). We then
began a preliminary investigation of the way in which a jet might alter some of
these parameters, through the eect of the jet ram pressure, energy transport, and
the vertical redistribution of material within the disk. We found, in particular, that
a jet can lead to signicant changes in the energy balance equation and evolution
timescales of a disk.
The true eect of the variety of parameters dened in this chapter on the verti-
cal structure of the disk can only be investigated via numerical simulations. How-
ever, by carefully deriving the dimensionless numbers and their plausible ranges
in the way we have done here, we hope to provide guidance for future numerical
work that can begin to map out the wide range of parameter space that is possible
and compare the numerical results, either in a statistical or direct way, to the wide
variety of X-ray observations that have been undertaken of GRS 1915+105 and
other objects.
148Chapter 4
FRIENDLY: A New Code for
Integrating Time-Dependent Equations
to Arbitrary Orders of Accuracy
4.1 Summary
In this chapter, we describe FRIENDLY, a new FORTRAN 95 program for nu-
merical integration that was designed, written and tested during the course of this
thesis. The primary useful feature of the code is that it is designed to entirely
separate the computational algorithms from the physical equations that are being
simulated; currently, it is possible to change the underlying physical model simply
by altering one le and recompiling the code. FRIENDLY also allows a wide vari-
ety of other features to be changed by the user at runtime (including the number
of dimensions being simulated, the boundary conditions, the grid spacing, which
can be regular or irregular, and the order of accuracy to which the equations are
evolved).
The code uses a \method of lines" explicit integration approach that is very
exible and allows an arbitrary set of equations in an arbitrary number of dimen-
sions to be integrated to arbitrary orders of spatial and temporal accuracy (at
present, second and fourth order methods are implemented in the code), and it
149also uses powerful FORTRAN 95 array features to allow the code to operate in any
number of dimensions from one to three, while ensuring that as many operations
as possible are done outside of the main integration loop and that the code can,
in the future, be used in a parallel computing environment.
In the following sections, we discuss the motivation for writing a new code,
describe some of its features, show preliminary results, and also derive specic, new
algorithms that can be used within the method of lines environment to calculate
spatial derivatives to any arbitrary order of accuracy on any arbitrarily-spaced
grid, and also to preserve conservation properties of the numerical scheme, if so
desired.
4.2 Motivation
There are many numerical codes currently in use that implement a wide variety
of procedures for integrating time-dependent equations. In astrophysics, the most
popular such code is probably ZEUS (Stone & Norman 1992a,b; Stone et al. 1992).
We are interested in creating a new, publicly available code for three main reasons.
First, open source FORTRAN 95 compilers have become available in the last
few years, suggesting that FORTRAN 95 is poised to truly become the \new"
standard language in scientic computing. FORTRAN 95 provides many modern
features that older codes were unable to take advantage of, including powerful
array operations that simplify the handling of multiple dimensions, and built-in
compatibility with parallel computing environments. FRIENDLY is written in
FORTRAN 95 and takes advantage of these features extensively.
Second, there are situations in which it is desirable to be able to integrate
equations to higher orders of accuracy than the second order methods that are
150commonly in use. The \method of lines" code that we have implemented in
FRIENDLY (which consists of combining a high order spatial derivative scheme
with a Runge-Kutta time integration scheme) can easily be extended to any de-
sired order of accuracy. A particular application of this could be in simulating
magnetic elds using the vector potential A rather than the magnetic eld B di-
rectly (where B = r  A); such schemes require high orders of accuracy but have
the advantage that they automatically give r  B = 0 (Brandenburg 2003), while
other codes need to specically enforce this physical condition. Thus, the method
of lines implemented in FRIENDLY furthers the goal of separating the physical
and computational aspects of the problem.
Finally, there is a larger goal. As computers become faster, numerical results
are becoming more important in many elds of science, including those that have
important public policy implications (e.g., global warming). It is therefore vital to
have an extremely exible, publicly available, and, rst and foremost, user-friendly
code for performing numerical integration. This would of course be benecial for
scientists in certain applications, but it would be even more benecial in order to
make the work that scientists do as transparent as possible to the general public.
Although FRIENDLY is not yet at the stage where it could be used by the general
public, it would not be hard to extend it to meet this goal; because the numerical
details are completely separate from the physical equations being simulated, it
would not be dicult to write a user-friendly wrapper program that actually writes
the necessary FORTRAN code for a new physical model \on the y." Thus,
one could imagine allowing students or other members of the general public to
design their own \physical system" (perhaps in a graphical way) that could then
be automatically evolved in time using FRIENDLY.
1514.3 Separating Space and Time Derivatives with the
Method of Lines
Any numerical scheme that is designed for uid dynamics essentially consists of an
underlying physical choice as to how the uid should be represented in a discrete
way. We focus here on explicit, Eulerian nite-dierence schemes, which essentially
consist of treating the uid as a series of discrete particles xed in space and con-
nected by a massless medium; this means that entropy generation in, for example,
a shock, can directly manifest itself as oscillations on the discrete grid (Richtmyer
& Morton 1967). Other choices include Godunov methods (which treat the uid
like a series of small uid cells and therefore can more naturally handle shocks),
Lagrangian methods, and implicit methods. The explicit methods, however, are
the most exible, so we have chosen to focus on them.
A wide variety of explicit, nite-dierence integration schemes have been de-
rived (see Hirsch 1988 and Press et al. 1992 for some examples), and the subtle
dierences between them can often be bewildering. In choosing between these
possibilities, our goal is to nd schemes that are rst and foremost exible, in the
sense that they can be applied to a wide variety of equations (not just equations
in conservative form), and also in the sense that they can easily be generalized
from a single spatial dimension all the way up to a full three-dimensional problem.
Based on these criteria, we have decided to focus on the broad class of integration
schemes that fall within the domain of the \method of lines."
The method of lines is less an integration scheme itself than it is a philosophical
approach to solving partial dierential equations, in which the goal is to reduce
the equations to ordinary dierential equations in one variable (for a review, see
152Schiesser 1991 and Jones et al. 1972, who also refer to earlier works discussing the
method's origins in the Soviet Union1).
Although the name \method of lines" is quite obscure, the basic approach
is very simple: Choose one variable that we want to have in our nal ordinary
dierential equation (in our case, this will always be time). Then, search through
the equations, nd all partial derivatives with respect to other variables (in our
case, the space variables; e.g., x, y and z), discretize these variables onto a grid
and replace their derivatives with nite-dierence approximations.2 We are then
left with equations that only have derivatives with respect to time. In some cases,
these equations can be solved analytically, but more generally we can solve them
with one of the many numerical methods that have been developed for ordinary
dierential equations (e.g., Runge-Kutta methods; see Press et al. 1992).
Low order versions of the method of lines are generally similar (or even iden-
tical) to integration methods that have been devised in other contexts; in fact, as
we will see below, popular second-order methods that were primarily developed for
conservative equations such as the two-step Lax-Wendro and \staggered leapfrog"
schemes can really be viewed as \modications" of the basic method of lines. The
dierence between the method of lines and other methods, however, becomes ap-
parent at high orders of accuracy. It is very simple conceptually to construct a
method of lines scheme that is accurate to any desired order in space and time;
simply obtain a high order nite-dierence approximation for the spatial deriva-
1Also see the discussion by Hirsch (1988) of \central schemes with independent time
integration" that are very similar in spirit to the method of lines.
2The name \method of lines" comes from the fact that if we apply it to a problem
that only contains spatial derivatives, then after we have discretized all but one of these
dimensions, the resulting grid will look like a bunch of long, thin sticks (or \lines")
pointing along the one dimension that remains continuous (Jones et al. 1972; Schiesser
1991).
153tives (see x4.6), and then apply a high-order Runge-Kutta method to integrate the
resulting ordinary dierential equation in time.
Though our program currently only implements the second and fourth order
versions of the method of lines (as described in the next section), we would only
need to change a few small bits of code to add the ability to do arbitrarily higher
orders of accuracy. Organizing our program around the method of lines concept
allows the desired order of accuracy to essentially be a parameter input by the
user, rather than a dening feature of the computer program that is inseparable
from the choice of integration scheme.
4.4 Choosing an Order of Accuracy for the Space and Time
Derivatives
In this section, we describe the levels of accuracy chosen to implement in our
method of lines code. For simplicity, consider a one-dimensional conservative equa-
tion, @=@t = @f=@x. Our goal in numerical integration is to nd the actual change








where the Mean Value Theorem of calculus guarantees this equality to be true at
some time  during the time step.
There are two sources of error in our numerical estimate of this equation. The
rst is that we do not know the value of ; instead, the Runge-Kutta methods typ-
ically seek to estimate (@f=@x) by taking linear combinations of @f=@x evaluated
at various times during the step t. It is traditional to dene an nth order Runge-
Kutta scheme as one where the particular linear combination chosen produces an
154error added to  that is of order O(tn+1).
The second source of error is the nite dierence method used in each cal-
culation of @f=@x; in this case, an mth order nite dierence method is dened
as one where the resulting error added to @f=@x is O(xm) (note the somewhat
confusing dierence between this denition and the one above).
Putting all the above information together, we nd:






where the rst error term is associated with the nite dierence method and the
second is associated with the Runge-Kutta method (note that the error terms add
linearly because they are not statistical errors but rather systematic deviations
from the true ). The fact that these error terms add together means that
we would be wasting our time if we tried to make one of our methods much
more accurate than the other; the error from the less accurate method would
dominate (Schiesser 1991). Thus, whatever order of accuracy we choose, we should
strive to make the two error terms roughly equal. Since the Courant stability
condition typically requires t . x in dimensionless units, our condition boils
down to m = n, which means that an nth order nite dierence method should be
accompanied by an nth order Runge-Kutta method.
Second and fourth order Runge-Kutta methods are the most straightforward
to implement and generally sucient for most applications, so we have initially
implemented those methods in our code. We have specically checked that the
second and fourth order methods implemented in FRIENDLY work to the expected
level of accuracy, by testing the code on a model in which the space and time
derivatives of our input function are equal to polynomials in space and time.
As an example of what FRIENDLY can do, we show in Figure 4.1 a comparison
155of our second and fourth order methods for the evolution of a sound wave in an
adiabatic gas. The initial condition is similar to the classic \shock tube" problem in
which a barrier separating a high pressure uid from a low pressure uid is removed,
and the uid is allowed to evolve (although strictly speaking, the example shown
Figure 4.1 is not an actual shock because the Mach number is too low). As can be
seen, the fourth order (black lines) and second order (red lines) methods produce
very similar results. In this case, the fourth order method does not actually improve
the accuracy noticeably, because the physical situation is so simple (in fact, the
fourth order method appears to be worse in the second and third panels of Figure
4.1, but that is primarily because the characteristic grid speed for a fourth order
method is twice as fast as that for a second order method, and thus the oscillations
which are a natural result of the initial sharp discontinuity in the pressure can travel
faster in the fourth order case). In addition to the two sound waves that move
outward from the initial uid boundary, also visible in Figure 4.1 are the contact
discontinuities and rarefaction waves expected in this situation; the two rarefaction
waves actually collide with each other in the nal panel.
In general, we have tested our code primarily using an adiabatic gas with
discontinuities in the initial conditions. The initial discontinuity will always lead
to the presence of oscillations, and thus these tests allow us to see how our code
behaves under extreme conditions beyond that which a nite dierence method is
typically designed to handle. Since our code includes an articial viscosity (e.g.,
Richtmyer & Morton 1967), we do not expect oscillations to be a major problem in
a real computation, since any shocks that happen to arise will be largely smoothed
out by the articial viscosity.
We show an example of the two-dimensional capabilities of the code in Figure
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Figure 4.1: Four snapshots of the numerical evolution of a sound wave in a one-
dimensional adiabatic gas made using FRIENDLY, from an initial condition in
which a high pressure gas is allowed to interact with initially low pressure material
of the same density. The red lines represent our code's second order computation of
the problem, and the black lines represent the fourth order computation. Charac-
teristic features visible in these gures include sound waves, contact discontinuities
and rarefaction waves.
1574.2. There, a similar initial condition as in Figure 4.1 is set up as a rectangular
region in two dimensions, thereby sending o a two-dimensional sound wave. In
the simulation in Figure 4.2, we have chosen to use periodic boundary conditions,
which allows the sound wave to interact with itself multiple times throughout
the simulation run. We therefore see that the multidimensional capabilities of
FRIENDLY appear to work as expected, although we have not yet tested these as
thoroughly as we have tested the one-dimensional cases.
4.5 Second Order Method of Lines in Comparison to More
Specialized Alternatives
Our second order, method of lines Runge-Kutta scheme proceeds in two steps:
the rst integrates over a half time step t=2 (giving a rst order result), and
the second uses the spatial derivatives calculated at the half step to go back and
integrate over the full step t (giving a second order result).
This method, in fact, is extremely similar to other, more specialized second
order methods that have been developed, such as the two-step Lax-Wendro and
\staggered leapfrog" schemes. The close relationship between these methods and
the method of lines do not generally appear to have been noted in the literature,3
so we discuss them here in order to help us decide whether it is worth replacing or
augmenting our second order scheme with one of the more specialized versions.
3However, Hirsch (1988) does note in passing the relationship between the staggered
leapfrog method and the \central schemes with independent time integration" that are
closely related to the method of lines.
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Figure 4.2: Twelve snapshots of the numerical evolution of a sound wave in a two-
dimensional adiabatic gas, made using FRIENDLY. The initial region of elevated
pressure spreads out in a sound wave which interacts with itself multiple times on
the grid, due to the periodic boundary conditions being used.
1594.5.1 The Two-Step Lax-Wendro Scheme
The two-step Lax-Wendro scheme (Richtmyer & Morton 1967) proceeds exactly
like the method of lines, only before each numerical integration, the conserved
quantities are interpolated halfway between the existing grid points; the rst
Runge-Kutta step (t=2) is taken from the interpolated points, while the sec-
ond step (t) is taken from the original points.4 The end result is that the spatial
derivatives are eectively calculated on a \tighter" grid (over a distance  x
rather than  2x), which should, when compared to the method of lines, al-
low us to compute more accurate spatial derivatives without having to increase
our grid resolution, and at the expense of only a small increase in the number of
computational operations required (due to the extra interpolation step).
This improvement appears to primarily be useful in cases where we are looking
to push the time step t smaller than the Courant value for reasons of physi-
cal interest (in other words, if we want to output data about our simulation at
a faster rate). In these cases, the discussion accompanying equation (4.2) shows
that the error term associated with the spatial derivative becomes dominant, and
we therefore might be motivated to decrease the size of this term as much as
we can. Alternatively, the two-step Lax-Wendro method could allow us to save
computational operations by cutting down the number of points in our grid (i.e.,
decreasing the resolution); this will allow us to run the code faster without sac-
ricing much accuracy, although it certainly will sacrice information because it
4There are also a family of schemes known as Lerat-Peyret that involve generalizing
this concept by relaxing the requirement that the spatial interpolation and initial time
step be \halfway"; instead, the spatial interpolation can take place at an arbitrary lo-
cation between the grid points, and the initial time step can be an arbitrary amount
less than t (Hirsch 1988). These schemes are also referred to as \predictor-corrector"
schemes (in other words, the rst step is the predictor, and the second step is the cor-
rector, much like the concept behind the Runge-Kutta method).
160limits the spatial scales that our simulation can resolve down to.
In summary, the two-step Lax-Wendro scheme appears most useful in cases
where we care much more about achieving the highest possible time resolution than
we do about achieving the highest possible space resolution. Given that our goal
in the current work is to study the evolution of GRS 1915+105 on extremely long
timescales (compared to the typical timescales in the system; e.g., the orbital time),
it does not appear that the two-step Lax-Wendro method is worth implementing
at this time.5
4.5.2 The Staggered Leapfrog Scheme
The staggered leapfrog scheme (e.g., Press et al. 1992) is also very similar to the
second order method of lines, but in this case, instead of calculating the initial
t=2 step at rst order accuracy and throwing it away, the special symmetry of
the second order Runge-Kutta method (i.e., where the intermediate step t=2 is
exactly halfway along the full step) is taken advantage of; the \intermediate step"
is not thrown away, but rather treated exactly the same as the full step. In other
words, every t=2 timestep that the program takes is calculated using the spatial
derivatives from the previous time step to advance the solution from two previous
5A more general concern is that the two-step Lax-Wendro scheme appears to be
much less exible than the method of lines. We have found that the interpolation re-
quired by the two-step Lax-Wendro scheme would create signicant complexity in our
computer code, particularly in the case of applying boundary conditions in multiple
dimensions (see Hirsch 1988 for a discussion of the overall application of the two-step
Lax-Wendro scheme in multiple dimensions). Also, the two-step Lax-Wendro method
is usually discussed in the context of conservative equations on a regular grid, and it
does not appear easy to extend this method to more complicated situations. Because
the grid at each half time step is \shifted" with respect to the original grid, we lose
the ability to do a three point calculation of spatial derivatives (i.e., those that use the
two neighboring points plus the point itself), which is necessary to achieve second order
accuracy on an irregular spatial grid and/or for equations involving second derivatives.
161time steps. The distinction between a \half step" and \full step" is therefore
completely lost, and the result is that staggered leapfrog with t=2 requires the
same number of computational operations as the method of lines with t.
For our particular problem, we are trying to keep the time step as high as pos-
sible (as discussed above), so getting \free" information at t=2 is not particularly
appealing; on the other hand, we could easily use the more ecient computation
provided by the staggered leapfrog scheme to decrease the number of computational
operations required for the same t and thereby speed up our program execution.
It therefore appears to be a competitive method that we should consider adding
as an option to FRIENDLY in the future.
On the other hand, the subtle dierence between staggered leapfrog and method
of lines does lead to one potential problem: a \chess board" or \mesh drifting
instability" (Press et al. 1992). Specically, a point in the simulation at space
and time location (xj;tn+1) is only calculated using information at (xj1;tn) and
(xj;tn 1); a space vs. time plot of the numerical scheme can therefore be colored
like a chess board, where each black or white square is only inuenced by (and only
has inuence on) other squares of the same color (Press et al. 1992). This problem
does not arise in the second order method of lines, because the rst order t=2
step ensures that each point in the grid is at least partially inuenced by all of its
neighbors (including itself) at the previous time step. On the other hand, Press
et al. (1992) suggest that the mesh drifting instability can be xed through the
use of articial viscosity, which allows the \chess board squares" to communicate
with their neighbors.
1624.6 Calculating Spatial Derivatives on Irregular Grids to
Arbitrary Orders of Accuracy
Though the Runge-Kutta methods are well known, methods for calculating spatial
derivatives to high order are less commonly discussed. Here, we provide a simple
method that can be used to calculate spatial derivatives to any arbitrary order of
accuracy on an irregular grid; this method is implemented in FRIENDLY. Sur-
prisingly, this method does not appear to have been previously presented in the
literature.
In order to convert a regular grid with spacing x into an arbitrary irregular
one, we can imagine \stretching" or \squeezing" each grid interval|that is, mul-
tiplying each x by a dimensionless number whose value depends on location in
the grid, with the end result being that each grid point xj is associated with a
spacing xj. From a notational standpoint, a convenient way to refer to our new
grid is to create a label for the spacing between any two grid points xj and xn, not
just adjacent ones. We can write this spacing as xjn and dene it to be equal to
xn   xj (in the case of a regular grid, we have xjn = (n   j)x).
In order to calculate the spatial derivatives of a known function f (x) at xj, we
rst Taylor expand the function about this point. If we extend the expansion to
the point xn, we can write the Taylor expansion as:





where Djk  (1=k!)
 
@kf=@xk
j. The only unknowns in this equation are the
Djk's, which are directly related to the spatial derivatives at xj that we are trying
to calculate.
If we write the above equation for several dierent xn, we can think of it as a
163matrix equation that takes a k-element vector Djk as input and spits back an n-
element vector fn fj as output. Inverting this matrix therefore allows us to solve
for the spatial derivatives at our grid point of interest (the Djk's) as a simple linear
combination of the function values at other grid points (the fn's). The problem
we face in doing this, however, is that the sum over k extends to innity|in other
words, the matrix that we need to invert has an innite number of columns! In
order to \solve" the equation, therefore, we must truncate the sum in the above
equation after a particular number of terms (equal to the number of fn's we want
to use) and live with the resulting inaccuracy in our solution. For example, using



































which can be inverted to solve for Dj1 and Dj2 and therefore the rst and second
derivatives at xj. The error terms i in the above equation are of order O(x3).
The solution of the above matrix gives a relatively trivial result, but the power
of the method is that it can easily be extended to any size matrix and therefore any
arbitrary order of accuracy. Solving these matrices using a symbolic mathematics
package leads to a simple algebraic formula that converts a particular set of grid
spacings xjn into coecients that need to multiply each fn in order to calculate
any necessary derivative at xj to any necessary order of accuracy.
As mentioned, the formulation of this method as a matrix problem does not
appear to have been noticed in the literature; for example, Schiesser (1991) goes
through a long series of mathematical manipulations needed to solve for the above
coecients in particular cases, apparently without realizing that the mathematical
manipulations in question are simply those needed to solve a matrix equation! The
164best method we have found presented in the literature to calculate coecients for
spatial derivatives is that due to Fornberg (1988), who presented a general algo-
rithm that can be used to calculate the coecients based on tting a polynomial
to the adjacent grid points. This method was specically designed for situations
where speed is important (such as in adaptive grid methods, where the grid is
constantly being resampled throughout an integration), and we have not investi-
gated whether our method is faster. However, the fact that we can derive a simple
analytic formula for any order of accuracy certainly suggests that our method is a
more straightforward one.
4.7 Conservative Integration Schemes for Irregular Grids
Second order conservative integration schemes for regular grids have been discussed
by many authors (e.g., Hirsch 1988). In this section, we expand the discussion
to irregular grids and arbitrary orders of accuracy and derive the method that
FRIENDLY uses to provide a fully conservative numerical scheme if requested by
the user at runtime. Along the way, we derive formulas that will be useful in
implementing specic boundary conditions in the fourth order (or higher) case.
A numerical integration scheme is \conservative" whenever it properly con-
serves quantities that are conserved in the underlying, continuous physical model.
This means that the total amount of the quantity contained within the computa-
tional grid must only change due to the ux of material through the boundary of
the grid, or, for periodic boundary conditions, must not change at all.
If a quantity u is locally conserved on a discrete spatial grid, we can write the






= _ uj;in   _ uj;out; (4.5)
where _ uj;in is the rate at which u enters the lower boundary of the cell and _ uj;out
is the rate at which it exits the upper boundary (this equation could easily be
generalized to multiple dimensions, of course). Global conservation requires that
the rate at which u leaves the upper boundary of cell j equal the rate at which it
enters the lower boundary of cell j + 1, or, mathematically, _ uj;out = _ uj+1;in. This
requirement suggests a change in notation; we rewrite _ uj;in as _ uj 1=2 and _ uj;out as
_ uj+1=2, to indicate that the midcell values of _ u depend on the location on the grid
at which they are being evaluated, not on which neighboring cell (lower or upper)
they are being evaluated for.
We can convert this equation to one that can be compared with our numerical
scheme by dening  as the density of u (i.e., u divided by the volume of the cell)
and F as the ux of u, so that, for example, Fj+1=2 is the ux of u through the
upper cell boundary (often referred to as the midcell ux or numerical ux). Using










where xj is the width of the cell in the x direction. If we dene each cell boundary
to be located exactly halfway between adjacent locations xj at which the physical
quantities are evaluated, then xj = (xj+1   xj 1)=2 for a grid with arbitrary
spacing.
The above equation shows the relationship that @=@t must satisfy for a con-
servative integration scheme. For u to be conserved physically, however, we require










A conservative numerical approximation for the derivative is one that, when written
in the above form, leads to a formula for Fj1=2 that is globally conservative (in the
manner discussed above for uj1=2). Another important requirement, of course, is
that the formulas for Fj1=2 (the midcell uxes on the boundaries) should have
some reasonable relationship to Fj (i.e., the ux calculated within the adjacent
cell). This is eectively saying that the integration scheme is a \good" one that
accurately represents the underlying physics. One way to dene this condition
more rigorously is to say that when all the Fk's that go into calculating Fj1=2 have
the same value, Fj1=2 should also have that value (Hirsch 1988). If a numerical
scheme calculates Fj1=2 as a linear combination of nearby Fk's with coecients
ak (as is common), then the condition reduces to
P
ak = 1.
If a numerical approximation for the derivative can be written in the form
of equation (4.7) and meet both the above conditions (\global conservation" and
\physical accuracy"), then the integration scheme in question is conservative. Fur-
thermore, such a scheme will also handle conservative equations with source terms
correctly; the rate at which the total amount of u on the grid changes will be
the sum of the source term contributions within each cell, plus any uxes on the
outside boundary of the grid.
4.7.1 Nth Order Conservative Integration Schemes
To test whether our integration scheme discussed in x4.6 is conservative, we sub-
stitute the expression derived there for (@F=@x)j into equation (4.7) and see if we
167can obtain consistent solutions for Fj1=2. The expression for (@F=@x)j can be





djn (Fj+n   Fj); (4.8)
where the djn are the coecients (with units  1=x) in the linear combination of
F's that are used to approximate the derivative; for each j, the djn are obtained
by taking the rst row of the inverse of a matrix like that found on the right hand
side of equation (4.4). Note that in this section, we are also redening n to be
the relative location of each neighbor point of j that is used in calculating the
derivative, rather than the absolute location. For the scheme to be conservative,






djn(Fj+n   Fj): (4.9)
We can now see that obtaining a globally conservative solution for Fj1=2 is a
dicult problem in the general case, because the solution for each numerical ux
Fj+1=2 is coupled to the solution for its neighbor Fj 1=2, and therefore, ultimately,
all the numerical uxes on the spatial grid are coupled together through a  J J
matrix equation (where J is the number of points on the spatial grid that the j
index runs over). This matrix is not, in the general case, invertible, which means
that it is possible to produce grid spacings for which the integration scheme we
have dened above is not conservative.
To nd the conditions under which the integration scheme is conservative, it is
instructive to not look at the matrix equation directly, but rather to realize that
if one of the midcell uxes on the grid is known (say Fj 1=2), then it is possible to
168iteratively solve for all others by rewriting equation (4.9) as:
Fj+1=2 = Fj 1=2 + xj
X
n
djn(Fj+n   Fj): (4.10)
This gives Fj+1=2, which can be plugged into a similar equation at j + 1 to solve
for Fj+3=2, and so on down the line.
As an example, we consider the case of periodic boundary conditions, which
impose a consistency requirement on the above set of equations whereby the initial
value of Fj 1=2 that starts o the solution chain must be equal to the value derived
once we have wrapped the chain around the grid and approached xj 1=2 from the
opposite direction (this is eectively the global conservation requirement). In this






djn (Fj+n   Fj) = 0; (4.11)
where the sum over j runs over the entire spatial grid.
We have found that a sucient condition for this equation to be satised is that
the \dimensionless derivative coecients" xjdjn do not depend on the location
on the grid (i.e., do not depend on j). In that case, these coecients can be pulled










which is always true for periodic boundary conditions because both terms within
the square brackets are equal to the sum of Fj over all points on the grid (the
shift n is arbitrary and just indicates the location on the grid at which the sum is
\started").
On a periodic grid, the only realistic way to force xjdjn to not depend on j
is to have the grid spacing be uniform, which is usually the case anyway (since
169periodic grids do not tend to have any \special" locations where higher resolution
is required). On non-periodic grids, however, there is another type of useful grid
spacing that has this property: any grid in which each cell width is a constant
multiple of the previous cell width, xj+1 = gxj, where g does not depend on j.
(A special example of this kind of spacing is logarithmic spacing, xj / xj.)
In fact, we can easily extend the above analysis to non-periodic grids. Suppose
we wish to specify particular midcell uxes Fleft and Fright just outside the bound-
aries of a non-periodic grid (i.e., at x1=2 and xJ+1=2 if the grid runs from j = 1 to
J). Equation (4.11) therefore has its right hand side replaced with Fright   Fleft,
which again cannot be satised for an arbitrary integration scheme. However, if we
once again assume that xjdjn does not depend on j, the equivalent of equation
(4.12) no longer has all of its terms cancel out, but rather has some neighboring
points remain near both edges of the grid. For a second order integration method,
for example (where n ranges from -1 to 1), we obtain:
Fright   Fleft = a 1 (F0   FJ) + a1 (FJ+1   F1); (4.13)
while a fourth order method has additional terms for a 2 and a2. (Here, we are
using the simplied notation an = xjdjn, because we have assumed that this
term does not depend on j.) Note that F0 and FJ are \ghost cell" uxes that
occur outside of the computational grid.
This equation can be used to solve for Fleft = a1F1   a 1F0 and Fright =
a1FJ+1   a 1FJ separately (under the physically reasonable assumption that Fleft
and Fright should only depend on the grid points near them), and therefore, since
we are assuming that the an are the same everywhere on the grid, it can also be
170used to obtain the following general formula:
Fj+1=2 = a1Fj+1   a 1Fj: (4.14)
It is easy to verify, however, that this formula for the midcell ux Fj+1=2 is not
automatically physically accurate (the sum of the coecients multiplying each F
does not, in general, equal 1). Only uniform grid spacing (where a 1 =  0:5 and
a1 = 0:5) is physically accurate, and a similar result holds for the fourth-order





for second order (a trivial result), and
Fj+1=2 =
 Fj 1 + 7Fj + 7Fj+1   Fj+2
12
(4.16)
for fourth order (a less trivial result), where Fleft can be obtained from these
equations by setting j = 0, and Fright can be obtained by setting j = J.
4.7.2 Applications to User-Specied Boundary Conditions
What was the point of doing the above exercise if all it did was strongly suggest
that uniform spacing is the only way to get a conservative integration scheme? One
of the main benets is that it provides a method to numerically set desired uxes
on the grid boundaries. Specically, when equations (4.15) or (4.16) are evaluated
for Fleft or Fright, the formula will contain terms involving the ux at \ghost cells"
o the edge of the grid (for example, F0 and FJ, as noted above). If the formula is
arranged to solve for these ghost cell values, we immediately obtain a method for
numerically specifying any desired value of Fleft or Fright entering the boundary of
a globally conservative uniform grid, to second or fourth order accuracy: Simply
171set the ghost cell uxes to the indicated values whenever spatial derivatives are
being taken.
Specically, for second order we obtain F0 = 2Fleft   F1 on the left boundary,
and a similar equation for the right boundary (once again, a trivial result). For
fourth order, however, equation (4.16) has two ghost cells contained within it, and
therefore we cannot uniquely determine the value of each. The apportioning of
ux between each ghost cell is not completely arbitrary; the ghost cell located
two spaces away from the boundary is only used to compute the derivative at the
closest grid point to the boundary, but the ghost cell located only one space away
from the boundary is also used to compute the derivative at the second-closest
grid point to the boundary. We have chosen to apportion ux between these ghost
cells by requiring that F3=2 = (F1 + F2)=2 (and a similar equation for the right
boundary); in other words, we require that the midcell ux between the rst two
grid points contains no dependence on the ghost cells, and instead is given by the
appropriate second order formula using only points interior to the grid. This is
physically reasonable, since the ghost cell is not supposed to be approximating
any \real" point o the edge of the grid; its sole function is to specify the ux
entering the computational grid at its extreme edge, and therefore its value should
not aect anything except the edge of the grid. Adding this constraint, we obtain
the following solution for the left boundary:
F0 = F1 + F2   F3 (4.17)
F 1 =  12Fleft + 14F1 + 6F2   7F3; (4.18)
with an analogous solution on the right boundary. Although the specic appor-
tioning does not appear to have a huge eect on the integration, we have found that
172in some cases, the apportioning we have chosen produces a slightly more stable
integration scheme than other possible choices (e.g., requiring F 1 = F0).
4.7.3 Conservation on Non-Uniform Grids
Finally, what should we do about the case of a non-uniform grid? Morinishi et al.
(1998) and Vasilyev (2000) have considered the question of fourth order accurate
schemes in the context of staggered mesh grids (where velocities and other vector
quantities are dened on the cell boundaries, and scalar quantities are dened at
the cell centers) and have suggested, as we do, that it is impossible to create a
conservative integration scheme while preserving fourth order accuracy. Nonethe-
less, these authors found that it is possible to create fourth order accurate schemes
that do a relatively good job conserving physical quantities, although not doing so
to the level of machine accuracy. Indeed, we have found in our case (where we are
using a regular, non-staggered mesh) that our second and fourth order methods
conserve quantities relatively well, as long as the grid is relatively close to uniform
(e.g., in the adiabatic gas case, quantities integrated over the grid appear to be
within  0:5% of the expected value).
In our code, we also provide an option to force the integration scheme to be
conservative, at the expense of a small loss of accuracy from the formal second or
fourth order specication. Essentially, this method assumes that the midcell uxes
are given by the values in equations (4.15) and (4.16), with the spatial derivative
of F given by a simple dierence of the midcell uxes (i.e., \ux in" minus \ux
out") divided by the cell width xj, without regard to where the cell boundaries
are located. Another, equivalent way to look at this method is to say that the grid
spacing is assumed to be \locally uniform"|that is, constant and equal to xj|
173within each group of n points used to calculate the derivative at xj, but allowed to
be dierent at dierent grid points j. This method should work quite well if the
grid spacing is close to uniform, so that adjacent points n have relatively similar
spacings; note also that it is very similar to the methods described by Verstappen
& Veldman (1997) and Morinishi et al. (1998) for nonuniform, staggered mesh
grids.
4.8 Boundary Conditions
FRIENDLY currently provides a wide variety of boundary conditions that can be
chosen by the user at runtime. In addition to the ability to specify a particular
boundary ux (discussed in x4.7.2), the user can choose periodic boundary con-
ditions, reective boundary conditions, \lopsided" boundary conditions (in which
the derivative on the boundary is computed using points within the grid only),
xed boundary conditions, and two methods of extrapolation using any number of
interior points on the grid (extrapolation via tting a polynomial to the interior
points, or extrapolation using the average of the interior points). Furthermore,
through the use of FORTRAN 95 array notation, these boundary conditions can
easily be applied separately on any boundary in any dimension, and to any number
of points on each boundary (for example, the fourth order method requires two
\ghost points" past the edge of the grid; the user can choose to specify the rst
point using a particular method, and then use a \lopsided" derivative formula in
place of specifying the other). Thus, FRIENDLY is very exible in being able to
work with a wide variety of dierent physical conditions.6
6One current limitation of the code, however, is that each equation in the physical
model must use the same boundary conditions (on a particular face of the computational
grid) as all the other equations.
174As an example of one of the most important boundary conditions, in which the
user species a particular ux of the relevant physical quantities on the boundary,
we show in Figure 4.3 a comparison between two identical sound waves, one of
which begins on the grid, and the other of which arises entirely from a user-
specied boundary ux of mass, momentum and energy. As can be seen, these two
sound waves have the same properties and also travel at the same physical speed
regardless of their location on the irregular grid used here, as expected.
Additionally, we provide in FRIENDLY a method to enforce certain conditions
on the boundary uxes but still allow these boundary uxes to be calculated using
one of the normal boundary conditions. An example of a condition that might be
imposed is to mimic a black hole by requiring that the ux of mass, momentum
and energy at the inner boundary always be negative. This can be simply enforced
by adding or subtracting a particular amount from the otherwise-specied ghost
cell uxes. Equation (4.18) and the surrounding discussion shows that in order to
add a ux Fadd to the boundary ux in the fourth order case (i.e., to replace the
boundary ux Fleft with Fleft +Fadd), we must subtract 12Fadd from the ghost cell
located two spaces away from the boundary; in the second order case, meanwhile,
we must add 2Fadd to the ghost cell (once again, the second order case is a trivial
result, whereas the fourth order case is not).
4.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described the development and some of the unique fea-
tures of FRIENDLY, a new code for integrating time-dependent equations that is
designed to be user-friendly, exible and (eventually) publicly available; it achieves
the rst two goals primarily by using a \method of lines" approach to the numeri-










































































































Figure 4.3: A comparison of the evolution of two identical sound waves, one of
which begins on the spatial grid and the other of which is initially imposed on the
grid boundary, made using FRIENDLY. As expected, the two sound waves have
virtually the same properties once they are both on the grid (although note that the
oscillations associated with the initial discontinuity are larger for the sound wave in
the region of the irregular grid with larger spacing; this is because the oscillations
are a grid phenomenon, not a physical one). Also, the evolution is performed on
an irregular grid, but, as should be the case, the sound waves maintain a constant
physical speed (and therefore a constant physical separation) throughout the run.
176cal integration that allows for an almost complete separation between the physics
and the underlying computational algorithms, as well as by taking advantage of
powerful FORTRAN 95 array manipulation features. In this chapter, we have de-
scribed some results of the initial implementation of FRIENDLY, as well as some
of the theoretical work that needed to be done to allow FRIENDLY to achieve
fourth-order accurate spatial derivatives (and/or conservation to the level of ma-
chine accuracy) for an arbitrarily-spaced irregular grid; the procedures described
here could, in theory, be easily extended to higher orders of accuracy as well. It is
hoped that the code will soon be ready to make available to the larger community.
177Chapter 5
Simulations of Accretion Disk Evolution
in GRS 1915+105
5.1 Summary
In this chapter, we use the numerical code described in Chapter 4 to begin a
preliminary investigation of accretion disk and jet evolution in GRS 1915+105.
We focus on allowing , the Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) parameter describing the
strength of turbulence, to change rapidly in time, and we describe how this change
can lead to an outburst in the disk. Many models for jets involve large scale
magnetic elds that should inhibit the magnetorotational instability believed to
drive turbulence in the disk, and therefore these models should naturally lead to
a rapid increase in  when the magnetic eld is ejected from the system. We
nd that in our simulations, the timescale and luminosity for the outburst can be
controlled by the manner in which  is allowed to change, which is a promising
start to our goal of explaining the complex, variable behavior of GRS 1915+105
and other objects.
5.2 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we derived a wide variety of dimensionless parameters that might be
expected to depend on the presence of a jet or other aspects of the vertical structure
178of an accretion disk. Here, as an illustration of the way in which these kinds of
parameters can aect the observed light curves of GRS 1915+105 and other black
hole candidates, we present numerical simulations that show how rapid changes in
the  parameter of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) can lead to interesting behavior in
the accretion disk.
There are two main reasons why we choose to focus on  initially. First, the
value of  has a very signicant eect on both the evolution timescales and the
shape of the local energy balance curve of an accretion disk. In particular, the
thermal and viscous timescales are both inversely proportional to , while the
turbulent heating rate is directly proportional to , in contrast to the radiative
cooling rate which has no dependence. Thus, a change in  could lead to a change
in the outburst timescale of the disk, as well as a change in the detailed track the
disk takes as it traverses the energy balance diagram.
Second, many theoretical models suggest, usually indirectly, that the value of
 should be dierent when a jet is and is not present. The basic picture that many
models invoke for a steady jet is one in which a large-scale, ordered magnetic eld
is present that can channel matter and energy away from the accretion disk (e.g.,
Blandford & Payne 1982; Eikenberry & van Putten 2003; Livio et al. 2003; Tagger
et al. 2004). Although the details of the magnetic eld structure in each individual
model are dierent, the common theme is clearly that a large-scale magnetic eld is
responsible for the jet. There is some debate about how strong these magnetic elds
can grow via advection from the outer disk, but there is at least some theoretical
work that suggests they can grow to be stronger than equipartition, at which point
there is a large range of magnetic eld values for which the magnetic structure
would be stable (Stehle & Spruit 2001) and therefore amenable to the presence
179of a steady jet. In particular, the magnetorotational instability that is thought
to drive accretion during the thermal dominant state of an accretion disk is not
generally expected to operate when the magnetic eld reaches equipartition value
or higher (Balbus & Hawley 1991).
In this spirit, Tagger et al. (2004) proposed a model for GRS 1915+105 in which
the transition from the low state to the period of oscillations seen in this object's
light curve (e.g., Chapter 2) involves the destruction of a large-scale magnetic eld
via a reconnection event, during which the magnetic eld eventually becomes low
enough that the magnetorotational instability can turn on. We suggest that the
simplest way to approximate this removal of magnetic eld is to allow  to increase
sharply over some region of the disk, thereby producing more ecient turbulent
transport and energy dissipation which could be due to the magnetorotational
instability suddenly becoming operable. However, we do recall from Chapter 3
that other dimensionless parameters in the disk might be expected to change as
the large scale jet evolves or material is ejected into it; thus, the work presented
in this chapter is only a preliminary investigation of the possible parameter space.
We note that an overwhelming number of possible scenarios for a variable value
of  have been suggested in the literature, usually where   tr=P (as we have
dened it in this thesis) has some dependence on other disk parameters. For
example, dwarf novae outbursts have long been modeled using dierent values of
 on the upper and lower branches of the thermal stability curve in an attempt
to better match observations (Smak 1984; Cannizzo 1993), with the time-variable
values of  sometimes even chosen based on a direct comparison to simulations
of the magnetorotational instability in this regime (Menou 2000). The same basic
idea has also been explored for the cool outer disks of X-ray binaries (e.g., Menou
180et al. 2000; Lasota 2001) and specically for the long term ( months) outbursts of
GRS 1915+105 by Truss & Wynn (2004). Note that all these simulations involve
a dierent limit cycle instability than the one discussed in this thesis, occurring on
a much lower temperature portion of the energy balance curve, where the curve
assumes an \S shape" due to changes in the opacity as hydrogen becomes partially
ionized. Furthermore, a wide variety of disk models propose values of  that
depend on other parameters in the disk (e.g., Takeuchi & Mineshige 1997; Merloni
2003; Meier 2005), often depending on specic assumptions about the magnetic
eld.
The main dierence between the idea in this work and previous ideas about
 is that we view a change in  to be a possible cause of an outburst related
to the ejection of a jet, rather than a consequence of the evolution of other disk
parameters. Furthermore, we change  rapidly in our models. In fact, we change
it \instantaneously" over a wide region of the disk, which would appear to violate
causality; however, as long as the true rate at which  changes is much faster than
other typical timescales in the system (which appears to be quite reasonable based
on the results of this chapter, and also if the change in  propagates at the Alfv en
speed in a magnetically dominated disk), this is not problematic. We note that in
order to change  faster than the thermal timescale at a particular location in the
disk (i.e., in order to have the local energy balance curve change faster than the
disk can keep up with it), the \jet speed" vjet that removes magnetic eld from the
disk must roughly obey vjet  cs, where cs is the sound speed; this constraint
is not very hard to meet. We also note that global observations of accretion disks
show a hint of evidence for the jet timescales being faster than the disk ones, based
on observations by Kalemci et al. (2006) of the power law and disk components
181of the X-ray spectrum of the black hole candidate H1743-322 as it came out of an
outburst.
5.3 Simulations
We used the FRIENDLY code described in Chapter 4 to simulate a one-dimensional
accretion disk around a black hole of mass 14M, appropriate for GRS 1915+105
(Greiner et al. 2001a; Harlaftis & Greiner 2004). We used a simpler set of time-
dependent equations than those discussed in Chapter 3. Specically, we assumed
that orbits were always nearly circular (vr  v), so that the radial momentum
equation can be ignored and the angular momentum and mass conservation equa-
tions can be combined (Pringle 1981); the appropriate energy equation to use in
this case is the internal energy equation, rather than the full conservation of energy
equation which contains kinetic energy terms. In general, the simplied equations
we used should still be relatively accurate, even when advection dominates the
energy transport in the disk (Mayer & Pringle 2006).
We originally tried to simulate the full set of equations, and that is our even-
tual goal. However, our attempts to do so using the Shakura & Sunyaev (1973)
solution as an initial condition were unsuccessful, quickly becoming unstable in
the inner part of the disk. In retrospect, it is possible to see why this is the case.
Although the Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) solution assumes that the radial balance
equation is insignicant, it does not assume that each individual term within that
equation is negligible. For example, it is possible to derive the typical timescale
for the radial momentum to change when acted upon by the pressure force in a
Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) disk; we nd that this timescale is  =
c (in other
words, much faster than the dynamical timescale!). This somewhat surprising re-
182sult indicates that our attempts to simulate disks in this manner were doomed to
fail; in the initial condition for the Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) disk, the centrifugal
and gravitational forces balance out, so that the pressure force drives material out
of the inner disk much faster than the code is able to handle for any reasonable
assumed Courant time. To proceed further, we would need to set the initial con-
dition in our simulations using a numerical solution of the full set of equations in
the steady state, as has been done by some studies in the literature (e.g., Watarai
& Mineshige 2003); it is our goal to pursue this work in the future. However, other
studies use the simplied assumptions that we have made (Janiuk et al. 2002;
Mayer & Pringle 2006), and overall we should be able to compare our results to
most one-dimensional disk models in the literature, as long as we are not interested
in obtaining very high accuracy in the extreme inner disk.
All of our simulations begin with a gas pressure dominated Shakura & Sunyaev
(1973) disk with a dimensionless accretion rate _ M = 0:1 (measured in units of the
Eddington luminosity divided by the speed of light squared). For these parameters,
the entire disk in the region of our simulation (typically 7rg out to a few hundred
rg) is initially stable, although there is occasionally some initial settling down of the
solution as the disk nds its true steady state (which may dier from the Shakura &
Sunyaev 1973 solution if, for example, there is a mix of gas and radiation pressure).
For some combinations of parameters, the code fails during times when the
disk is in an outburst state. In particular, there is a tendency for the surface
mass density and internal energy to become negative as the disk exits the outburst
phase; thus, we cannot generally follow the evolution of more than one successive
disk outburst. We have not yet been able to x this problem, which does not
appear to be a problem with the FRIENDLY code but rather a more fundamental
183issue which arises from the dicult problem of simulating a highly time-dependent
inner boundary with signicant outow from the computational region into the
black hole. In the present study, we nd that the best results can usually be found
by using a Paczy nski & Wiita (1980) gravitational potential and the option in
FRIENDLY that enforces the condition that no mass, momentum or energy are
allowed to emerge from inside the inner disk boundary (see x4.8); these options
generally, although not always, prevent instabilities from forming in the extreme
inner computational regime.
Most of our simulations begin with a value of  = 0:01, which is subsequently
increased to  = 0:1 to mimic the eect of an ejection event that removes the large-
scale magnetic eld. In general, simulations of the magnetorotational instability
suggest that   0:1 is an appropriate value when the instability is operating, al-
though the fact that Maxwell stress dominates in these simulations means that 
roughly tracks the magnetic energy density as well (Hawley 2000; Blackman et al.
2006). This eect may also lead  to have some dependence on the local value
of the gas pressure (Sano et al. 2004). In the current work, we do not take into
account these possible variations of  while the magnetorotational instability is op-
erating. When radiation pressure is important, meanwhile, the magnetorotational
instability appears to respond similarly to the radiation pressure as it does the gas
pressure, provided that the opacity is high enough for the gas and radiation to be
well-coupled (Turner et al. 2003).
5.4 Results
Figure 5.1 shows the surface mass density evolution for a run in which the disk was
initially held in a steady state with  = 0:01 for the rst 100 seconds, and then
184 was increased to a value of 0.1 in the inner part of the disk. We nd that the
change in  drives the disk into outburst; the inner disk becomes nearly evacuated
of matter, and a density wave propagates outward before eventually stalling when
it reaches the region where  is still  0:01. The propagation of this density wave
is shown more clearly in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.3 shows the local energy balance curve, indicating that the inner re-
gions of the disk do go into outburst and reach the advection dominated branch;
the extra heating when  is increased means that these regions of the disk are now
in an unstable portion of parameter space. Figure 5.3 also shows that the outburst
has a dierent character further out in the disk; there, the disk heats up when 
is increased but does not immediately become unstable; instead, the instability is
triggered when the density wave arrives and the extra mass pushes this region of
the disk \over the edge."
The overall outburst light curve is shown in Figure 5.4 (black points). We see
that the disk emits radiation at a super-Eddington rate as long as the transition
wave is propagating through the disk and supplying mass to trigger new outbursts
at large radii and simultaneously sustain the original outburst at the inner radii.
When the transition wave stalls, however, the inner radii stop receiving mass, and
eventually the outburst dies down as the disk is able to cool.
The transition wave feature seen here is not new; it was observed in some of
the earliest one-dimensional simulations of accretion disk outbursts (e.g., Honma
et al. 1991) and in many others works since then. In these simulations, outbursts
in an  = 0:1 disk were driven not by a change in , but rather by an external
accretion rate _ M that was high enough so that the equilibrium state of the disk
would put it in the unstable portion of the local \S-shaped" energy balance curve.
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Figure 5.1: The surface mass density evolution for a run in which the value of  is
raised from 0.01 to 0.1 in the inner region of the disk (r . 400rg; bottom panel). A
transition to the high state is initiated in the inner region, largely evacuating the
disk and sending a wave of mass outwards, which eventually stalls when it reaches
the region where  is still equal to 0.01.








































Figure 5.2: The prole of the surface mass density at ve times from Figure 5.1:
100 seconds (black; right before the change in  is initiated), 102.5 seconds (gray),
120 seconds (red), 140 seconds (green), and 168 seconds (blue).
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Figure 5.3: The evolution on the local energy balance curve at two radii, when 
is raised from 0.01 to 0.1 in the inner region of the disk. The left panel shows the
evolution at r = 22rg; the energy balance curve for  = 0:01 is shown in black, and
that for  = 0:1 is shown in blue. When  changes, the material at this location
in the disk is suddenly in an unstable region of parameter space, and an outburst
is triggered. At a radius of r = 327rg, meanwhile (right panel), the disk heats up
when  changes, but it still remains on a stable part of the energy balance curve.
Only when the transition wave from the inner part of the disk reaches this radius
(at  140 seconds) is enough mass added to drive it into an outburst.

























Figure 5.4: The outburst light curve for the run shown in Figures 5.1 through 5.3
(black), where the value of  is raised for r . 400rg, compared to the outburst
light curve for a run in which the value of  is only raised for r . 100rg (red).
In these simulations, the transition wave stalls at a radius smaller than  150  
200rg, leading to an outburst of duration  20   30 seconds (Honma et al. 1991;
Szuszkiewicz & Miller 1998, 2001).
In our simulations, there are several important dierences. First, we have
found that the timescale and radial extent of the outburst are not xed, but rather
depend on the size of the region in which  is changed. We can obtain an outburst
that is much longer than normal, as in the case discussed above, or we can obtain
a shorter outburst by only allowing  to change over a small region of the disk
(as shown by the red points in Figure 5.4). Within a large range of radii over
which  might be allowed to change, the transition wave will always stall near the
outer boundary of the region where  is altered (i.e., the outer boundary of the
region where the \jet ejection" takes place). The reason that our model can give
longer outbursts than the original accretion disk simulations can be appreciated
189by looking at the right panel of Figure 5.3; by increasing  rapidly, we eectively
obtain an  = 0:1 disk that has the surface mass density of an  = 0:01 disk. In
other words, after heating up on a thermal timescale and nding its new location
on the energy balance curve, the disk is much more dense than would normally
be the case. At any given radius, therefore, the disk is very close to being near
the critical bend in the energy balance curve at which it becomes unstable, and
the transition wave only needs to add a small amount of mass to trigger a new
outburst at that radius. Thus, we should be able to get outbursts quite far out
in the disk, as long as  is increased in those regions, whereas in the normal case,
the transition wave will peter out much earlier because it quickly reaches a point
in the disk where the surface mass density is too low to undergo an outburst, even
with the added mass from the transition wave.
These results have important observational implications. First, there are times
when GRS 1915+105 remains in the high state for a signicant period of time.
Nayakshin et al. (2000) have discussed the diculty of reproducing these observa-
tions. Here, we show that it is possible to do so by removing a jet from a large
enough portion of the disk (however, our code limitations make it impossible for
us to currently investigate one of the main issues raised by Nayakshin et al. 2000,
which is the diculty in reproducing the large duty cycles of the GRS 1915+105
outbursts).
In addition, Belloni et al. (1997b) found a correlation during certain observa-
tions of GRS 1915+105 between the observed duration of the outburst and the
amount of the inner disk that appeared to be \missing" in spectral ts of the
quiescent time between outbursts. They attributed this to a model in which a
certain portion of the disk was removed or became unobservable, and the larger
190this region was, the more time it took the disk to rell on the viscous timescale.
At least qualitatively, our simulations would appear to reproduce this correlation
by relating both the outburst timescale and size of the \missing" part of the disk
to the size of the region of the disk from which the jet was ejected. However, we
would need to be able to simulate multiple repeating events in order to truly test
this correlation.
Finally, and perhaps most important, the original simulations of Honma et al.
(1991) and others predicted continuously repeating outburst cycles, because the
disks they studied were inherently unstable. GRS 1915+105, however (as well as
other black hole candidates), frequently undergoes an outburst after a long period
of quiescence. Our simulations can reproduce this behavior easily, because it is the
change in  (due, we posit, to the removal of magnetic eld by a jet) that drives an
otherwise stable disk into an outburst. Furthermore, if the value of _ M is such that
the disk is stable for both the initial and nal values of , then we would expect to
see a single outburst, with the disk returning to a stable state on the \new" energy
balance curve after the outburst is complete. For a certain range of _ M, however,
it is possible to have the disk be stable for the low value of  but unstable for the
high value (this is essentially due to the fact that a low  disk has a higher surface
mass density and therefore a higher gas pressure fraction if all else is equal, which
tends to keep the disk stable). In this case, we would expect the disk to undergo
repeated oscillations following the initial outburst. Furthermore, we speculate
that these subsequent oscillations might be of the more \normal" variety found by
Honma et al. (1991) and others, because the disk at this point will be in a normal
 = 0:1 state. Thus, one could imagine light curves with some resemblance to the
\class " light curves in Chapter 2, where the initial outburst state appears to be
191on a longer timescale than the subsequent oscillations. However, a full simulation
of this phenomenon would be necessary to see if this behavior really does occur.
We show in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 two runs in which the value of  is only
changed in the middle part of the disk, not the inner part. In both gures, the
inner boundary of the region where  is changed is the same, but in Figure 5.5,
the outer boundary is farther away. We see similar behavior in both gures, with
the change in  sending mass primarily towards the inner region, where it builds
up without penetrating to the extreme inner regions of the disk. Signicantly
more mass builds up in Figures 5.5, which would be expected because more mass
is available; however, in neither case is there a prominent transition wave at the
moment  is changed. Rather the disk must wait until mass builds up before a
noticeable eect is achieved.
We show the outburst light curves from these two runs in Figure 5.7. The rst
case has a much brighter light curve than the second, which may seem surprising
since the only dierence between these runs was in the value of  at very large
radii. Figure 5.8, however, shows that there actually is a signicant dierence at
the radii near where the mass builds up; the extra mass available in the case of
Figure 5.5 is just enough to push the disk over the edge of stability and allow it to
go into an outburst at this radius. In the case of Figure 5.6, however, not enough
mass is received, and the disk at this radius always stays on or near the lower,
stable portion of the energy balance curve.
In Figure 5.9, we show that the outburst light curve for the case of Figure
5.5 is indeed due to emission at the middle radii rather than the inner portion
of the disk, by plotting the luminosity per unit radius in the disk as a function
of time. Thus, it is possible to get an observable outburst in the disk without
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Figure 5.5: The surface mass density evolution for a run in which the value of 
is raised from 0.01 to 0.1 in the middle part of the disk (cf. Figure 5.1). In this
case, mass builds up around the boundary of the region where  is changed and
penetrates it slightly, but never reaches the inner part of the disk. Also, unlike
Figure 5.1, there is no prominent transition wave initiated when  changes.
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Figure 5.6: Same as Figure 5.5, but the outer boundary of the region where 
changes is now 100rg closer to the black hole. In this case, much less mass builds
up in the inner region. (Note that the color scale in this gure is the same as the
color scale in Figure 5.5.)

























Figure 5.7: The outburst light curves for the runs shown in Figure 5.5 (black) and
5.6 (red). The extra mass that accumulates in the inner region of the disk in the
case of Figures 5.5 appears to trigger an outburst that is brighter and longer, and
whose peak is signicantly delayed.
the inner radii participating. This situation is similar to the one investigated by
Lovelace et al. (1994) in simulations of a magnetized disk, where a disturbance in
the magnetic eld at large radii led to an ejection as well as signicant accretion
into the inner disk. Here, we show that the change in  within the disk that might
be expected if material were ejected at a large enough radius is enough to initiate
similar accretion behavior, regardless of the power that goes into the jet. We also
nd that the outburst does not necessarily have to reach the extreme inner disk
but can be conned to the region in which the jet is ejected. Finally, we note that
the delayed outburst light curves shown in 5.7 could be relevant for observations of
GRS 1915+105 discussed in Chapter 2, where infrared activity in the jet sometimes
appears to precede X-ray activity from the disk.
Finally, we show in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 measurements of the degree to which
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Figure 5.8: The evolution on the local energy balance curve at a radius r = 110rg,
for the run shown in Figure 5.5 (thick black line) and the run shown in Figure
5.6 (thick red line). The energy balance curves at this radius before and after 
is changed are represented by thin black and blue lines, respectively. In the rst
case (thick black line), the material at this radius receives just enough mass from
farther out in the disk to undergo a small outburst, while in the second case (thick
red line), it does not.
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Figure 5.9: The evolution of the luminosity per unit radius for the run shown in
Figure 5.5. It is clear that the outburst light curve is produced almost entirely via
emission from the middle part of the disk, and the inner disk does not participate
in any signicant way.
197various assumptions made in our one-dimensional disk model break down in the
\inner disk outburst" from Figure 5.1 and the \middle disk outburst" from Figure
5.5. Checking these conditions is an important step in any one-dimensional disk
calculation, but it is not done in papers published in the literature. As described
in the captions of Figures 5.10 and 5.11, we nd that our simulations of outbursts
originating in the middle region of the disk are generally reliable, while those for
an outburst originating in the inner region of the disk do violate the assumptions
in some ways; in particular, the assumption that the gas and radiation are always
in equilibrium appears to be invalid during the outburst. Thus, we should be
suspicious of some of the detailed behavior seen in the disk simulations during
this time (although we believe that our overall conclusions about this outburst
are still valid). The brightest portions of the light curve in this case would be a
good candidate for two-dimensional simulations with the gas and radiation energy
equations evolved separately.
5.5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we have presented preliminary results on a study of how a rapid
change in  might be able to cause outbursts in a disk that roughly match some
of the observations of GRS 1915+105. Future work should involve investigating
a wider range of parameters, tracking a complete cycle of several outbursts, in-
vestigating key parts of the light curve using two-dimensional simulations, and,
nally, comparing the simulations to the data in a more comprehensive way, ei-
ther statistically or by attempting to actually \t" an observational light curve of
GRS 1915+105 by allowing , as well as other parameters which were discussed
and introduced in Chapter 3, to change in space and time.





























































Figure 5.10: A rough measure of the degree to which various assumptions made for
our one-dimensional disk model break down during the inner disk outburst shown
in Figure 5.1, at a radius of r = 22rg. Each parameter plotted should be  1
for the assumption to be valid (i.e., well below the dashed line). The parameters
plotted include 1=eff, which measures the optical thinness of the disk (black
points); (=abs)(H=r)(v=c), which is the ratio of the thermalization to thermal
timescales and therefore measures the extent to which the gas and radiation are
locally decoupled (red points); H=r, which measures the thickness of the disk (dark
blue points); vr=v, which measures the degree to which the orbits are noncircular
(green points);  (vr=c)(H=r), where r is the grid spacing, which measures the
extent to which material on the equatorial plane can accrete to an adjacent grid cell
faster than radiation can diuse vertically (brown points); and (H=r)
2, which
measures the degree to which dierent grid cells can communicate horizontally
faster than the disk can come to vertical hydrostatic equilibrium (light blue points).
We nd that after  is increased, the worst assumptions are that the gas and
radiation are in equilibrium in the inner disk (red and black points). Also, our grid
spacing is \too high resolution" for structure on the order of r to be believable,
because radiation will diuse out of the disk at a dierent location than it was
produced (brown points), and because horizontal communication across a distance
r can happen before the disk has come to vertical equilibrium (light blue points).





























































Figure 5.11: Same as Figure 5.10, but for the middle disk outburst shown in Figure
5.5, at a radius of r = 110rg (where a signicant amount of the outburst radiation
is emitted; cf. Figure 5.9). In this case, the one-dimensional disk assumptions
generally do not break down, although our grid spacing r is still \too high reso-
lution" to believe that all the radiation produced at this radius is actually emitted
from the disk there (brown points).
200Appendix A
The Divergence of a Tensor in
Cylindrical Coordinates
In this appendix, we compute the divergence of a tensor in cylindrical coordi-
nates, for use in the accretion disk equations in Chapter 3. We rst derive equations
that can be used to compute the divergence of a tensor in any orthonormal coor-
dinate system (xA.1), and we then specialize to the case of cylindrical coordinates
(xA.2).
We begin by reviewing a few basic denitions. For an arbitrary tensor T,
the transformation from a coordinate system labeled by the indices g and h to a













where each ^ x represents a basis vector in the indicated coordinate system. All
tensors, by denition, must transform according to this equation (we ignore here
the dierence between covariant and contravariant tensors, which is not relevant
for our purposes). An ordinary vector v, meanwhile, transforms from a coordinate










In the specic case of a transformation between Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)
and cylindrical coordinates (r, , z), the basis vectors are related by the following
201equations:
^ r = (cos) ^ x + (sin) ^ y (A.3)
^  = ( sin) ^ x + (cos) ^ y (A.4)
^ x = (cos) ^ r + ( sin) ^  (A.5)
^ y = (sin) ^ r + (cos) ^ ; (A.6)
which can be used to compute the partial derivatives in equations (A.1) and (A.2).
A.1 Evaluation of the Divergence
In Cartesian coordinates, the divergence of a tensor is a vector whose components
equal the divergence of each row of the tensor. We therefore have






where the indices i and j run over Cartesian coordinates. With the help of equation
(A.1), we can convert Tij to a new coordinate system as follows:













where we use the indices c and d to refer to any orthonormal coordinate system.
We can now use equation (A.2) to transform this vector to our new coordinate
system, which gives















where we have introduced an index b that runs over the new coordinate system.
Next, we can use the chain rule to transform the derivative with respect to xi to a
derivative with respect to our new coordinate system. We obtain

















202where we have introduced another index a that runs over the new coordinate
system. Applying the chain rule to the term in parentheses gives




























The long chain of partial derivatives in the rst term of this equation can be





















where the rst step uses @ ^ xa=@ ^ xi = @ ^ xi=@ ^ xa (which is true for orthogonal coordi-
nate systems because both can be expressed as ^ xi  ^ xa), the second step uses the
chain rule, and the nal step uses the fact that the coordinate system specied by
a and c is orthonormal. Similar manipulations can be performed for the sum over
j, which replaces the remaining basis vector partial derivatives with bd. The rst












We can now rewrite equation (A.11) as






















The rst sum in this equation is structured exactly like the divergence in Cartesian
coordinates. We will therefore only focus on the second sum, which represents the
\extra" terms that arise in our coordinate system. Applying the chain rule to
the derivative inside this sum and performing similar simplications as above, we
obtain























203Inspection of the above equation shows that j and d are both dummy indices, since
they only appear in the second term of the sum; we therefore can replace them
with the equivalent indices i and c, which gives























or, rewriting this equation to collect all derivatives in one place, applying the or-
thogonality condition and reintroducing the index d to run over our new coordinate
system, we nally obtain















A.2 Specialization to Cylindrical Coordinates
If we specialize to cylindrical coordinates, inspection of equations (A.3) through
(A.6) shows that the basic vectors only depend on ; therefore, the only nonzero
@=@xa derivatives in equation (A.17) will be those with respect to . We therefore
can rewrite equation (A.17) as

















There are only four possible nonzero values of the sum over i in this equation (any
term involving ^ z can be shown to be trivially zero, so there are two possibilities
each for c and d). If we write these sums using the notation Scd to indicate the
particular values of c and d that the sum is calculated for, the above equation
simplies to
(r  T)b;extra =
1
r
(TrbSr + TbS + TrSrb + TSb): (A.19)
204The values of Scd can be calculated using equations (A.3) through (A.6). We obtain
the following results:
Srr =  sincos + sincos = 0 (A.20)
Sr = sin
2  + cos
2  = 1 (A.21)
Sr =  sin
2    cos
2  =  1 (A.22)
S = sincos   sincos = 0: (A.23)
We can therefore simplify equation (A.19) to read
(r  T)b;extra =
1
r
(Trb + TrSrb + TSb): (A.24)
Finally, we can evaluate this equation for each b. The results we obtain are as
follows:


















Inserting these terms into the full expression for the divergence, we obtain:
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